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I N T R O D U C T O R Y  N O T E  

The series of paintings on which the following work is based 
were acquired by me in 1930 in Peking. Evidently they have once 
belvnged to a lama temple - one notes, for instance, the typical 
damage caused by rainwater penetrating through leaky roofs. The 
mounting on blue Chinese silk with a swastika design is of com- 
paratively recent date. 

In  all probability the paintings originate from Nepal. The sl j lc 
is a mixture of Indian and Chinese components. I t  seems to 
me that Indian features appear especially in  the human figures, 
postures, clothing etc. while the conception and treatment of 
landscapes, trees and rocks are strongly influenced by Chinese 
traditions. 

These nineteen paintings ~l iould  not be judged as art. The  work- 
manship is rather mechanical and the colours partly extravagant. 
The  colour plate (thanka V I I I )  which introduces this voluine is 
a good example of the artistic level. But the paintings are of 
scientific interest and value because of their faithful, detailed and 
co~uplete depiction of the Milaraspa legend. Tliey also illustrate 
superbly many ethnographical details and lamaistic ceremonies, as 
one can see by the plates at the end of the volume. 

I n  closing, I should like to extend on behalf of the Hedin Expe- 
dition our sincere thanks to Dr. Toni Schmid, who has for  years 
studied every least detail of these paintings at  infinite pains, and 
who has transcribed and translated the often very difficult inscrip- 
tions, comparing them with available literary sources. 



I N T R O D U C T I O N  

senis pa 'di la 'gro 'gro 
dam pa'i Ehos la phyin na / 
che gtig lus gEig iiid la 
sans rgyas thob pa 'dug go 

If one's mind is so inclined 
To\vard the sublime doctrine, 
H e  could with this very body 
Obtain Buddhahood in this very life 

From the Songs of the 6th Dalailama 

here are some human beings who appeal to the imagination of their fellow-creatures far  
outside their own place and their own time. One such is Saint Francis of Assisi, friend of 
the sun and the animals, another Hildegard of Bingen with her belief in love and her devo- 

tion to nature. A third is the Tibetan poet-saint Milaraspa. 
Milaraspa lived at the same time as two well-known founders of western religious orders: Robert 

and Bruno, who instituted the Cistercian and the Carthusian order respectively. Milaraspa died in I 135. 
H e  was a vajrayina-buddhist, and belonged to the bKa'rgyudpa-school, commonly called a sect, but 
which might well be called an order too. H e  became the head of this school succeeding Marpa, 
whose pupil he had been. H e  is still said to be a niost p o p ~ ~ l a r  figure in the mind of the average Ti-  
betan. Pictures of him are common in Tibetan homes, and his songs are rung by the herdsn~en. 

The two chief sources of knowledge concerning Milaraspa are a Life and the so called Hundred 
Thousand Songs, both edited in block-prints, and widely spread over the buddhist world. They have 
been lectured upon among the Mongols, and Forstmann has found a print of the Songs in a Nepa- 
lesian convent. 

The Life or  Legend (rNamthar) is reputedly composed by Mila's pupil Rasi.hui~. It tells in an 
introductory chapter how Rasthuri was induced by dreams and supernatural agents to beg the story 
of his life fro111 his teacher. Tiasthun's authorship however is disputed. The Life is translated into 
English and French by Evans-Wentz and Bacot respectively. 

The  Life follows Milaraspa's career on this earth from his birth at Gutithan to his death at  Chubar 
with the subsequent cremation and distribution of relics. In  addition his pupils, male and female, are 



enumerated. Like Saint Francis our saint was a trader's son. H e  \\,as born in tlie \vealthy hollie of 

a member of the Eagle-clan. H e  lost his father early in life, and the siiiall fainily was deprived of 

its inheritance by a rascally uncle and aunt, to whose care it had been entrusted. For  these the 
mother and the small sister had to work as servants. The mother, Iier mind set on revenge, determines 
that Mila at  any cost must have at1 education. She wishes her son to become a skillet1 magician and 
to punish the relatives \\rho are impervious to lier entreaties and arguments and will not give back 
the fortune. The youthful Mila is, accordingly, sent to a teacher. But not acquiring any magic suff i -  
ciently potent there, he is sent to another teacher, a famous lama. This lama had once owned a "death- 
cliarni" but he has bartered it away to a fellow lama, in exchange for a charrn to evoke hail-stort~is. 
From this third lailia the death-charin is finally obtained. Through the use of this charm thirty-five 
people are killed, relatives and friends of the uncle and aunt. But the rascally pair have escaped. l'he 
mother rejoices, but is not as yet satisfied. Moreover, her demonstrations of joy enrage the villagers. 
Hearing of this she wishes to punish them too, and lier desire is effected by means of a hail-storm- 
charm obtained from the second teacher. Great damage is catised. Hate  arid fear send tlie villagers 
against the authors of their misfortune, but they are not able to catch the young magician who 
returns somewhat unhappily to his second teacher. 

His  mind already troubled is further affected by the death of one of his teacher's lay-followers. 
The  teacher himself has been deeply moved by this and he urges the boy to go to the lama Roriston 
of the (red-capped) rminnia-school. This lama imparts tuition and initiation. When it comes to the 
last stage of ,the pupil's clevelopment, consisting of solitary meditation in a cell, tlie pupil does not 
make sufficient progress. Accordingly lie leaves Roiiston for a new master, Marpa, who is reconi- 
mended by Ronston himself. 

A trying tinie now begins 'for Milaraspa. H e  has collected a sad load of "black deeds" and the 
new master's temperament is not such as to mitigate the necessary expiation. Under this tutorship 
the pupil has once more to evoke a hail-storm in order to punish some adversaries of the new teacher. 
This achievement, though rendering him the honorary name "Great Sorcerer" does not further his 
aims in any other way. Marpa sets him to build dwellings of fantastic shape and to pull them down 
again. The heavy stones that he has to carry cause sores on his back. H e  is given some consolation 
in these troubles by Marpa's wife bDagmednia. She, the spiritually highly developed consort of the 
new teacher, gives the youth food and care, and bestows an initiation of her own upon him. When 
her husband procrastinates his initiation she helps him to obtain initiation from one of Marpa's 
advanced pupils, rNogpa. The results, however, are not satisfactory, and the young man is almost 
driven by despair to take his own life. A t  this moment, howe\,er, Marpa relents, and Mila is accepted 
and initiated. 

But initiation marks the beginning of a spiritual development, iiot the end. The pupil is now 
allowed to read the scriptures at will, and he practises meditation. A missing text that lie wishes to 
have Marpa in person fetches froni India, obtaining it from his own forlner teacher N5ropa. 

Urged by a dream Mila wishes to visit his old home. This desire is granted by Marpa, who 
prepares a farewell-feast, and in a kind of q~otheosis  transmutes liin~self successively into deities 
s~jecially connected with tlie bKa'rgyudpa-order, thus showing Iiitnself to be a real buddha and 
\vonder\vorker. 

Mila, on his arrival, finds his homestead delapidated, and within he comes upon the remains of  
his dead mother. H e  sits a while mourning and "conimunicating with her mind"; then he gathers up 
her bones, and carries them to his first teacher's home near by to have "cha-cha" made, the small 



cones o f  ground bones and clay. The old teacher has died, but his son helps in this last rite. His  
duty to his nlother done, Mila departs. Tlle last stage of his development lies ahead of him. H e  must 
now by solitary meditation, as a christian would put it, work out his salvation. H e  spends his time 
among cliffs  and caves, his diet little but nettles, and even these he sometimes lacks. Occasional 
visitors think him a ghost. Hunters report his existence, and bring a song of his to his native village, 
and by means o f  this his sister Peta is able to find him. She is horrified at his manner of living. Yet 
nothing she has to say can deter him. And fortified by a vision of Marpa he finally reaches 
Complete Knowledge. 

Complete Knowledge is accompanied by complete freedom and miraculous powers. Henceforth 
Mila is lord of  the universe. Wandering across the border-land between Tibet and Nepal he attracts 
new pupils, and initiates more accomplished ones. H e  helps gods and men and beasts and demons. 
H e  becomes an object of  worship and inevitably of envy. 

His last enemy is a learned lama, who keeps a concubine. To her he promises a costly turquoise, 
if she succeeds in poisoning Mila, whom he considers a pretentious humbug. The woman offers Mila 
poisoned food, but he sees her intention and refuses it. When she comes again, however, he accepts 
it. The woman inlnlediately repents, and is desolated by the crime she has committed. But Mila 
consoles her, and says that anyway he is old. 

The last days of the saint are filled with wondrous happenings, and his enemy, the learned lama, 
is converted. Mila dies at Chubar, and is cremated there, and the sky-walkers take away his earthly 
remains. They depart with them to realms beyond this earth, and his pupils are left mourning, and 
dividing the relics bequeathed in his last will. 

T o  this life-story of Milaraspa is added a sort of catalogue containing names: names of  caves he 
has lived in, names of pupils, names of places where he has met these pupils. This catalogue covers 
a gap in his life-story. W e  find there a mere collection of names, and the style differs from the 
detailed and picturesque style of the story as a whole. The catalogue refers to the "Hundred- 
thousand Songs" for further information. 

These Songs in blockprints are found together with the Life. Roughly they can be compared with 
a Liber Miraculorum added to the Vita of a western saint. They are not a "hundred-tl~ousand", 
which is merely an  expression for "many". They are embedded in frame-stories, one or  more of 
which forms a chapter. According to the blockprint that I have used the Songs contain sixty-one 
chapters. Only a part of these has been translated into western languages, mostly German and Eng- 
lish, and a smaller portion has been edited with the Tibetan text attached to them. At  the end of 
this volume a summary of the contents of each chapter is given. 

Though all focussed upon religion and in some way revolving around Milaraspa the clraptcrs vary 
greatly in length, style, and content. A number of the stories follow more or  less the same pattern. 
A t  the beginning they state the place and time of action, and sometimes say wl~ich pupils are with 
Milaraspa. A t  the end they not infrequently indicate that the saint is leaving the scene of the story 
in question, and passing on to another place. Between these statements the events are told, usually 
interspersed with songs. But not all chapters follow this pattern, chapter 28, for example, beginning 
with a long introduction describing a beautiful scene. Some stories read like short anecdotes. Others 
- for instance the tales concerning Cherinma and those concerning the Yak-horn - give the 
impression of  having originally formed a minor independent cycle of stories. 

The  so~tgs properly speaking play a great part in the stories. Most of them are attributed to Mila 
himself. A lesser number is sung by his male and female pupils, by sky-walkers, by eminent yogis. 



T h e  Revererid Milaraspn 
Bibl. Rudtlhica, Tom. V, 

(Oldrnhurg)  1905 

There is a special terminology for these songs in the Hundred-Thousand Songs. Mila's own songs 
are called "nigur" when spoken of, so to speak, officially. The whole collection is named "mgur 
'bum". But Mila himself sometimes refers to a song of htis own as a "glu" which is a more general 
expression for "a song", without special distinction o r  classification. This is seldom done by the 
recorder; there is one instance in the 50th chapter of tlie Songs. There an incident is recorded which 
renlinds one of the proverbial tale about Mohammed and tlie mountain - only it is the reverse of 
this tale. Mila wishes to cliriib to a mountain top. Being old and frail he does not feel strong enough 
to do so, so he addresses the mountain top and asks it to come to lii1ii: 

T o  all Lamas salutation! 
Now Mila wants to go to the mountain top, 
Milaraspa, who is old, 
And the four elements declining, 
Not able to walk. 
You, in the rainbow-light, 
Please, come down ! 

And the mountain bows down and lifts Mila on its Lop. This is one of the very few songs reputedly 
sung by Mila not treating of religious topics. The term "glu" is otherwise used for more every-day 
songs of the people, or  for those of not very accomplished persons. A newly converted pupil may 
sing a "glu". In  a further stage of developnient he sings a "dbyaiis", nnotl~er expression for "song", 
and only  lien fully developed does he express his thoughts in a "nigur". 

Different Tibetan words for "song" have been noted by the editor of tlie Sixth Dalailama's Songs, 
Yu Da\vchyun: gral glu, biad then, sgor b?ad, ka biad, gtan thun hind. Of these our Songs use only 



"glu". They apparently move in another sphere, with the "glu", the small every day-song, as a com- 
nion pllenon~enon. 

The "mgur" and the "dbyans" treat of religious topics, although of widely different kinds. 
Frequently, as an introduction to a particular dorlri~ie, one of Mila's "mgur" may refer to the 
spiritual lineage of  the bKalrgyudpa-scliool, e. g. 

na'i brgyud pa rdo rje 'khail then yin 
yari mes ti lo 6es bzan yin 
mes po nii ro pan then yin 
pha rgan mar pa lo cha yin 
na ran mi la ras pa yin 

"Great rDorje 'than is my origin, 
Wise good Tilo my ancestor, 
Great pandit Ni ro  my Grandfather, 
Marpa the Translator my honoured father. 
I myself am Milaraspa." 

This verse gives the hierarchy of the bKalrgyudpa-school, its immediate cont~ection with the high 
region of buddhas, and with Gautama Buddha l~imself. rDorje 'than or Vajradhara "The Holder 
Of The Thunderbolt" is a special form of the dhyinibodhisattva rDorjesemsdpa', or Vajrasattva. In 
his turn the latter is the dhylnibodhisattva of the dhylnibuddha Mibskyodpa or Aksobhya, who 
corresponds to the buddha Kanaka~nuni in the world of men. 

According to tradition the Indian ascetic Tilopa, who is considered to have lived about goo, 
received the Phyagrgyathenpo or Mahlmudri  from rDorje'khan, and handed it on. \Vhen the 
Indian siddl~a Dampasansrgyas and Mila meet at Thorila (chapter 53 of the Songs), the former 
takes offence at the latter's mode of living. Mila's behaviour, lie thinks, is no less than madness. 
Mila defends his "mad method" by pointing out the method of his spiritual predecessors. I f  he is 
mad, they must have been mad too - and nobody can presume that! For instance: if he (Mila) 
is "possessed", then Tilopa was "possessed" by the Mahimudra. 

Tilopa's pupil is Nlropa, like his master an Indian ascetic. His Life-Story has been edited by 
Griinwedel. H e  is referred to as a learned man, a pandita. 

Nlropa's pupil is Marpa, the first Tibetan of the succession, called "The Translator". In the hymn 
of Mila's that we have just quoted he is "possessed by the four classes of tantras". Marpa's Life- 
Story has been edited by Bacot. Marpa had other teachers besides Naropa, and of these Maitri 
(Maitripa) seems to  have been greatly venerated in the bKa'rgyudpa-school. Relics of him were 
kept, and his doctrines were discussed in the mountain-caves, where Mila and his pupils dwelt. 

Marpa's pupil and successor as head of the school was Milaraspa who is said to have died in 1135. 
The first name given to him as a child was Thospadga' "Delightful to hear". When he showed his 
skill in magic his teacher Marpa gave him - half in jest - the name mThuthen : "Great Magician". 
In a dream-vision Niropa is said to have named him Mila-rDorje-rGyaln~chan "Mila, the Vajra- 
Banner". When initiated by Marpa he gets the name dPal-bZadpa-rDorje "The Noble Perfect 
Vajra". Mila in his songs refers to himself only as Mila - his family-name - or as Milaraspa "the 
cotton-clad Mila". In the song to the Indian siddha quoted above he calls himself "possessed by air 



and sattva, the two". His  successor as the head of  the school was sGan~popa, considered to have been 
a reincarnation of the great Tibetan missionary-king, and said to have died in I I 52. 

All these hierarchs became and still are objects of  worship. Among the three hundred byin-rlabs 
attached to the so-called Pantheon Of The lCariskya-Hutuktu we find invocations or  "prayers" to 
them. A large part of this prayer consists o f  a common formula. Only the first line varies, where 
the saint in question is addressed directly. For  Mila it runs: 

grub pa'i dban phyug mi la'i iabs 
gsol ba 'debs so byin gyis rlobs 
ye . . .  
"At the feet of the mligl~ty saint (siddha) Mila 
( I )  invoke, and devoutly pray." 

Tilopa (Telopa) is addressed : 

zun 'jug ninon mjad te lo pa 
gsol ba . . . 
"Telopa, Producer Of Medi,tation-Heat, 
( I )  invoke and devoutly pray." 

Niropa and Maitripa are invoked respectively 

phag mo'i rjes bzun tla ro  pa 
gsol ba . . . 
"The Sow (Vajrav5rPhi)-winning Niropa 
(1)invoke and devoritly pray to." 

spyan ras gzigs dban mai tri par 
gsol ba . . . 
"The All-Penetrating Maitripa 
I invoke and devoutly pray." 

T o  Marpa the worshipper bows down with the words: 

sgra bsgyur mar pa lo ccha'i iabs 
gsol ba . . . 
"At the feet of Mappa, the Translator, 
I invoke, and devoutly pray." 

sgra bsgyur is the translation of  locchaba (which has become part of the name). 
These venerated heads of the school are by no means the only objects of worship mentioned in 

the Songs. Among the numbers of deities occurring in late mahsyina-buddhism the bKalrgyudpa 
have their special protectors. They confer blessing. The  52nd chapter relates, how the pupil Rasthuri, 
then almost perfect after a long and not easy apprenticeship, leaves his teacher Mila to go to the 
province of dbUs. I n  a last song Mila blesses him: 



Milaraspa's pilgrimages. 
(After a map in : Swami Pranavinanda, The Holy Kailis & Miinasarovar.) 

na'i brgyud pa gan yin zer ca na 
brgyud pa mi nan brgyud pa bzan 
brgyud pa rdo rje 'chan then yin 
brgyud pa bzan po de yi bkra Sis Sog 
bu ras thun pa la blcra Sis Sog 
bla ma gan yin zer ca na 
bla ma mi nan bla ma bzan 
bla ma mar rnog rnam $is yin 
bla ma bzan po de yi bkra Sis iog 
bu ras thun pa la bkra Sis Sog 
dam thos gan yin zer ca na 
dam thos mi nan dam thos bzan 
dam thos phyag rgya then po y i ~ i  
dam thos bzan po de yi bkra Sis Sog 



bu ras thun pa la bkra Sis Sog 
yi dam gan yin zer ca na 
yi dam mi nan yi dam bzan 
y i dam rdo rje phag mo yin 
yi dam bzan po de  yi bkra Sis Sog 
bu ras thud pa la bkra Sis Sog 
thos skyon gan yin zer ca na 
thos skyon mi nan thos skyon bzan 
thos skyon ma mgon ltam dral yin 
thos skyon bzan po de yi bkra Sis Sog 
bu ras thun pa la bkra Sis Sog 
lta ba bsgom pa spyod pa gsum 
bu ras thun pa la bkra Sis Sog 
g i i  dan Ian1 dan 'bras bu gsum 
bu ras Shun pa la bkra Sis Sog 
rca dan rlun dan thig le gsum 
bu ras fhun pa la bkra Sis Sog 
bde dan gsal dan mi r tag gsunl 
bu ras tliun pa la bkra Sis Sog 
sails rgyas bden la thos kyan bden 
de biin dge 'dun bden pa yis 
bkra Sis mi 'gyur brtan par Sog 
na ran gan yin zer ca na 
na ran mi la ras pa yin 
mi la'i bkra 6is bu la Sog 
bu pha bas lhag pa'i bkra Sis Sog 

"Who is my ancestor now I tell ; 
A good ancestor, an ancestor without fault :  
My ancestor is rDorje 'than ( Vajradhara) ; 
With the good ancestor's blessing 
May be blessed my son liasthun ! 
iYho is my lama now I tell, 
A good lama, a lama without fault: 
Rily lama is Marpa and rNogpa, the two;  
With the good lama's blessing 
May be blessed my son Rasthun ! 
Which is the right doctrine I tell, 
Doctrine without fault, right good doctrine : 
Right doctrine is the Phyagrgyathenpo (Mal~dnrzldrd) ; 
With the blessing of this doctrine 
Rlay be blessed my son Rasthun ! 
\Yho is the yidam I will tell, 
A good yidam, a yidam without fault : 



The yidam is rDorjephagmo (Vajravdrdhi). 
With the blessing of this good yidam 
May be blessed my son Rasthun! 
Who is the guardian of Doctrine (dhannapdla) I tell, 
A guardian without fault, a good guardian. 
The guardian is mGon ICamdral (h7dtlra-Brotlrcr-a~adSisler) 
With the blessing of this guardian 
May be blessed my son Rasfhun ! 
With contemplation, meditation, exercise, with the three 
May be blessed my son Rasthun ! 
With cause and way and fruit, with the three, 
May be blessed my son Rasthun ! 
With joy and light and freedom, with the three, 
May be blessed my son Rasthun ! 
The true priesthood, following 
The true buddha, and true doctrine, 
May confirm unchanging blessing! 
Who I myself am now I tell : 
I myself am Milaraspa; 
Mila's blessing on the son! 
Surpassing blessing from the father! 

This is a blessing with traits of a creed, and resembling a litany. What is the significance of the 
credal elements in this composition? 

Beginning and end need no further comment. Marpa we have met too. The protector or yidarrr 
is rDorjephagmo, Vajrav5rihi, which means Diamond-Sow or Thunderbolt-Sow. She is Vajrasatt- 
va's female energy. One of her forms is called rDorjernallbyorma, Vajrayogini. She has favoured 
Mila's predecessor Niropa. In the Niropa-legend she speaks to Niropa, and calls him "the son of 
rDorjephagmo, the mother of the buddhas of the three ages". In Marpa's life-story Marpa, about 
to revive a lamb by Translation-Of-Life says: I fetched the Mother rDorjephagmofs elixir from 
India (rias rgya gar nas yum rdo rje phag mo'i btud len). A little later Marpa calls her "mother of 
the buddhas of the three ages". In the Life of Mila we are told that Mila, during his apprenticeship, 
is initiated by Marpa's wife bDagmedma into the method of rDorjephagmo (Vajravir ih i ) .  The 
same Life tells of rDorjernal'byorma (Vajrayogini) appearing and prophesying. In the Songs she 
appears too. I t  is she who arranges the meeting of hlila and Dampasansrgyas in Thonla, and once 
we witness a consecration-ceremony of a picture of  rDorjephagrno set up by Rasfhun. 

The guardian of the doctrine fhos skyon or dharmapiila is mGon-ICamdral, Nitha-Brother- 
And-Sister, also called Begce. H e  is one of the Eight Furious Deities. Griinwedel shows him among 
these, and in another picture with two assistants. 

A peculiar feature of Mila's farewell song is that he names two persons as his lama, Mar(pa) and 
rNog. Mostly he only mentions Marpa. rNog must be Marpa's pupil and Mila's fellow-disciple 
rNogpa, who was initiated earlier than he, and whom Mila sought out, when he despaired of ever 
getting initiated by Marpa. rNogpa proves himself to have attained buddhahmd, and he initiates 
Mila into the mandala of dGyespardorje (Hevajra),  though at that time without effect. 



Hevajra belongs to a circle of deities closely connected with members of the bKalrgyudpa-school. 
Immediately before Mila leaves Marpa, says the Life, the teacher in a kind of apotheosis transforms 
himself into various deities. dGyespardorje is the only one named. On one occasion Mila produces 
somewhat similar phenomena. W e  are told about these in the Songs, and fortunately the Songs are 
more explicit. They give the names : Vajrisana,  Samvaracakra, Hevajra, Mah imiy i ,  Buddhakapila, 
Guhyasamija. 

rDorjegdanbii o r  Vajrisana, "The Thunderbolt-Throne" or  "The Diamond-Throne", is, like the 
other divine personalities mentioned, a tantric divinity. His  spell 

om hiim h i  sviha 

is gi\.en in the Three Hundred Byinrlabs, already quoted, where instead of an intelligible prayer we 
find magic syllables. 

\Videly known is 'Khorlosdompa or Cakrasal!l\rara, "The Wheel-Binder", a form of bDemEhog. 
In  the Niropa-legend Niropa's teacher Tilopa says of himself: " I  am the real (dnos, m d a )  'Khor- 
losdompa", and 'Khorlosdompa is said to be Niropa's personal yidani. According to the life-story 
of Mila his great initiation by his teacher Marpa is the initiation into the dPal'khorlosdompa- 
Mandala. (This mandala in itself is thoroughly explained by Lessing in "Yung-Ho-Kung".) In 
fact Samvara is also RIarpa's own tutelary deity. In a hymn included in the Marpa-legend and sung 
by three girls appearing to him in a dream the Wheel (Of The Law) is the wheel of Samvara. In 
the spell attributed to dPal'khorlosdompa (Sricakrasarpvara) in t'lie Three hundred Byin-rlabs he is 
addressed by the name attached to his terrifying form Heruka:  

oln 1ri vajra he he ru ru kaln hiim hiim phaf 
?5 ki ni ja la Sam ba ram svih5 

As Mila gives a blessing to Rasthun before the latter leaves him for good, so also Marpa blesses 
Mila on his departure. The song is recorded in the Life. The deities called on to guard the pupil 
are referred to : 

--- 
yi dam bzan po'i bkra Sis Sog 
bde dges gsan gsum bkra Sis Sog 
--- 
mkha' 'gro bzan po'i bkra Sis Sog 
gnas gsum mkha' 'gro'i bkra Sis Sog 
Ehos skyon bzan po'i bkra Sis Sog 
dur  gsol lha mo'i bkra Sis Sog 
--- 
"The blessing of the good yidam ! 
The blessing (of)  bDe(mthog),  dGes (rdor),  gSan('dus) ! 
--- 
The blessing of the good sky-walker ! 
The blessing of the sky-walker (o f )  the three abodes! 
The blessing of the good dharmapila! 
The blessing of the goddess Durgsol ! 
--- 



Of these Durgsol might, as Racot suggests, be "The One Who Feeds In Churcl~yards". gSan'dus 
or  Guhj.asamija "The Assembled Secrets" is onc of the fornis mentioned above that Mila assumes 
before Ilasthun. I n  the 'Three hundred Byin-rlabs S r i g u l ~ ~ a s a m i j a  has the spell: 

om 2 :  bajrika h i n ~  h im/  om ah 
sparSa bajra kham h i m  / 

The mystical buddha Mahimiyii has the spell: 

om hini  hirn 

And Buddhakapila or  Sans rgya~ thod~a  : 

om huddha ka p i  l i  ni 211 hrih hai h im.  . . 
The apparition on the head is described: spyi bor gsan ba 'dus pa'i Iha chogs 'khor dan btas pa 

rnams 'ja'i gur khan gi nan du sku snan la ran biin med pa khra lam me bstan nas ( m p r  'cli gsuns 
so).  As Mila's body lies on the funeral pyre it appears to his pupils to assume various divine 
forms : one sees it as dcyespardorje (Hevajra),  another as 'Khorlosdompa (Cakrasamvara), others 
as gSanbalduspa (Guhyasamija) and rDorjephagmo (Vaj  raviirihi). 

The circle of deities told of in the Songs is still wider. Deities appear that are mentioned but not 
explained in the legends of Mila's predecessors nor in his own Life. T o  this circle belong the Five 
Sisters, and several chapters are devoted to them. The leader of these Five Sisters or  Five Fairies 
is called bKraSischerinma "Blessed Long Life", and her spell in the Three hundred Byinrlabs runs: 

O m  m a  ma ru ru citta dha ra me ju ti h i m  bhyoh ja. Originally of the wrong or  "left-hand" 
faith they are converted by Mila who gives them ~ u r u k u l l e  as a protectress (yidam). The Five 
Sisters play a part in the stamping out of a serious epidemic (chapter 30).  SO, on the same occasion, 
does gcugtorrnamparrgyalma or  Usnisavijayi. This goddess is commonly referred to as being one 
of the forms of T5r5. The Five Sisters tell Mila that they in former times (snon dur) were known by 
other names : Khrothenposinhala, and YeSeskyimkha'gromasenge'igdonpatan, Tamlarikhrodma, etc. 

In  the Songs Mila teaches all beings. Gods and sky-walkers are not merely invoked, they are also 
taught and sung to, and so are men and beasts. The events take place against a varied background: 
we visit in turn glaciers and caves, taverns and the homes of villagers. Mila converses with all. 
True  the doves he sings to turn out to be goddesses, but the stag he comforts is a real stag, and the 
bitch he quiets is a real hunting dog. Many are the tales that read like wonder-tales: tales of flying 
through the air, of walking through rocks, of mountains bowing down, of the saint's body turning 
into air and gold and water. But many also are the tales of his helping the sick, assisting the aged 
to die, rescuing one reborn in unhappy conditions. H e  loves his mother, he is tender towards his 
betrothed and his younger sister, is deeply attached to his spiritual Father and Mother, and takes 
endless trouble in furthering his pupils' development. Since in the Songs his own development is 
complete, the human interest turns to others, mostly perhaps to his pupil and biographer Rasthun, 
whose story is told in detail and whose character is not without interest. 

Every pupil has to pass through the same stages, and when the story is short, this tends towards 
monotony, and the pupil's story seems to be a summary of Mila's own. Not infrequently the stages 
are crammed into one small sentence : acception, initiation, advice, meditation. 

T o  be accepted (rjes su bzun ba) the aspirant must have "not half-hearted belief". In  Mila's 
own case it took him a long time to be accepted by Marpa, as Marpa deemed it necessary to purge 
him by suffering. Rasthun's reception'by Mila was delayed, because the aspirant was proud of his 



book-learning and accomplishments acquired in foreign countries, and almost considered himself 
superior to his teacher. Such seem to be the only obstacles. Mila accepts men and women, learned 
men as well as merchants, herdsmen and bandits. Most of the women are represented as kind, help- 
ful and sympathetic (the wifes of  the lamas), at  times accomplished, hardworking, longing for  
religion. 

When a story is sufficiently explicit to relate details an  initiation (dban) is preceded by an 
offering prepared by the initiandus or  initianda, and a mandala is laid out. Mila, when initiated by 
Marpa, gets a new name. The ceremony is followed by special advice administered by the teacher 
(gdams nag),  after which the initiated pupil goes to practise solitary meditation (sgonis). The 
results of the initiation are manifested in this period of meditation. There may however be none - 
an example is Mila's initiation by rNogpa, without the consent of Marpa. There may be a slow or 
swift development through the higher stages, until identification with the deities is achieved, and 
buddhahood attained. Joy (bde), brightness (gsal) and freedom mark the growing of the mind. 
Several initiations can be conferred upon the same person. They are always followed by a period 
of meditation. 

Initiations and the stages of higher development may be accompanied by phenomena outside the 
order of nature. Mila is careful to point out that these phenomena have no worth in themselves. 
Being able to fly, for instance, does not mean freedom. Freedom, that is, escape from migration, 
is reached only by meditation. Nevertheless, even Mila uses these phenomena to impress pupils, and 
to give glamour to a feast. H e  uses all his faculties for transformation to convince Rasthun. And 
he makes the bulnpa go up into the air to perform the initiation-ceremony for Rasthun and some 
fellow-pupils (chapter 47). 

The  Life and the Songs give the names of the chief scriptures from which the school derives its 
teaching. Of these we shall only mention the Phyagrgyathenpo or  Mahiimudrfi "Great Gesture" and 
the Gron'jug or  "Transference of Life". 

The  first is called "the right good doctrine" in Mila's song to Rasthun. The Mahiimudrii is the 
traditional philosophical teaching. I t  is also called the dbUma-doctrine, the "Middle-Way". The 
Gron'jug, so  we are told in the Life, Marpa fetches from his Indian teacher Niropa after Mila's 
initiation, and after both Marpa and Mila have been reminded of it in dreams. I t  concerns (speaking 
in inadequate Christian terms) the transference o f  the soul from one body to anolher a t  will. When 
Marpa's son Darmamdosde dies he is able to transfer his "soul" into the body of a dead dove, and 
later from the dove into the corpse of a young brahmin called Tephu (Tiphupa). 

These are teachings for the developed ones, for the pupils. The creed and advice for the common 
folk is expressed in a parting-song sung by Mila to lay-followers and recorded in the Songs: 

mthod pa dkon mthog gsum la phul 
spyi bor thugs rje then po bsgoms 
siiin po ma ni pad me bgrons 
sbyin pa dbul phons kun la tlion 
siiiri r je  ma nus pa la gyis 
iabs thog mkhas bcun rnams la gyis 
bkur bsti pha dan ma la gyis 
las mkhas bcun bla ma brgya 'chogs kyan 
don 'di las iiams su blan rgyu med 



dus gnas skabs kun tu bkra Sis Sin 
che rin nad med smon lam 'chal 
"May offerings be made to the three jewels! 
May the All-merciful be imagined on the head 
And the Manipadme repeated in the heart! 
Give alms to the poor 
And pity to the helpless! 
Render homage to the Reverend Ones, 
Honour Father and Mother, 
And the many wise good teachers ! 
Of outside matters take nothing to heart ! 
Conditions full of grace, 
A long life without sickness for you I pray !" 

The block-prints of the Life and the Songs are mostly adorned with prominent bKa'rgyudpa- 
figures at the beginning and at  the end. The humans among them can as a rule, like Catholic saints, 
be identified by their dress, their attitude, and their attributes. In the blockprint of the Life kept in 
the Ethnographical Museum in Stockholm there are no subscriptions. W e  see on the first page 
Tilopa to the left holding the fish, and Naropa to the right, skull-cup in his left hand. The last 
page shows two tantric deities, to the left one holding a knife and a vessel, to the right one holding 
a sword and a banner-of-victory. The latter has the raised hair of the Furious Ones. They certainly 
represent forms of the yidam, and the dharmapsla. In the prefatory note to the edition Heruka is 
specially invoked. The edition is said to have been prepared by 1Canskyarolpa'irdorje or Lalitavajra, 
and to include both the Life and the Songs. A Life kept in Oslo Ethnographical Museum forms the 
first part (ka) of another joint edition. Among the illustrations adorning the first two pages we 
find Rasthun. 

The copy of an edition of the Songs kept in the Congress-Library in Washington sho\\ls Mila to 
the left of the front page, in the listening attitude, and Marpa to the right. Both have subscriptions. 
N o  editorial notice is attached to it. The last page, possibly also with pictures, may be missing. 

Single pictures and single-page prints showing Mila and some scenes from his life seem to be 
rather common. In  paintings he is robed in white as befits a raspa. Extremely rare in the western 
world on the other hand are cycles of a number of pictures exclusively dedicated to his life-story. 
Among the treasures brought home by the Sven Hedin-expeditions is a series of nineteen scrolls 
entirely treating this subject and reproduced in this edition. Locality and date, where and when 
they were executed, are not exactly known. They are supposed to be intended for a temple. Probably 
they derive from the nepalesian border-country. The first, numbered gcobo, is meant to be put in the 
centre, the others to the right and left according to their number. Differences of style and of colour 
scheme may betray the hand of different artists, but they were certainly planned from the begin- 
ning to belong to the same series. 

I n  every scroll a large-sized picture of Milaraspa constitutes the centre and around this a part of  
the story revolves in scenes on a smaller scale. Most of these scenes have subscriptions in gold-ink, 
consisting of one or  two words to several lines. The  colours are laid on cotton, mour~ted on dark 
blue Chinese silk. Each scroll is protected by a length of thin khabtags-silk, held in place by two 



The  dharmaraja ~ a n s ~ r u b .  
From Bibliotheca Buddhica, Tom. V, 

(Oldenburg) 1903. 

ribbon-sized pieces of  rose coloured Chinese silk. The technique and the iconometry of this kind 
of painting have recently been treated by Giuseppe Tucci, and need not be discussed. 

The story told in a scroll invariably begins at  the bottom, add generally in the left hand corner. 
I t  continues upwards in a zig-zag manner. The  chronological sequence may be broken when conse- 
cutive parts of the story are enacted in different places. Then the lower part of the scroll may 
represent what happens in one place, the concurrent events in the other place being shown in the 
upper. O r  the space to the left and to the right of the central picture may be assigned to the 
different places in which the story is enacted. O n  occasion the artist has misjudged the space 
necessary for a scene, and we find a scene belonging to the story told in the lower part at  the top 
of the scroll. 

There is no doubt as to the literary sources of the paintings. They follow the Life and the Songs. 
At the bottom of scroll number 10 we find an inscription: rngur 'bum thog ma dran du. In fact 
the Life  is illustrated in scrolls 1-10, in part of scroll 18, and in 19, the Songs in scrolls I 1-17, 
and in part of scroll 18. Naturally not every incident told in the literary sources is depicted, nor 
are all treated with the same number of scenes or  inscriptions. One inscription may refer to two 
or  more scenes. 

In a picture series concerning a holy man who practises and teaches contemplation one expects, 
and finds, numerous figures in meditating pose. Nevertheless, the busy life of the merchant, the duties 
of the housewife, and the disputations of learned lamas are not neglected. And it would seem as i f  
the artist, or  artists, lingered with special interest on fighting-scenes. There are fights of all kinds. 
Mila fights in caves with demons, painted in variegated forms and bright colours, agreeably con- 
trasting with the rather uniformly dressed lamas. A phantom army, villagers in pursuit, and gaily 
attired bandits allow the painter to indulge in swords, shields, and banners. I n  his unregenerate 
days Mila even has to fight dogs. 



An action in progress may be expressed in a manner closely resembling our moving pictures, a 
secluenw of  events being indicated by painting the actor in the successi\.e attitudes that he assumes 
in the course of the aclion. S o  in the incidents of Mila and the hunter, and of Mila and the monkey- 
king. In each one of  these scenes Mila is depicted once, but the hunter, the dog and the deer are 
depicted twice. In the first picture the hunter is shown in an agressive attitude, the deer is fleeing, 
arid the hound is pursuing (scroll 13). 

The second picture shows the hunter paying homage, the hound and deer lying peacefully at Mila's 
feet. Likewise Mila is depicted once in the scene with the monkey-king, while the monkey is shown 
first riding on a hare, and attacking Mila with bow and arrow, then sitting respectfully in front of  
the saint (scroll 1 0 ) .  Frequently respectful salutation is indicated by attaching t i to heads to the 
same person; the figure stands erect with one head on its slloulders in the usual manner, the other 
peeping out between his feet, indicating that he has made a deep obeisance. This, like the abbre- 
viations in our medieval nianuscripts, saved material and labour. 

Labour is not spared in the depicting of divinities and mandalas. M'hen not on too sniall a 
scale they are generally recognisible. The rules for orthodox circumambulation are carefully obser- 
ved, as are the rules for the unorthodox left-hand circumambulation, and for the svastika in bonpo- 
ceremonies. S o  the Five Fairy Sisters before their conversion walk round Mila lefthandwise, but 
use the orthodox right-hand way after having been converted. In the picture representing the death- 
ceremony for  a bonpo the svastika points "wrong ways". 

With few exceptions the men and women in the scrolls are painted white-skinned. An exception 
is Mila himself after he has left Marpa when he lives in a cave almost without food striving to 
attain perfection. There his body-colour is a brownish mauve. RasEhun, too, when sick and about to 
go to India, is a little darker than usual. Sometimes but not always non-Tibetans are painted dar- 
ker. Tilopa and Nsropa in the first scroll are greyish-brown, and the acirya who wishes to lead 
the sick RasEhun to his own teacher "Balacantra" is faintly mauve. O n  tlie other hand the Indian 
teachers Dharmabodhi and Tiphupa are white. 

In his customary colour, dark blue, we find rDorje'than or  Vajradhara in the first scroll. Also 
dark blue is Aksobhya surrounded by the Five Fairy Sisters in scroll 16. The Yab in Marpa's 
great apotheosis (thanka 8) is throughout in the same colour, and so is tlie Yidani to whom Marpa 
bows down, when he succeeds in finding Niiropa in India (thanka 7). In scroll 18 Khorlosdompa 
is dark blue. The central figure at  the bottom of scroll 18, without an inscription - probably the 
Ehosrgyal - is painted dark blue. This colour however is not reserved for this elevated kind 
of being alone. In the third scroll there is a picture showing young Mila's first successful 
attempt at  sorcery. A Helper that he has conjured, and who is about to wreak destruction, is painted 
dark blue. 

When bDagmedma bestows the initiation of rDorjephagmo upon Mila (thanka 6) the minute 
figure of rDorjephagmo or  Vajravsrihi  appears in dark red. S o  does the rock-demoness (brag srin 
ma) of Litiba (thanka 1 0 ) .  One human being is dark red, but he is then no longer living among 
men. This is Niiropa who has transferred himself into another sphere, when Marpa finds him in 
India (thanka 7). 

I n  the first scroll the Five Fairy Sisters appear, scroll thirteen is largely devoted to them, and in 
scroll 16 we find them once more. They are painted respectively dark blue, dark red, green, yellow 
and white. When "melted into one neck" the fairy is white. In  fact they are a pendant to the five 
coloured MaiijuSri (not depicted in our series). Unlike other deities the Five Sisters are attired in 



the rather uniform woman's garb, and the painter has not only assigned much space to them, but 
has also tried to make them pretty. 

The lower demons in and around the caves show various colours and diverse shapes, human, 
animal and mixed. 

I t  has been said of the heroes of Homer, that as to appearance and deportment they are repre- 
sented rather uniformly, while variation and personal marks and humour are restricted to the \\lorld 
of gods and to rare individuals of the lower classes. The heroes are somewhat superh~unan, and the 
gods are endo\ved with human feelings and frailties. Mutatis mutandis we meet a similar point of  
view in our picture series. The meditating pupils are very much alike each other, and so are the 
buddhas, and the friendly gods in the sky. Intensity of dispute seems to be expressed rather by 
conventional gestures than by the features. Yet there are exceptions. In consequence of the tale behind 
the pictures the artist had to show Marpa engaged in actions not consistent with a calm and dignified 
appearance. The artist, therefore, varied the expression to suit the action. And an exception is of 
course Mila himself. When he sits in caves and performs initiations he conforms to the pattern. But 
attempts at characterisation are made when he breaks convention. And at  least twice the face gives 
the impression of real personality: when Mila sits at  Marpa's feet absorbedly looking at Marpa's 
transformations, and in the central picture of the last scroll, where he sits in an unconventional 
posture looking westwards. 

Some of the scrolls are slightly damaged, and in places the paint has fallen off ,  with the conse- 
quent loss of the whole o r  part of an inscription. Most of the inscriptions however are excellently 
preserved. As a rule the writing, in "dbu-tan"-characters or the usual book script, is distinct and 
presents no difficulties. 

The  spelling not infrequently differs from that used in the blockprints of the Life and the Songs, 
and is not consistent, even in personal names. Mila's betrothed is called mJesse "Pretty One". Her 
name is spelled mjes se, 'je se, and mjes ze. The  word for "house" is spelled both "khyem" and 
"khq'im", the word for "herdsman" both "rji" and "rje", the word for "to meet" both "mjal ba" 
and "'jal ba". The place-name Yolmo Kanra (in Nepal) is given as Yulmo Gansra, and the per- 
sonal name of a pupil Sakq'aguna as S5kyamgu. The  name of a Tibetan village Ragrna is rendered 
Ragno.  India is called "rgya sgar". The word for "silk" is spelled "sa" instead of "za", the word for 
"gallery" is rendered "'khyams", not "khyams". Other examples can easily be stated. The mute 
prefixed letters and the vowels seem to have presented difficulties to the scribe. Possibly he mis- 
understood cursive texts he was copying. 

Abbreviations such as "dbyug" for "dban phyug" (powerful, mighty) are extremely rare, but the 
scribe likes to shorten a name by writing the first part of it only. S o  Marpa's son Darmamdosde is 
called Darnlamdo. In  some cases he does not give the name of a person depicted but uses a word 
which makes identification possible. Throughout the picture series Mila's younger sister, whose 
name (mGonmoskyid) and pet name (Peta) we know from the literary sources, is called "the 
sister". The hunter pursuing the deer has the name mGonpordorje in the Songs, while the inscrip- 
tions use Khyirapa. The  Life calls him Khyiraraspa "Hunter-raspa". O n  one occasion an  individual 
is simply designated by the name of the place where he dwells. This is one of Mila's early magician- 
teachers from Khulun, here called Khulunpa, the Khulun-man. Hi s  full name, preceded by "khu 
lun" is given in the Life. These are  a few instances out of many. 

In  rare cases the inscriptions may provide us with a n  understanding of Tibetan words translated 
rather vaguely in the dictionaries. Jaschke and (following him) Sarat  Chandra Das renders "lhug 



pa" by: "luxurious" or "ample". According to the inscriptions - and according to the illustrations 
as well - it might simply mean: "naked", "bare". 

The inscriptions sometimes consist of words, sometimes of sentences. In  every scroll certain 
inscriptions are preceded by syllables not belonging to the inscription itself. S o  far  as we can judge 
- not all of them are preserved - they generally follow the order of the Tibetan alphabet. They 
divide the inscriptions into groups, and prevent the reader from mixing the order of events. The 
beginning of the last act in the life-drama of Mila, denoted by the inscription number ro in scroll 
18, is preceded by the syllable Om. If we add the follo\ving group-syllables in scroll 18 and scroll 
19 we get the invocation : 

O m  ma ni pa(d) me hiql  
O m  5 h i m  

The last "om" precedes the only verse among the inscriptions. I t  consists of two lines commemora- 
ting how Mila was remembered : 

mi rnams kyis phud mthod 'bul i i n  
lha mi rnams kyi bka' bgro ba 

"Men bring the first offering, 
Gods and men sing songs of praise." 

This verse does not seem to derive from the Life. 
Besides their many other and very varying aspects the Life and the Songs present us with 

manuals on etiquette. And in this as in other ways the illustrations in the picture series help us to 
understand a little better. Of course we in the western world still lack two essentials to complete 
our understanding. One concerns the songs, the other the whole mode of life based on the teaching 
of the order to which Milaraspa belonged. 

W e  have the words of the songs, and the words only. W e  do not know the melody. And a song 
can hardly be fully appreciated and understood without the rhythm and the melody. As to the 
teaching and the life the texts at  best are extant. The reading of the MahHmudr5, of the Six  Truths, 
of the Translation of Life may give us the mythological background and the logical structure. That 
is far  from all. Great stress is laid in the Life and Songs, and so is still laid to-day, on the oral 
advice, and on the "working out" of a teaching by the newly initiated. Apart from legendary results 
this means adaptation to the individual, and individual experience. I t  means the fruit of tradition. 

The Tibetan text is rendered after the system used by French scholars, with very few changes. I 
trust the transliteration can easily be put back into the Tibetan characters. 



The spelling of Tibetan words occurring in the English text is not always consistent. When a 
name is known and frequently used by earlier writers, the usual form in European literature has 
been used. In  names and terms the syllables are not divided. The rendering of the inscriptions in 
Tibetan and the register follow, however, the original spelling. The tense in the inscriptions is not 
always rendered exactly. 

I t  is to be understood that the rendering of budd'hist terms by more or  less Christian terms is not 
really correct. Our  "soul" is not identical with the conscious principle reborn in another shape 
according to karma. Our  prayer does not cover the invocation etc. in the Songs and the Life. The 
whole conception of a being's development is different. I have however used the Christian terms to 
make reading shorter and easier. The introduction will, I trust, make the differences clear. The names 
are rendered almost all as Evans-Wentz and Bacot render them. In  fact I have tried to evade new 
renderings. 
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T H A N K A  I 

Old signum : gco bo 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa central figure 
Body : white 
Dress : white, with gold trimming 
Meditation band : dark red 
Nimbus : lilac 
Gloria : contour only (added later) 
Sitting on a lotus throne 
Right leg: loosely bent, sole upwards 
Lef t  leg: knee lifted, foot under right leg 
Right arm : behind body, hand and lower arm unseen 
Left arm extended, hand palm down, thumb and index finger joined 

rDorje 'than (Vajradhara) above in the centre 
Body: dark blue 
Nimbus : green1 
Gloria : rose coloured, with golden rays 
Sitting cross-legged, soles upwards 
Hands crossed before the breast, holding thunderbolt (rdo rje)  and bell 
(dril bu) in the "vajra-hGmkiraV-mudr8 

Tilopa and Niropa slightly below to the right and left of rDorje 'than 
Body : smoke-coloured 
Both have meditation bands 
Tilopa holds a golden fish in his right hand 

Marpa below rDorje 'than 
Body: white 
Dressed as a layman 
Sitting cross-legged (legs not seen) 
Hands lying joined 
Gloria : contour only (added later) 

T h e  lion-group beneath Milaraspa in the centre 
The Five Sisters, bodies respectively white (sitting on a lion), dark red 
(facing her) smoke coloured (looking backwards), yellow (beside her 
and behind the lion in the centre), dark blue (beside the former) 

Other persons : white body 

1 Iconographically it seems of a certain importance that the deities connected with the 
Milaraspa-cycle often have a green nimbus. So has the 1 1 0 1 ~  lama shown in the last scroll. 



S T O R Y  

The story told in the first scroll (thanka) is twofold, the lower part being reserved for Mila's 
own story, the upper part representing the leaders of  the bI<aJrgyudpa-scl~ool, or -order. The nalile 
means "those'of the thread of the word". This school still flourishes, divided into several branches, 
as a corporation of ascetics. 

The bKalrgyudpa-school derives its origin from the "Holder Of The Thunderbolt" rDorje 'than, 
Vajradhara. H e  is a form of Vajrasattva who is the dhy5nibodtrisattva of the dhyinibuddha 
Aksobhya. This dhyinibuddha corresponds to the mrlnusibuddha Kanakan~uni.  

According to the tradition of this school rDorje 'than himself taught the doctrine to the scl~oolfs 
first human leader, Tilopa, who was an Indian yogi. Tilopa handed it on to Nriropa, an Indian yogi 
like himself, having first subjected him to many trials. Niropa had as a pupil the Tibetan Marpa. 
Marpa however had also listened to other teachers, amongst them Maitripa, not depicted here, whose 
hat was kept as a relic in the bKa'rgyudpa-school. 

Marpa was a householder, and neither an ascetic, nor a celibate monk. H e  had a wife, sons, and 
property. H e  is called "Marpa The Translator" from having translated many works from Sanskrit 
to Tibetan, and is said to have brought many books from India to Tibet. Despite his life which in a 
sense \\!as worldly the legend shows him as having attained buddhahood. 

Most prominent amongst Marpa's pupils, and Marpa's own favourite, was Mila of the Eagle- 
family (khyun po). Later Mila was known as Milaraspa because of the thin cotton(raspa)dress that 
for him and for some fellow members of the order was a sufficient protection against the cold in the 
heights of Tibet. A picture of Milaraspa on a large scale dominates every scroll of our series. In 
the first he is flanked by two minor figures. Probably these represent pupils, possibly Rasthun his 
biographer and sGampopa, his successor as the head of the school. 

Below Milaraspa there is a group of several lions together with five young and beautiful women 
of different body-colour, bearing costly gifts. These are the Five Sisters, non-human pupils of 
Milaraspa, who return again in scroll 13. I n  the first scroll they possibly have reference to the 
introductory chapter of the Life (rNamthar).  

There is no inscription attached to any of the persons or  scenes as yet mentioned, the inscriptions 
beginning with the scenes concerning the legend proper. 

They begin at the bottom, in the left corner, where the boy's birth is shown ( I ) .  Above the room 
where the child has been born a man is seen beating a drum, with a "bumpa" and a "gtorma" in 
front of him. Above this man again a woman is seen looking out over a parapet, obviously awaiting 
somebody's arrival. In the middle part at the bottom ( 2 )  a messenger goes to fetch the father. Next 
he is seen delivering a message to the father in the market place (3 ) ,  who is then shown returning 
home (4) to bestow a name upon his son ( 5 ) .  The  name given to the boy is Thospadga'. A favourite 
object depicted not less than five times in the scroll is the coral-tree. 

I. rnani par thar pa las sku bltams pa he (the wholly saved) was born 
2. ban then pa the messenger 

3. mchon sar yi ge 'phrod pa he delivered the letter in the market place 
(mchon = chon) 

4. mchoil sa nas lam du iugs  pa on his way from the market place 
(mchon = chon, iugs = biugs) 

5 .  ga mchon 'khor nas sras kyi min sten mjad pa a name was given to the trader's son 



T H A N K A  I1 

Old signum : gyon giiis 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Sitting on an antelope skin 
Right leg hanging down with an inclination inwards 
Left  leg loosely bent 
Right hand: hanging down, thumb touching index finger 
(lalita-posture of Maiijuiri) 
Left hand not seen, behind back 

The buddha on the scroll to the right of the cremation-oven: body: yellowis11- 
brown, dress : red, nimbus : green, inner gloria : blue, outer gloria : white, 
both with gold-rays 

Other persons 
Body: white (except the mother, when poor or angry: faintly 
smoke-coloured) 

S T O R Y  
(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

The sick father is given something to drink. Medicinal powder is prepared on a slab, while sacred 
scriptures are read ( I )  and lots are cast (2) .  

The father makes his will (3)  in which he entrusts his family and his fortune to the care of his 
brother and sister. H e  dies. Drums are beaten, a conch is blown, cymbals are banged. A ceremony 
is performed before a thanka depicting a sitting buddha, and the father's body is cremated. 

The father has not judged his own relatives rightly. Instead of fondly c a ~ i n g  for the widow and 
the orphans his brother and his sister divide the fortune between themselves (4, 5). His  widow and 
his children must now serve his brother and sister by whom they are abused and illtreated. They are 
poorly clad and fed with coarse food, while the brother and sister feast (6, 7). 

The widow is shown dressed in rags in a scene in which her own brother consoles her. She tries 
once more to regain her property. With borrowed food and finery she gives a feast for relatives and 
friends, and on this occasion her brother reads her husband's will, but \vithout any satisfactory out- 
come (8,9, 10). On this occasion the motller is called by 'her own name: White Garland Of The Ran. 

However the boy must be educated. A teacher - a red hat-lama - is seen being treated at  an inn. 
Thospadga' is shown at his teacher's place, and his betrothed mJesse appears bringing him gifts, 
among them a large jug containing drink ( I  I ,  12) .  

O n  one occasion, returning from a feast to which he had accompanied his teacher, Thospadga' 
sings, as he passes his mother's dwelling. She hears him and grows angry. She comes ont, and 
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belays him with a stick, then weeps and makes him promise to become a sorcerer and to revenge all 
the wrongs they had endured. She sells half a field and buys a fine white horse which she intends 
as a gift for a new and effective teacher of witchcraft (13, 14, 15). She herself leads it to an  inn 
where the boy finds comrades. She serves them all with ale, and mother and son say farewell and 
look upon each other for  the last time. They are not destined to meet again in this life (16,17,18,  19). 

A t  gYagste the horse is sold. Thospadga' crosses ,the Canpo-river on a vessel (20). On his way 
he meets some pandits and asks about the lamas of dbUs ( 2 1 ) .  These pandits are dressed in 
yellow caps. 

I. na yab bsiiun chul 
sman dpyad rim gro'i skabs 

2. mo 'debs 

3. i a l  Ehems biag nas mya nan las 'das pa 
( i a l  = kha) 

4. yab kyi gSegs rjod i u  'bul skabs 
(r jod = mjod) 

5. Ca a khu a ni nor dgos byed pa 

6. rduns thag byed pa 
7. Ella yum sras gsum a khu dan a ni gyogs 

byed pa 

S. i an  pos sems gsos pa 

9. ja giien rnams la iian cha dl<ar rgyan gyi ston 
mo byed pa (cha = rca?)  

10. i a n  pos yi ge slob pa 
I I .  slob dpon Ehan sar gdan drans 
12. iia klog slob sar 'je ses na sems gso byed pa 

13. phud kyi bad te glud then pa (= thon?) 
14.' ta yum gyi mthu slob du bkul ba 

15.' tha i i n  bcon nas mthu'i thas sgrub pa 

16. cla mgron khan du  grogs dan phrad pa 
17. na yum gyi skyel Ehan sar 
18. pa dam chig la biag pa 
19. pha yum sras thugs 'phren bas phan chun 

gzigs pa 
20. ba gyag ster rta mchon 
21.  ma Ellu thon nas dbus kyi pantis lo rgyus 

dri ba 

According to the story 14 and 1 5  should be exchanged. 

the father was ill 
the ceremony of healing was performed 
the casting of lots 
when the \\.ill was made he went beyond 
suffering (i. e. he died) 
when the father was dead the question of 
the fortune arose 
the paternal uncle and the paternal aunt 
used the fortune 
a flogging was administered 
mother and son, the three (i. e. with the 
sister), became servants of the uncle and 
the aunt (in the Life :  during summer of  
the uncle, during winter of the aunt) 
the maternal uncle bestowed consolation 
the White Garland Of The Rail prepared 
a feast for relatives and friends 
the maternal uncle read the will 
the teacher was invited to the inn 
in the reading-school 'Jesse brought 
comfort 
after the offering-feast a song was uttered 
the mother accompanied him to the 
sorcery-school 
when the field had been sold, the sorcery- 
requisites were purchased 
and in the guest-house he met friends 
the mother's parting-ale at  the inn 
having made a promise he left 
mother and son looked at each other with 
bound hearts 
in gYagste the horse was sold 
on the road from the river he asked news 
of pandits from dbUs 









THANKA I11 

Old signum: gyas gfiis 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body : \vhite 
Ilress : white 
Meditation band : dark red 
Gloria indicated by leaves as a contour, filled with bars in two greens 
Legs crossed, feet not seen 
Hands in the meditative posture (the posture of hmitibha,  miiam biag, 
samihitan) 

The deity invoked by Thospadga' (in the meditation-cell) 
Body: dark blue 
Wearing a loin cloth 
Hair  and ornaments : golden 

Other persons : white body 

S T O R Y  

(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

The pandits have recommended gYonston to Thospadga' and his comrades and they proceed to 
his place. O n  their arrival they present gifts ( I ) .  The magician wears a red cap. 

Having served their apprenticeship the other pupils leave gYonston, but Thospadga' thinks he 
has not learned enough. H e  accompanies his comrades part of the way (2) and returns again. On 
the road he has found some manure which he brings back and uses to enrich the soil of gyonston's 
garden (3) ,  and gYonston from the roof-top observes him with approval and affection while he 
works (4, 5 ) .  Thospadga' offers the gown which the teacher has just given him as a parting-gift, 
and again asks tuition in magic that will be sufficiently effective to avenge his family (6). 

The magician \vishing to know if everything Thospadga' tells him is true, sends another pupil to 
T11ospadga"s birth place, to inquire into the matter. Finally satisfied he is \villing to let him ha\ye 
the death charm, but he himself cannot impart it. H e  had once owned this charm but now possesses 
it no longer. H e  had given it to another magician, in our thai~lta called Khulunpa, receiving in return 
a charm for evoking hailstoms. All this we read in the Life where Khululipa is called Khulun-gYon- 
ston (Khulun being a place name). Thospadga' goes there with a full load of gifts (7), and meets 
Khulunpa (8). H e  is taught the charm, and in a sinall cell that he has built for himself he \\forks it 
and we see him there having successfully ( 9 )  conjured up a dark helper. 



From now on the story is toltl, so to speak, on two planes. In  tlie lower part of the scroll are 
depicted tlie houses of the two teachers and Tliospadga"~ actions, and tlie happenings there, in the 
upper parts the events that are taking place in T11ospadga"s home country. Tlie scenes therefore do 
not follow chronologically from the bottom to the topmost part of tlie scroll. It is interesting to 
notice how the charms work. The first, tlie death charm, works at  a distance, tlie deities acting, 
while the young magician remains where lie is. Tlie second charm lie tvorks \vitliout non-human 
intermediaries, and it has to be performed at the place, where the result is expected. 

The death charm destroys the house, where the uncle's son is jttst Iiaving his wedding feast (10).  

Phantom horses and a large scorpio~i are kicking and tearing. it to pieces. All this is seen by a n~aitl- 
servant. Peol~le un the ro;ld talk about the mother and the son ( I  I ) .  Thc signs of magic are seen in 
tlie country (12). \Vhile tlie aunt and the uncle mournfully take counsel together (13) Thospadgavs 
sister tells their motlier the good news (14). Joyfully the niotlier hoists a ragged garment on a pole 
and gives vent to her anger (15). Tlie uncle now has to collie to an agreement with her (16), 
according to ,both tlie inscription and the Life ;  in the latter we read that lie returns to her a field. 
The  scene illustrating this inscription possibly does not belong here, but to the second charm. I t  
shows three armed men. 

ThospadgaVs mother is angered by a rumour she hears from a former maid servant: that the 
uncle, the aunt and their friends plan to destroy her and her son (17). She also concocts a plan, but 
first wants a favourable sign by way of a lamp ( 1 8 ) .  The  lanip having burned steadily for a long 
titlie she sets to work. A false letter from Thospadga' containing threats to her enemies is l~repared, 
and given to her own brother to be shown to the people (19).  A passing devotee is invited in to be 
used as a messenger to her son (20). I n  his cloak she cunningly hides gold, and a letter is entrusted 
to hini (2 I ) .  H e  delivers it (22) at  K~hulunpa's place and Thospadga' reads lit (23). In  veiled words 
she has told him where to find the gold. H e  does not understand, but Khuluripa's wife guesses. She 
entertains the rNal'byorpa (24), takes his cloak with her upstairs, and takes out the gold (25) which 
is given to Thospadga' (26). 

T o  punish the enemies the mother wants a hail-storm. The  necessary charm is now owned by 
gyoriston, so Thospadga' goes back to him (27). They meet (28). I n  the corresponding picture 
Thospadga' offers gYoriston gold. H e  is taught the hailcharm, and succeeds after a week's 
practising in a cell (29). 

Together with a fellow pupil Thospadga' sets out for the village. H e  performs his charm, and a 

great hail-storni breaks loose (30). They hide in a cave making a fire. The smoke is seen by some 
passers-by, who suspect his identity (31) and run to fetch tlie angry villagers. They arrive arnied 
(32). Now Thospadga"~ nimble-footed companion, inipersonating him, niocks them (33) 
quietens tlietn with threats (34). The  two friends have agreed to meet at  a certain inn. When on 
his way there Thospadga' is bitten by a dog (35). The villagers are denoted as "bonpo". 

I. ca gyon ston dan lnjal ba and he met gYonston 

2. grogs la skyel thun lie accompanied the friends 

3. kham khab Eib sgrubs te dpuns pa corning back to the house he collected 
(manure) 

4. bla mas thog nas gzigs pas thugs brce ba from the roof the lama looked down 
affectionately 



log dus bla mas thugs rjes rjin chul bSad 

pa (rjin = 'jin) 

slar yan gos phul nas nlthtl'i gdam nag 

dgos rhul iu s  pa 

lam du iugs nas khu lun pa'i sar thegs pa 

khu lun pa dan m jal ba 

mthu sgrub pa 

gyog ]nos n~ thon  snan du sdig pas ka ba 

'then pa dan rta yi phra rno btan bas 

khyim sdig pa 

lam la dkar mi rnams kyi yum sras kyi 

glen mo byed pa 

yul du mthu'i rtags byun ba 

a ni dah a gus gros byed pa 

sriri mos a ma la gtam s6an skyel ba 

mthu rtags byun bas yum kyis gos rul 
'phyar ba 

a ma dan a gus mchon stens byed pa 

gyog mos Ian skyal ba 

yum gyi mar me'i rtags mjad pa 

i a n  pos yig rjus klog pa 

rnal 'byor pa 'di ban then '0s su byun ba 

ber por gser sbas te yi ge bskur ba 

rnal 'byor pas yi ge gtad pa 

yi ge klog pa 

na ma byin nas rnal 'byor pa'i ben pa 
gsol ba 

thog sten su gser ston pa 

gser thos pa dga' la gtad pa 

lam du phebs pa 

slar gyun ston drun du phebs pa 

ser ba sgrub pa 

yul du ser ba phab pa 

when he returned the lama said: it is a 

duty to be merciful 

again offering the gown he asked for 

complete sorcery-tuition 

after a journey he arrived at the Khuluti- 

man's place 

ant1 met the Khulun-man 

practising witchcraft 

a woman servant had a \.ision of a scor- 

pion tearing at the pillar and a horse 

kicking the house to pieces 

on the road the good people spoke of the 

mother and son 

signs of witchcraft made their appearance 
in the country-side 

the aunt and the uncle took counsel 
together 

the sister came with welcome news to the 

when the proofs of the sorcery had come 
the mother hoisted a ragged garment 

mother and uncle made a helpful 
transaction 

the maid-servant came again 

the mother consulted the sign of the lamp 

the maternal uncle read the forged letter 

this devotee became a suitable messenger 

when the gold had been hidden in the cloak 
the letter was carried 

the devotee delivered the letter 

he read the letter 

the devotee coming from Nama reached 
his goal 

up on the roof the gold appeared 

the gold was given to Thospadga' 

travelling on the road 

again he came before gYuhston 

he caused hail 

hail fell in the country-side 



31. brag khur du lin ba rnams kyi dud pa smoke was seen in 13ragkhur-liilba 
mthon ba 

32. yul mi rnams kyi go 'debs pa the cou~itry people committed aggression 
with arms 

33. grogs kyi thos pa dgar rjus te mthu'i sdig impersonating Thospadga' his friend 
po byed pa practised witchcraft 

34. thun sgrubs bden brjod te bon po dill ba when he had told the truth, after the 
sorcery, the bonpo calrned down 

3 5. sttin tu byon nas khyis rinugs pa when he came to the agreed place a dog 
bit him 



1'HANKA IV 

Old signum : gyas gsum 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body : wliite 
Dress : white, \\lit11 gold trimming 
Meditation band : dark red 
Sitting on a leopard-skin on a ruck 
Legs unlocked : right leg bent, left leg hanging down with an 
inclination inwards 
Listening attitude, right hand behind right ear, left hand holding 
a vessel 

Other persons 
Body : white 

STOI iY 

(beginning at tlie bottom, left-hand corner) 

When Thospadga"~ friend comes to the inn he is given a bowl ( I )  and in the house where the 
feast is held he meets Thospadga' (2) .  When they come to the lama they are asked to tell about the 
hail-storm (3 ) .  

The lama is asked tu \isit a sick layman (4),  who dies ( 5 ) .  The lama on his return (6)  is 
deeply affected. Meditating upon the futility of life he is moved to send Thospadga' to tlie lama 
Koriston, laden with appropriate gifts, in order that lie may attain to a higher level of religious 
perfection (7) .  

Thospadga' arrives at  l ioi istot~'~ dwelling (8 )  but, 1101 finding the teacher there, he gets a guide 
lo lead liim to Roiiston (9). Roiiston accepts him as a pupil (10) and he is initiated into the Great 
Perfection Doctrine ( I r ) (of the rRinma-school). After the initiation he nleditates in a cell ( 12) 
\vithout obtaining resulls. Roiiston comes to him and sends him to Marpa, and Thospadga' is seen 
carrying a book on his shoulder on his way to his new teacher ( 1 3 ) .  

The story now develops on the left side of tlie tliarika. Tliospadga' reaches Chosll~aklian and 
from here sees for the first tinie Marpa's Iiome ( 14). H e  meets some shepherds and asks them 
about Marpa ( I S ) .  Later he meets Marpa ploughing a field, but hlarpa does not reveal his identity 
(16). H e  offers Thospadga' ale ( 17) and asks l i i n~  to work (18),  and proinises an introduction to 
Marpa. Later Tliospadga' proceeds to Marpa's home, and on the way there he is told about the great 









dliarnia-collection brought to Tibet from India by his future teacher (19) .  These events are depicted 
on the left side of the picture. 

The scenes on the right side show what happened in Marpa's home while Thospadga' was jour- 
neying there. Eoth Marpa and his wife bDagmedma had had prophetic dreams. I n  a dream Marpa 
liad been told to clean a rdorje with an elixir from a golden vessel. H e  had also seen an initiation 
ceremony performed by Nriropa (the scene seems to represent Marpa himself), followed by a con- 
secration ceremony (20). Marpa's wife had seen a reliquary which on being cleaned produced 
minor reliquaries, shining brightly and attended by two guardians (21). 

The two parts of the story now merge and continue at  the top. Thospadga' pays homage to 
Marpa (22). I-Ie had deposited his book in the chapel, but Marpa in a fit of anger throws it out 
( 2 3 )  l'he bewildered new pupil is consoled by Marpa's wife (24).  It is the first of many times that 
she tries to mitigate the suffering inflicted by the harsh teacher. 

Marpa has told Thospadga' he nlay have either tuition or  bodily necessities, but not both. As he 
longs for tuition he has to find his own food. H e  begs it (25),  and carries it home with a four- 
handled copper vessel that he has succeeded in purchasing (26).  

I .  Ellan sa bstan te snod gtad pa when he appeared at the inn a bowl was 
given to him 

2. ya ston mo'i sar grogs dan 'phrad pa and he met his friend at  the place where 
the feast was held 

3. bla ma'i drun clu phebs ser ba phab chul in the presence of the lama he was asked 
zus 1);~ if the hail had fallen 

1. yon bdag la byin rlabs blessings for the alms-giver 

5. gnan bas ma mcho (= 'cho) (blessings) having been bestowed he died 

6. yon bdag 5i ba'i sa  nas log te phebs pa having returned from the dead alms- 
giver's place 

7. ra gyu ston drun du yon bdag Si bas rkyen in the presence of gYuston after the 
byas i-hos la bskul ba layman's death he was inspired to  see the 

law of cause and effect 

8. ron ston gyi dgon du phebs pa having gone to Ronston's hermitage 

O. ma tlgon nas lam iugs pa having left the hermitage 

10. la roil ston d a i ~  n~ jal ba 

I I .  rjogs then gyi dban bskur ba 

and meeting Ronston 

the initiation into the Great Perfection 
was bestowed 

12. sgom la iugs he began meditation 

13. ron ston gyi lun bstan te mar pa'i drun having learned Ronston's doctrine he 
du bstiegs pa hurried to Marpa 

14. thos la khan du bla ma'i gdan sa gzigs pa 011 Clioslakhan he beheld the lama's 
residence 

15. pliyugs rji rnanls la mar pa'i lo rgyus having asked cowherds for news 
'dris pa concerning Marpa 

I 6. nlar pa dail thog mar ni jal ba and meeting Marpa for the first time 



than gnan ba 

phru klog pa 

dhar ma 'do sdes bod du  byon pa (= mdo 
sde) 

yab yum giiis kyi rna lam gyi mchan ltas 
bkod pa 

nan par yum gyi cha ba i u  dus rna lam 
byuh chul iu s  pa 

mar pa'i drun du phyag phul 

mar pas Iha khan nas sku phre ton pa 

i a g  par yum gyi za ma'i sems gso mjad 

Iho brag du bsod siioms mjad pa 

bsod siioms . . . phebs pa 

ale was given 

he continued to plough 

a collection of sacred writings came to 
Tibet (mdo = sfitra) 

the Father (Marpa) and the Mother 
(bDagmedma) received dream-tokens 

in the morning, when she brought food, 
she reported her dream 

he made obeisance before Marpa 

Marpa threw the book out of the chapel 

in the morning the Mother comforted hini 
witli food 

he begged alms in Lhobrag 

he returned . . . the alms 



old signum : 
gyas bii  

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress : mauve, with gold trimming, lined with yellow 
Meditation band : dark red 
Sitting on a leopard-skin 
Legs locked, soles turned upwards 
Right hand lifted, palm to the front, thumb almost touching index finger 
Left hand extended, palm down, thumb almost touching index finger 

Other persons 
Body: white 

S T O R Y  

(beginning at  the bottom, right-hand corner) 

Thospadga', returning with his load, makes a noise, and Marpa annoyed kicks him out together 
with his copper vessel ( I ) .  Thospadga' empties it, and carries it back again, ceremonially offering it 
to Marpa (2) .  This time the gift is accepted. Marpa is seen lifting it up with his hands, in the act 
of dedicating it to his own teacher Niiropa depicted in thanka I and thanka 7 ( 3 ) .  Then Marpa 
strikes it with a stick (4) and carries it into the chapel where he fills it with melted butter (5). 

Some devotees of Marpa on their way to his home have been molested by robbers. Marpa wishes 
to punish t l~em and commands the new pupil to evoke a hail-storm. Thospadga' succeeds (6) and 
meadows and crops are destroyed. Having carried out his teacher's wish successfully Thospadga' 
now asks for tuition (7).  But Marpa belittles the hail-storm, and demands a more startling piece of  
magic before he is willing to impart the Holy Truths transmitted to him by Niiropa. S o  Thospadga' 
evokes a new hail-storm and moreover his curse causes the robbers to kill each other (8). The 
robbers carrying swords are seen fighting in the left corner, Thospadga' is shown twice, evoking the 
hail-storm, rosary in the left hand, and clicking the fingers of his right, to call the clouds. 

Marpa gives Thospadga' the title mThuthen, Great Magician, but he is far  from willing to teach 
him the Holy Truths, when asked to do so (9). H e  only mocks the pupil, who is seen crying while 
the lama's wife takes pity on him. Next morning Marpa bids Thospadga' build a circular house fo r  
his son on the eastern mountain ridge (10) .  Then, he promises, will he impart the Holy Truths, and 
even provide all necessities for the period of tuition. 









The house is half finished, when Thospadga' is ordered to tear it down, and, instead, to build 
a crescent-shaped house on the western ridge ( I  I ,  12, 13).  This in its turn must be torn doivn and 
Thospadga' must build a triangular house on the northern ridge ( 14).  At this point through bDag- 
nledma's influence Thospadga' is given tuition : only, however, in the Refuges (Buddha, Law, Com- 
munity) with prayers and vows, not yet in the Mystic Truths (15,  16, 17). 

111 the morning Marpa takes his pupil for a walk ( 1 8 )  and orders a new house. The unhappy 
Thospadga' is consoled by the lady (19) and begins work (20). H e  must do all the work alone. 
When three fellow-disciples bring him a big stone (21) and he has fitted it into the wall he is harshly 
told to take it out again (22, 23). 

The erection o f  this last house causes murmurings amongst h4arpa's relati\.es, for he has chosen 
a site upon which the familv has agreed not to build. T o  protect it from them hlarpa creates a phan- 
to111 army complete with flags, shields and musical instruments. The painter apparently not finding 
room for this scene in its proper place, shows it at the top left-hand corner of the thaiika (24). 

The story now proceeds wit11 the initiation of hlarpa's pupil hlesston. I-Ie is being initiated into 
the bDemt11og-dbaii (25). Messton is shown in a \\rl~ite dress, sitting I~efore the master, while a 
d r u n ~  is beaten and cymbals are banged. Thospadga' tries to gain access to the ceremony hut hlarpa 
kicks him out and beats hitn (26). 

Again he is told to build, to complete the house with a gallery, depicted above, beside the phan- 
tom-army (27). After a time another fellow pupil, Churston is about to be initiated into the gSan- 
'dus-dban (28). [bDemthog (Samvara) and gSan'dus (Guhyasamija) are deities closely connected 
with the bKaJrgyudpa-school.] Marpa's wife provides Thospadga' with the offerings necessary for 
his acceptance on this occasion ( r g ) ,  but, nevertheless, he is kicked out again (30). In  the evening 
the Mother consoles him (31) .  In  the morning Marpa tells him to continue building (32) and he 
does so (33). 

H a r d  work had already given Thospadga' a sore on his back. Now lie has got another, and he 
shows it to the ever-sympathetic bDagmedma (34).  She takes him to show it to hlarpa (35, 36) ,  
and remonstrates with him about poor "Great Magician's" condition (37). She comforts Thos- 

(38). 

6. karn 

iabs rdos rduns pa 

zans phul ba 

zans nam mkhar bteg nas n5 ro pa la 'bul 
lo gsun ba 

dbyug pas skad t i  thon mjad pa 

lha khan du zaris mar khus bkad pa 
(= khyab pa) 

mthu ser yati 'brog pa dan glin pa la btan 
ba'o 

ser ba phab nas thos dgos chul ?us pa 

Iho brag la kha ba mthu'i nus pas gri 'jins 
gyis thams tad Si ba 

he kicked him 

he presented the copper vessel 

having lifted the copper vessel into the.air 
he said : I dedicate it to NBropa 

he made a sound with a stick 

in the chapel the copper vessel is filled 
with melted butter 

he sent magic hail upon meadows and 
gardens 

when the hail had fallen he asked for 
the necessary Doctrine 

in Lhobrag, when the magic hail had 
fallen all died through fighting 



9. mthus la kha ba rnams gri ' j i i~s thos dgos 
chul iu s  pa 

10. khaql nan par bla mas sras mkhar gyi Hal Ita 
mjad pa 

I I .  Sar gyi ri sna g t ig  la mkhar zlum po t ig  
brcegs pa 

12. yum gyi s p a i ~  po mjad (= dpan po) 

13. nub gyi ri sna i i g  la mkhar zla gam 'dra 
ba i i g  rcigs gsuns pa 

14. byan ri rce i i g  la 'khar gru gsum i i g  
brcigs 

1 5 .  rgal ba t ig  kyan byun yab la thos iu ba'i 
siian bskul yum la i u s  pa 

I 6. za ma dan btas te yab kyi sku iabs su 
lhan du phebs pa 

1 7. mthun mod kyi thos dan sdonl pa gnan ba 

I 8. nan par bla mas 'khyams kyi bkod pa 
mjad pa 

19. de'i yum gyi sems gso mjad pa 

20. sras mkhar dnos gii'i rman gi ri mo mjad 

21. bu then gsum gyi sku rced gyi rdo sgril 
byon pa 

22.  bla mas rdo 'di thon gsun pa 

23. slar rdo chur skyal rman du  brcug 

24. nlar pas sprul pa'i dmag bsked pa 

25. mes ston pa bde mthog gi dban gnaxi ba 

26. dban gral nas ston 'gram t a g  gi rduns 

27. 'khyams kyi i a l  ba byed pa 
28. t am chur ston la gsan 'dus gyi dban gnan ba 

29. yum gyi dban yon gyi yo byad gnan ba 

30. dban gral nas ston te iabs sdos bsdun ba 

31. de nub yum gyi chogs bkal gnan sos gso 
mjad 

after the magically causetl hail and figll- 
ting lie asked for  the necessary 1)octriile 

in the morning the lama (ordered him) 10 

make a house for his son as a service 

on the eastern mountain spur he erected a 
circular house 

the Mother witnessed 

on the western mountain spur lie told to 
build a crescent-shaped house 

on the northern mountain spur he built a 
triangular house 

having got a wound, and (in vain) asked 
the Father for dharma, he begged the 
Mother to ask 

they approached the Father together 
with food 

bestowing some wanted Doctrine 
and vows 

in the morning the lama made (him) 
build a house 

his Mother comforted (him) 

he made a design for a foundation for a 
house for the son upon the mountain 

for  fun three pupils came with a big 
stone 

the lama said : take out that stone 
afterwards (he) fitted the stone 
(brought) ( for)  fun in the ground 
Marpa created a phantom-army 
giving the bDemthog-initiation to 
Messton 
he beat him out of the initiation-row and 
boxed his ears 
he made the gallery 
giving the gSanldus-initiation to 
Churston 
the Mother providing the gifts necessary 
for the initiation 
thrown out from the initiation-row he was 
beaten 
in the evening the Mother bestowed things 
and comfort 



32. nan par bla mas spe'u dan 'khyams gyi 
'phro gyis de nas gtam pa gter gsun pa 

33. mdun du sa khur te 'khyams brcigs pa 

34. yum la rgal pa gzigs phul ba (= sgal) 

35. yum dan lhan du yab kyi sar rgal pa gzigs 
su 'bul byon pa 

36. tha[mj  rgal pa gzigs phul ba 

37. mthu then la rgal pa byun chul smre 
snags kyi sgo nas yum gyis iu s  pa 

38. rgal pa byun che nal gsos pa 

in the morning the lama told him to con- 
tinue with tower and gallery, then the 
precious Tradition would be given 

when the middle part was finished he built 
the gallery 

he showed the Mother his back for 
inspection 

and he went with the Mother to the 
Father's place to let him look at the back 

offering the back for inspection 

the Mother said the state of Great 
Magician's back was to be pitied 

she nursed his wound 









T H A N K A  VI 

old signum : 
gyas lna 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress : white, with gold trimming, lined with blue 
Sitting on a rock 
Right knee lifted, sole down, right leg before left foot 
Left leg lying bent, sole upwards 
Right hand holding a staff 
Left hand not seen 

The deity in the initiation scene 
Body: dark red, with gold ornaments, knife and skull-cup 

Other persons 
Body: white 

S T O R Y  

(beginning at  the bottom, left-hand corner) 

In the evening bDagmedma tries to comfort Thospadga', and they plan to fool Marpa ( I ) .  Thos- 
padga' pretends to leave the teacher, and bDagmedma detains him ( 2 ) ,  giving him food for the 
journey (3) .  Marpa sees this from the top of the house, but instead of appealing to his pupil not to 
leave him, he gives him a box on the ear for attempting to take away the meal (4 ,s ) .  Again 
bDag~nedma comforts him (6 )  and herself bestows an initiation upon him: the initiation into the 
Meditation on rDorjephagmo (7). The deity appearing is painted dark red. (rDorjephagmo = Vaj- 
ravi r ih i  is specially connected with the school.) The lady's kindness Thospadga' repays with small 
services; among other things he manufactures a milking-stool for her (8). 

Marpa's disciple rNogpa is about to be initiated into the dGesrdor-initiation (= Hevajra, a favourite 
deity of the school). Thospadga' who tries to take part in the ceremony is again kicked out, rebuked 
and abused (9, 10). H e  is now resolved to leave Marpa. With his book he is seen when departing 
( I  I ,  12).  But repenting and longing to see bDagmedma once more he decides to return. H e  borrows 
a vessel, and prepares for himself a dish of nettles (13) .  When returning the vessel to the owner 
(14)  this man invites him to come and read the scriptures in his homestead. Thospadga' does so, 
and reads for him the Yumthenmo (15) .  After that he walks back to Marpa's place. H e  makes 
obeisance to the lady (16).  But Marpa, instead of bestowing the initiation, bids him finish the 
house (17, 18). 



That is too much for Thospadga' (19, 20). The lady advises him to go to rNogpa and to get 
initiated by him. She carefully provides Thospadga' with gifts, tokens and a letter. At the feast o f  
the tenth of  the month she succeeds in making the whole household including her husband drunk. She 
takes some relics of Niropa from the house and hands them to Thospadga', together with a letter 
allegedly from Marpa, but which she has herself forged (21 ,  22) .  According to this letter Marpa 
asks rNogpa to initiate Thospadga'. Carrying those precious gifts he walks to rNogpats home (23).  

When he arrives rNogpa is engaged in giving instruction to his pupils (24) .  Thospadga' prostrates 
himself at  a distance, and rNogpa sends a man to inquire into his errand. Thospadga' tells about the 
relics he has brought with him and about the letter from Marpa to rNogpa (25) .  rNogpa is naturally 
delighted, and Thospadga' and the relics are received with banners and music (26) .  H e  is seen in 
the house offering rNogpa the costly gifts (27): 

The initiation is promised, but first rNogpa asks the unhappy Great Magician to launch a hail- 
storm to punish the country people for having molested pupils coming to him from far away. Great 
Magician does so, but with considerable reluctance; three scenes, but only one inscription comme- 
morate this event (28) .  H e  spares the field of the old woman who had given him lodging by 
covering a sketch of the field with a pan, and concentrating upon it. Mournfully he walks back 
collecting in his garment birds and other animals killed by the storm. H e  brings them to rNogpa and 
complains (29), whereupon rNogpa resuscitates them, thus showing himself to be a real buddha. 

Thospadga' is initiated (30).  For  the obligatory meditation afterwards he shuts himself up in a 
cave. When rNogpa comes to question him concerning his progress he has to report that he has made 
none ( 3 1 ) .  The bewildered rNogpa now receives a letter from Marpa asking him to be present at 
ceremonies in his homestead, and to bring his wicked pupil. Questioned about this epithet Thospadga' 
confesses everything. H e  receives a letter from bDagmedma (32) counselling him to come back. So 
it is agreed upon that he shall return in rNogpa's retinue. 

6. 
7. iiam 

8. 
9. 

10. tam 

nub yum gyi sems gso mjad pa 
yum . . . bka' gros nas byon chul 
pye slon ba 
'gro t i  byas par mar pas khan sten nas 
bka' bskyon (= bkyon) 
mar pas 'gram rgyag rduns gyi phye 
'phrog pa 
de nub yum gyis sems gso mjad 
nan par yum gyi dban gnan ba 

yum gyi bio mjad pa 
nan par mar pas . . . 
rnog pas dges /rd/or gyi dban ius  pa'i 
gral nas bto . . . pa 

bka' skyon par yum gyi rnog ram mdar 
sbran nas i u  ba 'bul ba 
thos pa dga' rnan ba i u s  par ran yul du 
byon rjis mjad pa 

in the evening the Mother brought comfort 
the method according to the Mother's plan 
giving meal 
when he set out Marpa rebuked him from 
the top of the house 
Marpa cuffed him on the ear for having 
taken away the meal 
in the evening the Mother brought comfort 
the Mother bestowing initiation in the 
morning 
he made a milking stool for the Mother 
in the morning Marpa.  . . 
when rNog asked for the dGesrdor-initia- 
tion he (M.) was sent out of the 
initiation-row 
rebuked, a petition was made with the 
Mother's and rNog's help 
denied what he asked for Thospadga' went 
to the country to consider the matter 



13. 
14. 
15 .  tham 

18. dam 

22. nam 

23. 

24. 

26. pam 

27. 

clia ba bkol 
khog ma gyar po sdod pa 
yul du 'byon rcis mjad i a g  par yurn then 
mo klog pa 
fhos klog sa nas log phebs yurn dan 
mjal ba 
yum gyi mthun pa'i dkra /de / .  . . mi 
'dug.  . . pas mar pas .  . . Pig gsuns so 
yurn gyi thos pa bka' slebs byun ius  pas 
mar pas yar thon gsun mjal nas phyag 
phul 
bros te rgya mthons nan du 'chon ba 

mar pas phyag 'jug gi khu ba bub nas gan 
skyal du skyel b a r . .  . rnog par 'jin pa 
phud kyi bad dus bka' rjus kyi yi ge dan 
na ro'i rten rnams bkur ba 
yum gyi rnog . . . fhos i u  . . . 
/rno/g gi sar thegs pa 
rnog gi fhos khri kha rtag giiis 'thad dus 
thos pa dga' gzigs pa 

rnog gi skad t a  drid btad pa 

rnog gi bsu ba byed pa 
rnog par thugs dam rten dan btas pa 
'bul ba 
yul mi la mthu'i sdig mo mjad pa 

rnog gi dgons pa la iugs pas srog fhogs 
rnams Si ba gsos par mjad 
rnog gis dban gnan ba 
rnog gi sgrub khan du byon pa 
ban then gyi yi ge 'phrod pa 

he boiled nettles 
he returned the pot to the owner 
having come to the country and considered 
the matter he read Yumthenmo 
coming back from the place where he had 
read dharma he meets the Mother 
Marpa said . . . 

when he met the Mother Marpa looked up, 
and he made obeisance 

pondering after his absence in the 
pavilion 
. . . he departed from Marpa and went to 
rNogpa 
quickly she fetched Niropa-relics and a 
forged letter as a gift 
the Mother's rNog . . . ask for dharma . . . 
he went to rNogls place 
Thospadga' saw rWog giving religious in- 
struction about The Constant And The 
Changing 
Ile offered rNog what he had gained by 
stealth 
he went to meet rNog 
the delivering of the prayer and the relics 
to rWogpa 
with magic he caused trouble for the 
country folk 
on his way to  rWog's hermitage he took 
pity on dead creatures 
rWog bestowing the initiation 
rNog came to the meditation-cell 
the messenger delivered the letter 









THAWKA VII 

old signum: 
gyas drug 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress : mauve, yellow-lined, with gold trimming 
Seated on a skin 
Right leg loosely bent, sole upwards 
Left leg hanging down, with an inclination inwards 
Right hand behind, not seen 
Left hand behind left ear (listening attitude) 

The deity above the mandala in the initiation-scene: yab (blue)-yum (lilac), 
nimbus: green, gloria: yellow, the yab: 12 arms, the yum: 2 arms, 
standing on one blue corpse and on one mauve corpse 

Niropa, right hand corner at the top 
Body : dark red 

The yidam above Niropa (bDemehog, Samvara) 
Body: dark blue 
Dress : a yellow skin (?) around the waist 
Nimbus : green 
Gloria : orange, with white contour and golden rays 

Other persons 
Body : white 

STORY 
(beginning at the bottom, centre part) 

rWogpa and his retinue (Thospadga' included) arrive. Thospadga' is sent beforehand to ask for 
than as a refreshment. H e  brings gifts - according to the Life a bag of cheese - to bDagmedma 
( I ) .  H e  goes to see Marpa with a scarf of greeting, but Marpa turns away his head (2).  Mean- 
while bDagmedma herself welcomes the arriving guests with than. 

Marpa prepares a feast for his son's coming of age, and at the same time the house is to be con- 
secrated. Marpa - right hand behind right ear - is seen chanting a benediction (4).  On  this occa- 
,sion rNogpa offers all he owns to Marpa, of whom he asks an initiation into the Mystic truths. 
Marpa however is not satisfied with what he had 'brought with him, and sends him back to bring an 
old shegoat that he has left a t  home. Moreover Marpa is angry with rNogpa on account of the 
part he played in Thospadga"~ escapade ( 5 ) .  



rNogpa tells about the relics (6). Marpa's anger is aroused, and he is seen, stick in hand, chasing 
his wife for  her part in the affair (7).  bDagmedma manages to hide in the lhakhan (8)  and Marpa 
is unable to open the door. Thospadga' now frightened runs away with the intention of killing himself 
(9, 10). H e  asks rNogpa to help him but rNogpa does not dare ( I I ). When Thospadga' is about to 
commit the act rNogpa restrains him (12).  Other pupils try to console him. Marpa, now relenting, 
points out Thospadga"~ future glory to bDagmedma ( 1 3 ) ~  and sends her to fetch him. She comes 
to bring both him and rNogpa to Marpa (14, 15, 16, 17). Marpa now accepts Thospadga' as a 
disciple (18) .  In the Life he is told that henceforth he is to rejoice. 

Preparations are made. Thospadgal's head is washed, his dress is changed and he is initiated (19, 
20). The name dpalgiadpardorje is conferred tipon him. H e  receives the wine out of the skull- 
cup. Now he is allowed to go through various texts (21, 22, 23, 24).  H e  goes into retreat, and when 
Marpa and his consort seek him out he sings to them (25). Marpa leaves him. 

Marpa travels once more to India. This journey was inspired by a vision that occurred to Marpa 
and by a dream of Mila's. Marpa had had the vision while performing a ceremony. Mila in his 
dream had been given to understand that he needed the work Gron'jug. This work Marpa cannot 
find among his Indian books, so he goes to India (26), to find his own teacher Niropa. Niropa, 
however, has just died, or rather has transferred himself into another state. Marpa finds Niropa, 
and asks for the Gron'jug (27). In  this scene Niiropa is painted dark red, the same colour dikinis 
and other non-humans show. The group includes a minute picture of a yidam - probably Samvara 
- in dark blue, to whom Marpa makes obeisance (28). Marpa is given the Gron'jug that he had 
sought and with the book on his shoulder he returns home (29).  

Marpa performs a commemoration-ceremony for his son who has died. O n  this occasion the chief 
disciples ask him to make arrangements for the future of the order, and its hierarchy. Marpa 
believes in spiritual guidance, and relies on dreams (30). 

3. mam 

yum la phyag rten 'bul ba 
mar par phyag byas phyag rten phul bas 
phyogs biir mku rgyab bstan 

rnog gi mar pa'i sar phebs pa dan yum 
gyi bsu than 
sras 'khor gyi rab gnas sras kyi the  'don 
rnog gi 'bul Cha mar pas bkra Sis kyi mgur 
gnan ba 
mar pa thugs rgyal biens te snog dan 
thos pa dga' la bka' rkyon 
rnog gi phyag byas na ro'i rgyan drug len 
du 'byon rcis mjad pa 
mar pas bdag med ma dbyug pas ded pa 
yum lha khan du bros rgod Cad 
thos pa dga' bros pa 
bros sar dus 
rnog gi phyag phyi 'bren ba 
gyan l a . .  . mjad p a . .  . 'jin pa 

offering a present to the Mother 
he bowed and offered gifts to Marpa who 
turned his back ( to  him) in every 
direction 
rNog came to Marpa's homestead and the 
mother welcomed him with ale 
Marpa bestowing a blessing-hymn at  the 
ceremony for his son's coming of age and 
when rNog had offered gifts 
Marpa was very angry, and scolded rNog 
on Thospadga"~ behalf 
rNog gave an account of how the letter 
and Niropa's six ornaments came 
Marpa chased bDagrnedma with a stick 
the Mother escaped into the chapel 
Thospadga' ran away 
while in the place where he had run 
asking r%og's help 
(abyss. . . make. . . catch) 



18. cha 

' 9 .  
20. 

26. 
27. i e  
28. 

29. 
30. tham 

mar pa thugs chig dbu tums pa 
bdag med ma la thos pa dga' 'gron gyi gco 
bo yin pas bos gsuns pas 
yum 'bod thegs pa 
mar pa'i drun du yum gyi thos pa dga' 
'bod du byon pa 
thos pa dga' bla ma'i drun du yum gyi 
phrid ba 
mar pas mi la rjes su bzun ba 
thos pa dga' dbu lo bsil ba 
mar pas mi lha las tan gyi slob mar lun 
bstan pa 
sdom pa phog te ka p i  la bdud rcis bkan 
gnan ba 
. . . khrid p a .  . . pa gnan ba 
yig tha  rnams gzigs pa 
'khros gron mjug gi lun bstan gyur pa 
yum bug sgor byon bla ma'i drun du fiams 
kyi mgur 'bul ba 
mar pa rgya sgar du gron 'jug byon pa 
na ro pa sgrom 'jug ius  pa 
mar pas yi dam la phyag mjad pa 
rgya gar nas log pa 
dar ma mdo . . . mthod kyi chogs gral du 
bu then bii la rgyud 'jin gyi lun bstan rtag 
pa'i pl~yir  rmi lam bzun ba 

Marpa, reconciled ('dum pa) 
H e  said to bDagmedma: there is to be a 
great feast for Thospadga' 
the Mother went with a message 
Thospadga' came to Marpa when the 
Mother called him 
the Mother lead Thospadga' into the 
presence of the lama 
Marpa accepted Mila 
Thospadgal's head was washed 
Marpa bestowed the Doctrine upon the 
pupil sent by men and gods 
giving the skull-cup full of nectar after 
the vow 
. . . giving 
he looked at the books 
the teaching of the Gronmjug 
in the lama's presence when the Mother 
came to the door offering a song 
Marpa travelled to India for the Gron'jug 
he asked Nsropa for the sGromljug 
Marpa bows down before the yidam 
returning from India 
. . . commanding the four chief pupils at 
the commemoration-ceremony for Dar- 
mamdo to tell their dreams concerning the 
Doctrine's future 









T H A N K A  VII I  

old signum : 
gyas bdun 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress: white 
Sitting on a cushion 
Right leg loosely bent, sole upwards 
Lef t  leg: knee lifted, sole down, with an inclination inwards 
Right hand behind body 
Left hand resting on left knee, palm downwards, thumb bent and almost 
touching index finger 

Deities above the altar from the lowest one 
Yab-Yum, the yab blue, the yum lilac, each with one face, and two arms; 
green nimbus, lilac gloria with golden rays and frame of flames; no 
attributes 
Yab-Yum, the yab blue with four faces and eight arms, the yum dark 
lilac with 'two arms; light-green nimbus, yellow gloria with red frame; 
golden attributes 
Yab-Yum, the yab faint blue, the yum blue, the yab with four faces and 
eight arms, the yum with one face and two arms, light-green nimbus, 
rose-coloured gloria with white outer contour 
According to the life one of the deities is Hevajra. Cf. the transforma- 
tions in thanka 14 (Samvara, Hevajra, GuhyasamZja, etc.) 

All humans 
Body : white 

STORY 

(beginning at the bottom, middle part) 

The  hierarchy of the bKa'rgyudpa-order is to be established. Marpa encourages his disciples to 
tell their dreams. Mila has a dream ( I )  which he tells to his teacher (2). I t  is depicted above: four 
animals on four pillars : a tiger, a lion, an eagle, and a vulture with its chick. The dream is explained 
by Marpa (3, 4). The four animals are the four chief pupils, and Mila is the vulture with the young 
one, the successor with a progeny. Mila now shuts himself up for meditation. 

When meditating in the copper-cave (5) he dreams about his dilapidated homestead and his 
mother. H e  wishes to go home. In  the morning he goes to see Marpa, and tells him about his dream 



and desire (6).  Marpa is still in bed, and his wife is bringing him his morning meal. Marpa gives Mila 
permission to return home, and gives some further tuition ( 7 , 8 ) .  H e  then asks his wife bDa6medma 
to make preparations for a parting-ceremony, which he then performs (9, 10). During this ceremony 
Marpa transmutes himself into divine forms (yab-yum) and makes appear symbolic implements. 
Finally the mystic letters om 5 hfim appear. H e  shows these things as a farewell-gift, the performan- 
ces having according to the Life no value in themselves. The transformations are painted in minute 
detail. 

Marpa recommends certain localities for meditation. Among these he mentions the Tise mountain. 
H e  presents Mila with a sealed roll to be opened only in case of  great physical danger. Mila departs. 
Marpa and bDagmedma accompany him a short distance ( I I ), and bDagmedma gives him the last 
oblation wine in a skull-cup (12). Farewell songs are exchanged (13) between Marpa and Mila, 
and they each other give gifts (14).  Mila now sets off alone and is seen looking back regretfully at 
Marpa and bDagmedma ( I 5). 

According to Marpa's counsel Mila first goes to see rNogpa (16).  They exchange experience and 
knowledge. From rNogpa's home he proceeds to  his former homestead (17) ,  now always dressed in 
the cotton dress, and carrying books upon his back. When lie comes across some shepherds (18) 
he asks for news of his homestead. What  he is told makes him sad, and he mourns (19).  A t  last 
he arrives and finds the house in ruins, and his mother's remains still lying inside (20).  H e  "unites 
with her soul". Gathering up her bones and the books left in the house (21)  Mila goes to his former 
teacher's place to have "cha cha" made. Tmhe teacher has died, but his son helps to make them (22). 
In the evening they talk about old times (23). 

Mila has left the books with his former teacher's son. H e  has received provisions. Carrying flour 
and butter on his back (24) he goes to a cave near by. Here  his former betrothed mJesse visits him, 
bringing food and drink with her (25).  

5. ram 

6. 

7. lam 
8. 

rnal ma bzun ba 
mar pa'i drun du rmi lam ius  pa 
chogs bra1 du bu then rnams la rmi lam 
ka bii'i grol p a n  ba 
phag ma'i byin rlabs gnan tho rans 'od 
gsal gyi nan la bu then bii  la thos gsuns 
bka' babs kyi lun bstan 
bu then bii  la bBad pa 'pho ba bar do khad 
par mi lar gtam ma'i bka' babs byun chul 
rtag iia du rmi lam gyi yul du thegs pa'i 
rkyen byun 
bla ma rnal du son ba dan rnal san ba dbu 
la iii ma Sar ba yum gyi cha ba i u  ba ras 
slebs pa rnams dus 'grig 

chig rgyud gyi dban dan gdam pa gnari ba 
gdam nag lhag med gnati te dbu siiifi 
bies pa 

quietness is reached 
he told his dream in  Marpa's presence 
in seclusion the interpretation of the four 
dreams is given to the pupils 
to the four chief pupils (is imparted) the 
prophecy concerning the succession, a t  
dawn, with a benediction 
how the succession is to pass on to Mila 
is explained to the four chief pupils 
evidence (seen) in a dream causes him to 
leave for his homestead 
he went to the lama who slept, and roused 
(him) while the sun shone on his head, 
and the Mother brought hot food, and 
arranged things 
word-tantra-initiation and advice is given 
he swore to have imparted the whole 
advice without keeping anything back 



10. 

1 1 .  Sam 
12. 

13. 
14. ham 

15. 
16. am 

1 7. 
I 8. 

22. khi 

mi la'i byon kyem du yum gyi chogs 'khor 
bla mas bkod pa lus kyi r ju 'phrul gyi sgo 
nas yon tan du ma bstan pa'i chul 

om i htim 
skyel thun mjad pa 
yum gyi byon skyems mjad pa 
gcan la yar byon gyi mgur gsun ba 
phyi phyag phul ba 
phyi mig gzigs 
rnog pa'i drun du byon pa 
yul du phebs pa 
lun ba'i phur phyugs rj i  la ran gi yul gyi 
skad tha  dri ba 
yul du phebs pas nes 'byun gi phyi ma 
Sor ba 
gzims khan du yum gyi sku rus la dbu gtad 
thugs thos hid kyi nan du yurn gyi thugs 
dan bsres 
thos slob mkhan car cha cha 'debs su 
thegs pa 
yum gyi sku rus la cha cha 'debs pa 

de nub slob dpon gyi sras dan glen mo 
mjad pa 
slob dpon gyi sa nas thegs pa 
rkan 'jugs kyi phug tu 'je se dan mjal ba 

when Mila comes to the house the lama 
fashioned from the things provided by the 
mother the method of body-transforma- 
tions, hitherto unrevealed 

they escorted (him) 
the Mother prepared the parting drink 
singing a song when gCan was reached 
giving farewell-gi fts 
he looked back 
he came to rNogpa 
he went to the home-district 
asking cow-herds for news concerning his 
own place 
reaching the place with distaste for 
worldly things 
in the sleeping room he rested his head 
upon his mother's bones, and united with 
his mothefls "soul" 
he went to his teacher's place to make 
"cha-cha" 
with the mothefls bones they made 
"cha-cha" 
and in the evening he talked with the 
teacher's son 
,he departed from the teacher's place 
meeting 'Jese in the rKan'jugs-cave 
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T H A N K A  IX 

old signum : 
gyas brgyad 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body : (here and in all scenes) greyish-brown 
Dress : white, dark-yellow-lined, with gold trimming 
Sitting on the ground 
Right leg stretched forward, slightly downwards, sole on the ground 
Left  leg loosely bent under the right leg, sole partly seen 
Right hand holds a skull-cup half way lifted to the mouth 
Left fore-arm rests on left leg and knee, hand slightly lifted, palm seen, 
thumb bent and almost touching the index finger 
O n  his left side a deer ( ?), in the cave a fox ( ?) 

Other persons 
Body : white 

S T O R Y  

(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

When the provisions are exhausted Mila has to beg food. Unfortunately he comes upon his aunt's 
tent ( I ). She abuses him and lets loose a dog which he tries to keep off with a stick (2).  Being 
faint he stumbles and falls down, and is beaten by the aunt (3). When he rises and sings an  
entreating song the aunt, now somewhat remorseful, sends out some food with a girl (4). But 
when he comes to this paternal uncle's new house he is thrown out. The uncle tries to shoot him 
with a bow-and-arrow. H e  is stoned by some youths ( 5 ,  6, 7) and finally returns to his cave. 

Here the aunt visits Mila with gifts, and asks him for his field and his house, both of which he 
gives to her (8). For  the sake of his spiritual progress, and guided by a dream, he leaves the cave 
(9) and goes to Bragdkar. There, again dwelling in a cave, he vows not to leave it for a human habita- 
tion before he has attained buddhahood (10). After some years hunters find him in the cave and 
all except one insult him (11) .  A year later hunters come again and he gets some of their meat 
(12).  A thief comes, but finds nothing (13) .  Once more some hunters arrive. H e  has nothing but 
nettle soup to give them for food; when they pity him he explains in a song his five-fold happiness 

(14). 
This same song is sung by these hunters at  a feast in sKyanaca, where Mila's sister hears it 

( I S ,  16). Moreover Mila's former betrothed, mJesse, tells her where she thinks he is (17). TO 
this cave the sister goes. O n  first seeing him she believes him to be a ghost (18).  They meet (19).  



She is desolated to find him in such a state, without food o r  clothes. Some days later she and 
mJesse bring provisions. They happen to see Mila stark naked while fetching water, which he 
carries on his back (20). They offer the food (21) .  Mila (now having opened Marpa's scroll and 
acting according to the prescriptions found there) develops further, and finally is able to f l y  (22, 
23). Once, when flying he is seen and wondered at  by a distant relative of his (24), who is en- 
gaged in ploughing. H e  decides to go on meditating on the Laphyi-Chubar. O n  the way he breaks 
his cooking pot. A green "nettle pot" rolls out, and he uses it in a song (25) about the imperma- 
nence of worldly things. A hunter comes by, and hearing him, requests another song. Once when 
he is lying down on the road quite naked some girls pass, and he sings to them (26). Below this 
scene and the sccne with the hunter and the broken pot there is a scene without inscription in which 
some people bring a bag (provisions?), and Mila sings to them, skull-cup in hand. This scene may 
represent the people of Brin, or  rather the second song to the girls mentioned in the Life. 

Mila's sister wants him to dress decently and brings him a blanket-cloth (27). H e  sings to her 
trying to convert her. When she visits him again he has donned a curious dress that he has made 
from the cloth: a cap and covers for the fingers and feet (28).  H e  sings about what is really 
shameful: not nakedness of the body, but evil deeds, harmful thoughts and deception. 

The cave at  the top in the centre without inscription may represent mima-rjon, "Sunny castle", 
spoken of in the Life. 

7. 
8. iii 

a ni'i sar phebs pa 
khyi sdus pa 
chug la Sin gis rdun ba 
a ni'i sar  mgur gsun ba 
a khu'i sar phebs pa 
a khus phyir 'don yul mi rnams kyis 
bzun ba 
a khus gsod rdo phan pa 
a nis . . . rin phul . . . grien iie ba dan i in  
a khus gsod rdo'phan pa 

brag dkar la thegs pa 
brag dkar du thog mar phebs pa 
brag dkar du khyi r a  pas skur btegs Sin 
dul ba 
yan Ian t ig  khyi r a  pas Sa phul ba 
yan nub t ig  rkun ma'byun ba 
yan lan t ig  khyi ra pas za cos bde ba lna'i 
mgur gsun ba 
skya na car than sa  byas pa 

khyi ra pas srin mos car bde ba lna'i glu 
then pa 
mjes zes a jo yin chul byas pa 

he came to the aunt's place 
the dog joined 
he is beaten with a stick 
singing a song in the aunt's place 
he  came to the uncle's place 
having been cast out by the uncle the 
villagers seized him 
the uncle intended to throw stones 
the aunt [offered gifts and asked him to 
renounce to his relatives] the field and the 
house 
he went to Bragdkar 
he arrived at  the summit of the Bragdkar 
hunters insulted him on the Bragdkar 

another time hunters brought meat 
and one evening a thief appeared 
singing a song about the five-fold happi- 
ness once when hunters ate nettles 
a feast was held ("ale-drinking") at  
sKyanaca 
in this place the sister heard the hunters' 
song about the five-fold happiness 
mJesse told where the brother was 



srin mo a jo gzigs pa 
rta sor srin mo dan mjal ba 
mjes ze dan srin mos a jo Chu len pa 
mthon ba 
mjes zes Sa than phul ba 
smin khyug nas biugs Sin 'phur ba 
brag dkar nas 'phur ba 
nam mkhar phur i in ba ston pa 
di m a .  . . mos smad pa 
brag dkar nas byon khyi ra pa dan mjal ba 

skyen phug tu bu mo'i snam bu phul ba 

;ha lugs rnams la Sugs pa ser bies la 
bstan pa 

the sister saw her brother 
meeting the sister on the r T u o  
mJesze and the sister seeing the brother 
fetching water 
mJesze brought meat and ale 
he flew down from sMinktiyug 
he flew from the Bragdkar 
seen flying in the sky 
. . . (the girls) blamed 
coming from the Bragdkar he met a 
hunter 
in the sKyen-cave the woman offered the 
cloth 
he showed the spoiled bits of cloth 
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THANKA X 

old signum: 
gyon dan 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress: white with gold trimming 
Sitting on a rock 
Legs unlocked; right knee lifted, sole down, left leg lying, 
sole partly seen 
IZight hand beside right ear, listening attitude, thumb and index 
finger raised 
Left hand unseen behind body 

Demons at  the bottom right-hand corner (lfags kyi a ca ra)  
Five have brownish-mauve bodies. One is engaged in reading the 
scriptures, as we learn from the Songs 
Two are white-skinned, and one has a minium-coloured cap 

The demoness of the Linha-rock (srin mo) a t  the top right-hand corner 
Body: dark red 

Other demons 
Various shapes and colours 

Other humans 
Body : white 

S T O R Y  

(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

Mila's aunt has, says the Life, lost her brother and repented of her deeds. She comes to see Mila. 
She is seen coming from the right accompanied by her beast (no inscription). Leaving the beast 
behind she carries on her back the gifts intended for Mila ( I ) .  But when she asks to be allowed to 
see him his sister removes the little bridge leading to his abode (2, 3) .  H e  reproaches the aunt in 
a song (4), but finally receives and accepts her ( 5 ) .  

At this point we must abandon the Life (rNamthar) as a guide for the details of Milaraspa's 
life, but we shall have occasion to return to it again. Now we must rely on another guide, the 
Hundred Thousand Songs (mGur'bum) (6). 

Mila, who now lives alone in a cave, goes to collect wood for fuel (7).  The storm blows off his 



thin cotton dress, and he sits down. H e  longs for his lama Marpa, and he expresses his longing in 
a song (8). In  a vision Marpa, mounted on a white lioness, comforts him (g),  and Mila's song tells 
of the convent of Grobolun where Marpa sits on the Amolika-throne. 

Returning to the cave he finds disagreeable guests (10). A lively scene shows several demons, 
one of them preparing food, another nosing in the books. Songs conquer the demons and finally 
frighten them away. 

When continuing to the Laphyi Mila comes upon an inn where he meets a pleasant woman ( I  1, 
12), who entertains him agreeably (13, 14, 15). When he proceeds upon his way again the demons 
cause a great hail-storm (16),  but are conquered by his glance. All is now quiet ( 17). A female 
sky-walker is seen beside him. Once more he is attacked, this time by the great demons under Bharo, 
say the Songs. A magnificent scene shows Mila singing to them (18).  Quietened and converted, 
the sky-walkers bring gifts and food (19, 20). ?I 

Mila goes to gNasthil (21). One scene refers to his self-control in sexual matters told in the 
corresponding chapter of the Songs (22).  

From Chubzan he goes to Grolyul (23). On his return he meets the lady Runio - called 'Urmo 
in the Songs - (24) and Sakyamguna (25).  When lie again sets out for the Lapliyi they all offer 
gifts and accompany him part of the way up the mountain (26).  They return home, and he con- 
tinues alone (28). 

Much snow falls after his departure and all believe him dead. After some time they go to see if 
they can find his remains (29).  They see a snow-leopard, then a tiger (30) which is really Mila 
himself in an assumed shape. Later they find Mila alive and in excellent spirits (31).  H e  returns 
together with them, and sings a song for the rejoicing people who meet him (32).  His  feet - in the 
Songs his snow-shoes - leave marks on the flat rock upon which he stands. H e  again sings (33) 
when he comes to the dwelling of a friendly householder. 

H e  does not stay long. Next he is shown on his way to Linba (34).  Here the she-demon of the 
rock plays tricks upon him (35). A red demon mounted on a greyish brown hornless animal is 
shown, the animal led by a red woman. Both demon and "woman" are dressed in a sort of blue 
shawl. According to the Songs the animal is a black dama moschifera and the woman changes 
herself into a red bitch. Here (36) the bitch is brownish and has got a firm hold of Mila's foot. 
The animal is depicted twice (without collar). I n  the ensuing dialogue related in the Songs Mila 
is victorious. 

On his way to Ragma Mila is assaulted by Miniayin again. A large scene at  the top of the scroll 
shows them with flames and war banners (37), in the shapes of humans, animals and corpses. The 
next incident depicted is not concerned with phantoms. Mila accepts as a pupil a lay follower who 
comes bearing gifts (38).  H i s  name is Lhabar. 

Further events are the meeting with a few followers (39) and a magician's conversion. The 
magician is painted as a straight-haired man with a small pointed beard, and whiskers at  the corners 
of  his mouth (40). H e  is one of the very few bearded men in the series of pictures. 

A monkey mounted on a very large hare (41) is seen to the left attacking Mila with bow and 
arrow. I t  is the fairy king of Grothan, painted further down without his mount and sitting in a 
charming pupil-like fashion in front of Mila who has as usual won him with a song. 

Above this scene we are transferred to Yolmokanra in Nepal, where a meeting is taking place (42). 
Walking and meditating Mila is seen being invited by a dove who tries to lead him to a rice heap. 

There is no inscription to this scene. I t  refers to  the chapter in which Mila preaches to the dove- 



goddesses of Kuthan in Tibet. T o  the right we see them both in the shapes of doves and in the shapes 
of girls they have changed themselves into. Mila is seated in the listening attitude, singing to them 

(43). 

14. 
'5. 
16. phi 

cha mos sbam pa ma sdud a ne yod do 

a nis sni nas i u  ba 'bul ba (= sna?) 

srin mo zam pas bsdus pa 
rje bcun gags 'debs kyi mgur gsuns pa 
a ni rjes su bzun ba 
mgur 'bum thog ma dran du 

Sin 'thur ba (= 'thu ba) 
bla ma dran drug gi mgur gsuns pa 

mar pa sprin dkar sten du phebs pa 
grag dmar khyur lun du tin 'jin gyi nan 
nas cho phrul i i  bar mjad (tin 'jin - tin 
ne 'jin) 
r je bcun sgo drun phebs pa 

legs se 
car mar i a  kya mgu Sen dor mo legs se  
'bum rnams rje bcun gyi yon ton brjod pa 

than sa  
r je bcun nan du phebs pa 
thu b z ~  du  thegs dus mu rjin du  cho 
phrul bstan 
mkha' 'gro sgar lam Ita stens kyi cho 
phrul i i  bar mjad 
thu bzan du cho 'phrul bstan i in  i i  ba 
thu  bzan du mkha' 'gros 'dod yon lnas 
mthod 
biig gi Ehos i u s  pa 
fhu bzan nas thil du iugs 

(= gnas) (= biugs) 
mo mchan gyi cho phrul i i  bar mjad 

thu  bzari nas grol yul du phebs pa 
jo mo ru mo mjal ba 
9a kya mgu dan mjal ba 

the aunt was there, having collected food 
and clothes ( ?) 
the aunt making a request from the spur 
of the mountain (near the) bridge 
the sister took up the bridge 
the Reverend One blamed (her)  in a song 
the aunt was accepted 
the beginning of the Hundred Thousand 
Songs 
collecting wood 
he sang a song concerning the six ways of 
longing for the lama 
Marpa arrived upon a white cloud 
in the valley of the Red Rock he quietened 
the magic by deep meditation 

the Reverend One approached the 
entrance 
Legsse ('bum) 
the Reverend One's excellent talk to Sa- 
kyamgu, Sendormo, and Legsse 'bum in 
Carma 
the inn 
the Reverend One came in 
when he went to Chubzan at Devil's 
Pond miracles were seen 
he quietened the sky-walkers' dance-magic 

the miracles in Chubzan are quietened 
in Chubzan the sky-walkers offered the 
five delights 
he asked for instruction 
he staid in gNasthil on Chubzan 

the magic of the female genitals is 
quietened 
from Chubzan he came to Grolyul 
meeting the lady Rumo 
and meeting Sakyamgu 



la phyi thegs dus giol btab pa (= gsol) 
kyel drun (skyel t h u i ~ ? )  nas log pa 
la phyir thegs pa 
Sa kya mgu dan Sen rdo gyi gduil daii 
'dren du 'on ba 
stag phred gzig phred 
nos su 'jal ba 
gar mgur gyi skor 
yon bdag gi sar phebs pa 
lin ba'i brag la thegs pa 
brag srin ma'i skor 
sprul pa'i the  (= va ce?) med 
rag ~no ' i  skor snon ma 
Iha bar rjes su bzun ba 
iia ma 'gas 'jal ba 
snags pa rjes su bzun ba 
kyan pan du gro than rgyal po'i cho 
'phrul 
yo1 mo gans ra'i dkor 
phug ron gyi skor ku than du 

coming to the Laphyi he prayed 
returning from the farewell-escort 
he went to the Laphyi 
from longing Sakyamgu and Senrdo 
come 
now tiger, now leopard 
meeting bodily 
dance-and-song gathering 
he catlie to the l~ouseholder's place 
he went to the Linba-Rock 
gathering of rock-demons 
a phantom fox 
before the Kaglna-meeting 
Lhabar is accepted 
sollie followers meet 
the magician is accepted 
the magic of the Grothan-king in 
Kyanpan 
the gathering at Yohnogansra 
the gathering of the doves at  Kuthan 



T H A N K A  XI 

old signum : 
gyas gtig 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress : white with gold trimming 
Meditation band : dark red 
Sitting on a rock 
Legs locked, soles turned upwards 
Hands resting in lap, right on left, palm upwards 

the female sky-walker at the hottom, left corner, above the cave (according 
to the Life and the Songs rDorjernal'byorma, Vajrayogini) : 
Body : dark red 

the 5c5rya guiding Rasthun to India 
Body: mauve 

the two workmen at the bottom 
Body : mauve 

Other persons : 
Body: white 

STORY 

(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

This scroll deals with the meeting of Milaraspa and his human disciples. A magician from Kuthan 
comes together with some followers to a cave on the Grey Rock, and in the same place a sky-walker 
(rDorjernallbyorma) prophesies about Milaraspa's chief pupils ( I ,  2 ) .  

His future biographer Rasthun finds him in a cave in Gunthan. Rasthun is described in the 
Songs as a handsome and intelligent youth, and is said to be a good reader. H e  is shown riding a 
horse - his occupation is the tending of cattle - from which he descends and pays homage to 
Mila (3, 4).  H e  becomes a disciple of Mila, and while working on the land to provide necessities 
of life he contracts an illness ( 5 ,  6, 7). The illness is called by different names in the corresponding 
chapter of the Songs: "sa bdag gi nad" "god-of-the-earth sickness", "mje nad", lepra, which is 
considered to he a kind of cancer, "ci ci jo la". An 5c5rya advises him to seek out his own teacher 
Valacantra (the spelling in the block print) and both are seen in the scroll, Rasthun and the ic i rya ,  
setting out for India on this quest. Returning cured Rasthun finds Mila in the Silk-cave (8, 9 ) .  
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Next the pupils Ciphugras (the rcaphuraspa of the Life and the Songs) and Sansrgyasskabs are 
accepted (10, I I ) .  Mila p e s  to gRanam, resides in the Stomach-cave, and is gladly received by his 
old followers. Among these is the teacher Sakyanlguna (the Sikyaguna or Sag@ in the blockprint 
of the Songs. Sakyamguna is now definitely converted and accepted, and through successful medita- 
tion becomes one of  Mila's foremost disciples (16). Immediately before this event, while still in 
Ragma, Mila had talked to other followers. A childless couple had asked his help. Instead of  
remedying their condition he conferred upon them the greater blessing of becoming bodhisattvas in 
due time (12).  TWO shepherds had sought him out and he had gained influence over the younger one 
of them. H e  had spread health and consolation ( I 3, 14, 15). 

While meditating on the Byanrtasgo-glacier Mila meets his future woman-disciple dpaldar'bum. 
On the scroll she is seen performing the ritual circumambulation (17) .  Staff in hand, Mila is singing 
to her and later they are both shown singing. Mila succeeds even in converting the young lady's 
angry mother who had suspected the saint of having designs on her daughter. 

O n  his way back, at an inn in gyasrubyan, Mila wins a new pupil, Sebanraspa, who later on 
becomes one of his most accomplished disciples (18, 19) .  

The next incident is an  encounter between him and a band of gaily attired bandits, one of whom 
- the Songs call him the bandit chief - takes an interest in Mila's teaching. This is 'Brisgom 
(raspa), in due course to become one of the "sons of the heart" (20). H e  is formally accepted on the 
rGyalgyiSri (2 1 ). 

Meanwhile, against the same background, in harvest time, is told the story of Ziba'od. There are 
only three inscriptions to this story, although the number of scenes would warrant more. The in- 
cident mentioned in the Songs where the sky-walker prophesies the meeting of Mila and Tiba'od is 
not, however, depicted. Ziba'od is seen approaching fro111 the right on a horse. H e  sees the yogi 
lying on the bank and asks why he does so. Mila asks to be taken over the river. This, however, 
the youth refuses lest his horse might suffer injury. When struggling through the water he sees 
Mila walking before him on the river. When they reach the other side they have a dialogue in verse, 
and this is one of the longer chapters in the Hundred Thousand Songs. 2ibaJod offers to the yogi 
all that he has but Mila wishes for  nothing. H e  has no need of worldly possessions, a horse does 
not tempt him, and as for dress -he already owns the "nan gtum mo'i gos", the "gown of the inner 
heat". Finally the youth since Mila will have nothing wishes to offer his life, and in the scene 
depicted here he plunges the sword into his breast. Mila now accepts him as a disciple, and he is 
taught the Phyagrgyathenpo deriving from Naropa and Maitri ( r r ,  23). When a friend finds him, 
now a "cotton-gowned one", meditating in a cave, he wonders at a life chosen by a rich man's 
beloved child (24). But the friend is moved by the precept and example of Ziba'od to become himself 
a believer. All this we are told at length in the Songs. 

The top part of the scroll shows Mila and Sebanraspa on a begging tour in 1Cimlun. Mila is hold- 
ing a staff - it is here he is about to deliver his sermon "Bambu-staff" (25). H e  is guided to a 
rich householder, and finally accepts Nanchonstonpa as a pupil (26, 27). 

I .  ga skya rdo rje rjon du ku than gyi snags he accepted a magician from Kuthan and 
pa rjes su bzun ba dan iia ma rnanis kyi met followers in the L)iamond(vajra)- 
bskor cave of the Grey Rock 

2. mkha' 'gros thugs sras kyi bu then rnalns a sky-walker foretold the pupils of the 
lun brtan pa "heart's sons" 



gun than du 'khar las sar phebs pa 
sa (= za) 'og phug du ras tliun dan m jal ba 
na glog pa (= fia lhog ?) 

bsfiun gi zin pa 
rgya gar la byon pa 
ras thun i i  gnas pa 
sa 'og phug 
ron gyi 'od gsal phug t i  phug ras rjes su 
bzun ba 
bu dod kyi bskor 
sans rgyas skabs rjes su bzun ba 
. . . byon iila 
rag ma'i bskor phyi ma 
i i  gnas la byams pa 
grod phug ti1 6a kya ingu na rjes su 
bzun ba 
dpal dar 'bum gyi bskor 
nlgron khan du smod pa 
gyas ru byan du se ban ras pa rjes su 
bzun ba 
jag pa dan m jal ba 
rgyal gyi Srir 'dri sgoni ras pa rjes s11 
bzun ba 
Cl~u mig dnul 'bum las ii ba 'od 
i i  ba 'od rjes s11 bzun ba 
bug skor grogs kyi phrad pa 
ltim lun du sba t a g  bskor 
nan chon phug po rjes su bzun 
nan chon ston pa rjes su bzun ba 

he canie to Kharlas in Curithail 
meeting 1iasi.hun in the Silk-cave 
(name for a disease, but, cf "klog" 
I V :  18) 
seized by sickness 
he came to India 
I ias thui~ was cured 
the Silk-cave (sa = za) 
in the Cave of Clear Light of Ron 
Ciphugras was accepted 
he met (those) desiring children 
Sailsrgyasskabs was accepted 

the gathering in Kagina later on 
love for tranquillity 
in the Ston~ach-cave Sakyamguna was 
accepted 
he met dPaldar'buin 
blaming ( ?) in the guest house 
Sebanraspa was accepted in gYasrubyan 

and meeting robbers 
'Drisgomraspa was accepted on the 
rGyalgyiSri 
Ziba'od in Chumigdi~ul'buin 
Ziba'od was accepted 
meeting friends in a cave 
"cane-meeting" in lCimlun 
Nanchonphugpo was accepted 
Nanchonstonpa was accepted 



THANKA XI1 

old signum : 
gyon gsum 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress : white with gold trin~nling 
Meditation band : dark red 
Sitting on a rock, legs unlocked, right leg slightly hanging, sole down, 
left leg lying, sole upwards 
liight arm hanging and outstretched, palm to tlie front, left hand lifted 
from the elbow, palm to the front, thunib almost touching ring finger 

The sky-walker at the bottom left hand corner 
Body: dark red 

The sky-walker above the cave on the left side 
Body: dark red 

The sky-walker above the cave liigl~er up and to the right of the former 
Body: dark red 
Gloria: blue wit11 red contour and golden rays 

Other persons 
Body: white 

STORY 
(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

Milaraspa, while meditating, is told by a sky-~valker to go to the glacier ( I ) .  On the way he 
teaches ( 2 )  and accepts rGyaphugpa as a disciple ( 3 ) .  (The Life and the Songs have the name 
Dampargyagsphupa.) Again Mila sings to followers (4, s), and he accepts 'Kharthuraspa (6) (in 
the Songs called mKharthunraspa). Proceeding to Puran he meets Darmadbanphyug (7) and a 
beautiful woman and accepts both (8, 9). 

At the foot of  mount Tise he visits four places (10)  and meets the bon-priest Narobonthr~n - a 
historic personality treated by Tucci - and his sister ( I I ) .  This priest claims the Tise for his co- 
religionists just as Mila claims the mountain for himself and his followers. A contest of miracles 
ensues to show which of  them is the stronger. Mila lifts the lake into the sky ( 1 2 )  and Naro stands 
upon i t ;  they try to make each other circumanibulate the mountain, the bon-priest trying to make 
Mila go around withershins after  the custom of his own religion, and Mila seeking to make the priest 
go around righthandwise in the orthodox buddhist fashion ( 13, 14, I 5, 16, I 7).  Through magic they 
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build a house, and make stones move by themselves (18, 19, 20, 21).  Mila shows himself master 
each time. The final test is to see which, through his sorcery, can reach the summit of the mountain 
first. Naro is seen riding on his drum, dressed, as described in the Songs, in a blue coat (22). Mila 
spreads out his single cotton gown and in an instant flies up (23) and sits on the summit (24). Naro 
falls down (25) and the contest is at an end. But according to the Songs Mila does not altogether 
banish his antagonist from the mountain coveted by both, but assigns to him a place, from which he 
can see it, and even permits his ritual circumambulatiol~. 

Mila meets followers (26), and through the intervention of a sky-walker Ranbyunralpa (in the 
Songs called Roiithunraspa) is accepted as a pupil (27, 28, 29). In the first song in which Mila 
addresses him he gives praise to the happiness of a yogi : "Like a criminal released from prison is the 
yogi, joyful when he has renounced his native country. .  . Like a great river's forceful f l o w . .  ." 

In the Diamond Castle the sky-walker utters another prophecy, and this leads to the meeting of  
Mila and the Lugrjiraspa (the Shepherd-raspa) who is accepted as a pupil (30, 31 ,  32). Next Mila 
comes to tlie dwelling of a wealthy bonpo-householder. This man being sick his family has made 
preparations for a large offering including the killing of many beasts. Mila cures and converts the 
man, and on this occasion contrives a make-believe bonpo-offering, following the outward ritual of 
tlie bonpo, but in reality performing a buddhist ceremony. One of the sons of the converted bonpo 
becomes a disciple. H e  is called Sengoniraspa; the name shows his connection with the bonpo (33, 

34, 35,361. 

5 .  
6. 
7. thu  

la phyi'i gans du biugs dus mkhros 
(= mkha' 'gros) 
lun bstan pa 
rgya phug pa rjes su bzun ba 
du blo mcho bar du biugs dus thos gsuns 

skar ra la thog tu iia ma (skor r a  la) 
'khar thu  ras pa rjes su bzun ba 
pu ran du ras pa dar ma dbyug 
(= dban phyug) gi dkor 
bud med rgyan bzan rjes su bzun ba 

dar ma dbyug rjes su bzun ba 
ti se'i 'gram du bii chan gi bsu ba 

ma pham gyi 'gram du na ro bon thun min 
srin dan mjal ba 
ma pham rju 'phrul gyi nam mkhar 
ti ser na ro bon thun rju 'phrul gyi g ian  
pa'i bskor las 
bon thun ma pham sten du bskrad pa 
bon thun gyon bskor 
ti se'i byan i a r  du bon thun thos 'khor du 
khrid pa 

he came to the glacier (urged on by) 
the sky-walker 
he preached 
rGyaphugpa was accepted 
sitting in the middle of the Dublo lake he 
preached the Law 
the followers at  the first meeting 
'Kharthuraspa was accepted 
Darmadbanphyug's (gift o f )  cotton in 
Puran 
the beautifully attired woman was 
accepted 
Darmadbariphyug was accepted 
at  the foot of Tise four places were 
visited 
meeting Narobonthun and his sister on the 
shore of Mapham 
the Mapham miraculously in the sky 
the Narobonthun-miracles on Tise 

(Naro)Bontliun stood on Mapham 
Bonthun circumambulated withershins 
leading Bonthun righthandwise to the 
North-Eastern side of Tise 



r je bcun gyas dkor la tliegs pa 
ti se'i sgab du gzims iugs pa 

kyan rdo kyel ba (= skyel ba) 
Iho phyogs rju 'phrul phug 
ti se'i nub iias bon thun gi sar iabs 
skyan pa 
bon thun rna la ion  Sin ser 'gro ba 
ti se la 'phur ba 
ti ser phebs pa 
bon thun thur du zags pa 
ti se 'khor ta iia ma dan mjal ba 

nikha' 'gros rail thuil lun bstan pa 

brag skya 
ran byun ral pa rjes su bzun ba 

brag skya rdo rje rjoh du inkha' 'gros lun 
bstan byun ba 
lug rji dan mjal ba 
lug rji rjes su bzun ba 
phyug po'i khyini btan pa 
phyug po'i bu Se sgom ras pa rjes su 
bzun ba 
phyug po na ba la r je bcun bon mtliog 
ltar mjad pa nad las grol 

bon mfhog byed pa 

the Reverend One walked righthandwise 
he remained sleeping in the recesses 
of Tise 
the stone is brought 
the magical cave on the south side 
from tlie western side of  the Tise he went 
to Boni.hun's place 
Honthun riding on his drum up Tise 
flying to Tise 
he reached Tise 
Ronthun fell down 
meeting followers after the circumam- 
bulating of Tise 
the sky-walker predicted Ran thun 
(= Ron thun)  
Grey Rock 
Ranbyudralpa (= Ron thun ras pa) was 
accepted 
in the Diamond-castle of the Grey Rock 
a sky-walker prophesied 
and meeting the shepherd 
the shepherd was accepted 
he came to the rich man's house 
the rich man's son Sesgomraspa was 
accepted 
the Reverend One cured the sick rich mail 
from his sickness by a make-believe 
bonpo-of fering 
making a bonpo-of fering 



THANKA XI11 

old signum: 
gyon bii 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body : white 
Dress : white, lined with lilac 
Meditation band : dark red 
Loin cloth : dark red 
Sitting on a throne gold and green 
Legs unlocked. Right knee lifted, sole down, standing before left leg 
Left leg lying, sole upwards 
Right arm extended, fore arm resting on right knee, hand hanging with 
back to front, thumb joining ring finger 
Left hand not seen, behind back 

The Five Sisters, seven times 
Bodies: one white, one green, one yellow or  yellowish brown, one blue, 
one dark red 

Other persons 
Bodies : white 

Demons 
Bodies of various shapes and colours 

S T O R Y  

(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

Mila meets some women followers, among them Rasthunma ( I ,  2) .  His next convert is a hunter 
whom he meets in sRaSan. This incident is developed in a manner reminiscent of the technique of 
the moving picture. The deer, the bitch and the man are painted twice, each time in a different 
attitude. First comes the fleeing deer, closely followed by the hunting dog. The hunter is shown 
in the act of discharging an arrow from his bow. Then, when Mila has sung soothing songs, the 
animals lie peacefully at  his feet, and the hunter lays down his weapon. Vladimircov and others 
tell about a mystery play treating this incident of Milaraspa's life. In the play as in the Songs the 
hunter is called mGonpordorje. The inscriptions merely call him the khyiraraspa "hunter-raspa" 
(3). Other hunters in vain try to harm and disturb Mila, and failing, are greatly impressed by 
his miraculous powers (4). 

Next Mila is seen receiving gifts. These are the Benares cloth and the gold-coloured tnyrobalane- 
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lruit that the king of  Khokhom has sent to him. The holy man's fame had reached the king and he 
wished him to come to his palace. The gifts accompany the invitation. h4ila, considering himself a 
king in his own realm, does not go to court, but keeps the gifts. These had been suggested to the 
king by the goddess T i r a .  In the Songs the king is called king of Yeran and Khokhom; our text, 
however, has only the latter name ("Khusgom") (5).  The messenger seems to be a woman. 

The golden fruit lies beside Mila while he talks to two pupils in the next scene. The inscription is 
partly obliterated. According to the Songs Rasthun and Sensgorn have come to invite the master 
back to Tibet (6) .  Both pupils, like their teacher, wear a white cotton dress. 

The attacks upon the saint shown immediately above this decorous meeting happened, according 
to the Songs, in the hermitage at Chubar. In our inscriptions, only Cherinma is mentioned as the 
aggressor in these attacks. The Songs, however, are more explicit. There Cherinnia, the " five-fold 
sky-walker" (also referred to as a plurality "the lady sky-walkers who turn the world-eye") is 
not alone. Eighteen great demons not to speak of a number of gods (Iha) and gnomes ( 'dre) also 
join in the attack. They move heaven and earth, but they cannot move the saint. In various shapes 
the evil ones surround the cave, while Mila sits within singing composedly. At his side stands a lady- 
sky-walker who had appeared as five flesh-eating monsters but now, as we read in the Songs, "the 
five have mingled into one". In a duel of songs between Mila on the one hand and the allied evil 
ones on the other the "Great Cotton Lord" is of course victorious (7 ) .  

This is not by any means Mila's last interview with the Five-fold One. O n  the next occasion 
when five maidens appear Mila asks them who they are. H e  learns their various names, beginning 
with the Frightful Sinhala, and the Lion-faced Sky-walker Of Wisdom. Each of the five then gives 
a special name, the chief lady's name being bKraiis Cherinma, "Blessed Long Life". \Ve find them 
all in the Pantheon edited by Pander. There each is mounted on her particular animal, and holds her 
particular attributes. The chief lady's animal is a lion. T o  the left a picture illustrates a song of 
praise the Five-fold One sings to Mila (8, 9) .  This song describes him as clothed in sun and moon, 
mounted on a beast of prey, in his hands the Royal Umbrella and the Banner of Victory. This is 
faithfully reproduced, only the wreath on his head told of in the "glu" being missing. The beast is a 
lion. According to the song Mila's body is smeared with ashes of the dead (thalthen) and with blood 
(rakta).  Towards the end of the chapter Mila has the sky-walkers prepare a gtorrna for  their 
initiation, bestows the Tirg-initiation upon them, and gives them the goddess Kurukulle as their 
protectress (yidam) (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15).  

Possibly the artist has not represented all the incidents contemplated in the plan. For  instance 
we find an empty cave with the inscription "Cherinma's invitation" (13)  but no scene. Finally 
Cherinma gets the last instructions (16). 

When people and cattle die of an epidemic Mila's help is sought. H e  gives advice and a feast is 
held to appease the deities affronted by misdemeanours the people had committed earlier. Health is 
restored (17, 18, 19). 

In Brin Mila finds one very devoted pupil who in time becomes one of his foremost disciples, 
called the raspa rDorjedbanphyug (20). 

The last scenes in this scroll depict an important meeting: that of Milaraspa and an Indian siddha, 
called Dharmabodhi. Mila is urged to visit him by his own pupils, above all by Rasfhun. At first 
reluctant, he finally gives in. Sending the pupils on foot he transforms his own body into a caitya, 
an flies. H e  assumes his own form, and is welcomed by his pupils, who have arrived beforehand. 
Dharmabodhi bows down to him, and they exchange edifying songs (21-26). 



I .  thu 

8. phu 

15. chu 
16. 

17. 
I 8. 
'9. 
20. 

21. ju 
22. 

mcho sna de thun du ras thun pa 
( 3  :ma) dan m jal ba 
ras fhun pa iiams rtogs phul 
siia San du khyi ra pas pa'i bskor 
siie San du khyi ra pa la sku mi gyo bar 
r ju  'phrul bstan 
khu sgom rgyal pos ka Si 'i ras dan a 
ru ra phul ba 
siie ;an du rje bcun biugs dus b . . . 
gdan 'dren byun ba 
che rin mas rju 'phrul gyis bskor che 
dan po 
thos lun du che rin ma'i mthon snan 

che rin ma'i mthon snan 
gyon du  'khor 
gyas nas byon 
che rin ma'i bskor che bar ba 
che rin ma'i spyan 'dren byun ba 
che rin ma'i bskor 
che mtha'ma 
bde then gyis bskor 
phyag rgya phul ba 
yul mis rim gro byed pa 
rju 'phrul gyi lem la phebs pa (mal?) 
byin rlabs gnan ba 
chur phebs pa 
rdo rje dban phyug rjes su bzun ba 
phebs te yul niis mjal chul iu s  pa 

dha rma bho dhi dan 'jal dgos chul 
iu s  pa 
mthod rten du sprul pa 
dlia rma bho dhi dan 'jal ba'i bskor 
phyag phul ba 

and meeting Rasthuiima at the 
sma-lake 
Raschun put questions 
he met the hunter ill sRaiad 
in sReJa i~  he worked miracles for the 
hunters 
tlie king o f  Khusgom offered Benares- 
cotton and the myrobalane-fruit 
when the Reverend One was at sReSan 
there appeared . . . 
Cherinma is met, tlie first miracle 

in an exposition of the Law Cherinma's 
vision 
Clierintna's vision 
circumambulation withershins 
they came righthandwise 
Cherinma met 
Cherinnia invitation 
Cherinma met 
Chemtha'ma 
great happiness met 
the mudr i  is given 
the people prepare a religious feast 
he came to the site of miracles 
bestowing blessings 
he arrived 
he accepted rDorjedbanphyug 
when he had arrived the people asked for 
a method 
he  said one must meet Dharnlabodhi 

the apparition in the caitya 
he joined the "meeting Dharmabodhi" 
he bowed down 



THANKA XIV 

old signum : 
gyon lha 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress : mauve with gold trimming 
Sitting on a mat spread on a rock 
Of the right leg only the knee is seen 
Left leg hanging, sole downwards 
Meditation band : dark red 
Of the right band only the thumb and part of the index finger are seen 
Left hand resting on and hanging over left knee, back to front, index 
finger pointing downwards, other fingers bent 

The deities on  and above Mila's body, near the top, to the left 
beginning with Mila to the left, the sun at one side of the head, the moon 
at the other 
above Milars head a figure sitting cross-legged, with a single white face, 
green nimbus and purple gloria, dharmacakra-mudri. According to the 
Songs this is Marpa 
the figure of Mila to the right of the former shows four deities, while 
the Songs speak of six on this occasion; probably Vajrisana and Buddha- 
kapila (between the eye-brows) are omitted; here the lowest one is 
probably Samvaracakra: yab-yum with green nimbus and orange flame, 
gloria, the yab white with four faces and eight arms, the yum purple 
with one face and two arms; above 
Hevajra, dGespardorje, yab-yum with green nimbus and orange gloria, 
the yab white, the yum purple, each with one face and two arms, above 
MahimiyP, one dancing figure with a single white face and two arms, 
a green nimbus and a purple gloria; above 
Guhyasamija, gSanldus, above Milars head, yab-yum, the yab with three 
faces and six arms, the yum with a single face and two arms; green 
nimbus and purple gloria 

The  corpse is painted in a dark, brownish mauve 
The humans are represented white-skinned 
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STORY 
(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

W e  read in the Life that Dharmahodhi's bowing down to Milaraspa caused envy. One school sends 
three learned teachers who are to conquer him in disputation, after which, they think, he will go 
away. Among these is Loston, who is depicted snapping his fingers at his antagonist ( I ) .  The out- 
come of this disputation is not merely that Mila defeats his antagonists, but he so convinces them 
that they are glad to be accepted as pupils ( I ) .  

After this incident a great feast takes place in gRa'nam, to which Mila and his pupils are invited. 
Also guests are all the teachers who are inimical to Mila ( 2 ) .  The party is treated to ale. A teacher 
called Darblo, of all the most opposed to Mila, is present, also Loston, and Mila's own pupil Rasfhun 
(3, 4, 5, 6). A new disputation ensues, finishing to the satisfaction of Mila and Rasthun. Still Darblo 
is not satisfied. Taking books and the body of a slaughtered animal, he carries all to Mila's abode. 
A new disputation again shows Mila as master (7).  Moreover he works miracles. H e  walks calmly 
through rocks, is quite at  home floating in the air, and leaves an impression on a boulder (8, 9, 10, 
I I ,  12, 13). The real gain in the whole matter is of  course that the learned Loston becomes one of  
Mila's foremost pupils, a "son of the heart". 

Another consequence of Dharmabodhi's bowing down before Milaraspa is that Rasthun goes 
again to Nepal and India. Mila gives him gold for the journey ( 14).  In  Nepal Rasfhun meets Bha- 
rima (15, 16). She is mentioned in the introduction to the Life, having been one of RasEhun's 
former acquaintances during his discipleship under Tiphupa (spelled Ripupa in the inscription). This 
later teacher Rasthun meets in India (17).  Afterwards he meets Grubrg-yalma (in the Songs spelled 
Grubpa'irgyalmo) (18) .  The Songs refer to these meetings mostly as facts. They state them, but do 
not describe them in detail. The three personages are white-skinned, Ripupa having a slightly foreign 
appearance. 

Meanwhile a trader meets Mila, is instructed, and goes to a hermitage. This is Messgom who 
becomes famous and the benefactor of many (1g,20).  

While on a begging tour Milaraspa meets a woman, who invites him in, and tells him about a 
favourable dream she has had. Later she seeks him out in his cave-dwelling, sings a "glu", and is 
formally accepted. Her  name is gSallelod (21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26). 

When RasEhun is on his way back Mila sees him in a vision and flies to meet him from his 
abode on the Red Rock of Brin. They meet (27). Mila also on this occasion pays a visit to his new 
woman pupil. 

The remaining scenes (from 27 to 49) all tell of what happens to Rasthun after his first meeting 
with Milaraspa. They meet (27) and Rasthun is seen handing over the precious book he has brought 
with him (in the Songs he also brings a staff of aloe-wood, a present from Tiphu). They travel the 
road together, Rasthun feeling that he has not been given his due measure of appreciation. When 
the master tells him to pick up a yak-horn lying on the road he does not obey, thinking that the 
order is no  more than the idle chatter of an old man. But Mila himself picks it up, and in an ap- 
proaching hail storm uses it as a shelter "he himself not getting smaller nor the horn getting bigger" 
as we read in the Songs (28, 29, 30, 31). From inside the horn he sings a song. When he comes out, 
and by a magic glance disperses the clouds, the drenched pupil dries his dress (32, 33). When Sarat 
Chandra Das visited Lhasa, he says he was shown two yak-horns, relics of Milaraspa, and told a 
story: two horns had lain on the road, and after the miracle both had been deposited in Lhasa by 



Rasthun; Milaraspa and RasEhun had been on their way to the Tibetan capital, when all this 
happened. 

Mila and his pupil proceed on their way. At  the door o f  a stnall tent an old woman reproves them 
for begging, and they able-bodied men. When they return to the tent, the woman is dead, and they eat 
the food she has left (34, 35, 36).  Af ter  that Mila guides the departed one to the celestial regions 
(37, 38).  Mila points out to his pupil that death is the destiny of  all beings. They leave for tile 
Castle Of The Savoury Cabbages, and walk to the summit of the lied Rock. 

Having arrived at the Joyful Sun Castle of  the Red Rock Mila tells his pupil to fetch water. Rasfhud 
does so and is delayed by the spectacle of  wild asses at  play (39, 40, 41).  On his return he finds 
that Mila has made a fire, and burnt the precious book in it. Mila calmly explains that Rasehuh's 
delay had led him to believe him dead, and he himself had no need of books. Rasfhun is upset. Mila's 
miracles - burning in the fire without being consumed, the letters o f  the alfabet all around him, 
divinities appearing - cannot take his thoughts o f f  the book (42, 43, 44, 45).  Unimpressed he 
asks the teacher to make some magic that will bring back his book. Mila tears his dress and, 
soaring in the air like a vulture, flies away. The  pupil now repents, and in despair casts himself 
into an abyss. In a future existence he hopes to be united with the Reverend One. In  the act of 
jumping he sees the shadow of the flying teacher, and pursues him, he himself also flying, and finds 
him in a rock-shelter having assumed three bodies (46, 47, 48).  Mila now explains his action, and 
his prayers make book-leaves fall from the sky (49). I n  the Songs a banquet and a disputation are 
described at  the end of this chapter, but there is no corresponding scene in the scroll. 

lo ston gyi gra  pa gfiis kyi rcod pa las 'ons 
pas rjes su bzuh ba 
gra pa du than la hub dkor byed pa 
dar blo 
dar blo 
lo ston 
ras Ehun 
grod phug tu rcod pa las rgyal ba 

dar blo 
ras thun 
lo ston ras thun 
lo ston da r  lo 
r ju 'phrul bstan pa 
lo ston 
gser gnan ba 
ras thun rgya gar la byon pa 
pa ri ma dan mjal ba 
fii pu pa dan mjal ba 
grub rgyal ma dan mjal ba 
mes bsgom 
mes sgom ras pa rjes su bzun ba 
gsal le 'od dan mjal ba 

after a disputation he accepted Loston 
and a scholar 
a mouthful of ale was given in the school 
Darblo 
Darblo 
Loston 
Rasthun 
he won in a disputation in the 
Stomach-cave 
Darblo 
Rasthun 
Loston, Rasthun 
Loston, Darlo 
he worked miracles 
Loston 
gold was bestowed 
Rasfhun went to India 
meeting Parima 
and meeting Ripupa 
and meeting Grubrgyalma 
Mesbsgom 
Messgomraspa was accepted 
and meeting gSalle 'od 



c h a b a i u s  pa 
rjes su bzun ba 
biugs pa 
iiams sad pa 
sgom la biag pa 
gyag ru'i skor las thog mar mjal ba 
phyag phyir 'dur 
gyag ru bsiiams pa 
ser ba phab pa 
gyag ru dnos bii  
nam mkha' dans pa 
ras gos rkam pa 
rgan mo'i ha car phebs pa 
de nub gnas ma1 gnan ba 

ro cas hies pa 
ra sna khrid pa 
rgan mo'i rnam Ses kyi mkha' spyod du 
bar pa (= 'phar ba) 
spyan yens pa 
skyan gur gyi skor las skyan rced mo 
rce ba 
spyan khus ded de la rgal pa 
ras fhun thu len pa 
gsil glu len pa 
mer bsreg pa 
rju 'phrul sna chogs ston pa 
ras thun 
mi la 
sku gsum du sprul pa ras thud 
nam mklla' nas babs pa 

food was offered 
she was accepted 
residing 
he investigated 
in meditation 
the first meeting of the gYagru 
acting as a servant 
he thought about the gYagru 
hail fell 
dwelling in the gYagru 
he purified the air 
he dried the cotton gown 
they came to the old woman's tent' 
in the evening a resting place was 
besto\ved 
they ate corpse-food 
he guided the corpse 
he elevated the old woman's "soul" to 
"heaven" 
joy for the eyes 
play-meeting of the wild horses 

wolves were passing 
Rasfhun fetched water 
he sang a song 
he burnt in the fire 
showing all sorts of miracles 
Rasfhun 
Mila 
he appeared in three bodies - Rasfhun 
it fell from the sky 
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THAWKA XV 

old signum : 
gyon drug 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body : white 
Dress : white with gold trimming 
Meditation band : dark red 
Sitting on leaves, legs locked, soles upwards 
Hands in front of breast : dharmacakra-mudrH 

Other persons : 
Body: white 

Demons in various colours 

STORY 

(beginning at  the bottom, left-hand corner) 

Mila is shown singing to a raspa, whose name however is obliterated in the inscription ( I ) .  Like 
Mila he wears a meditation band. From the Songs we may conclude that this is glansgom, a man 
with previous experience in the practised meditation. H e  ,has never met Mila before, but attracted 
by the teacher's fame, he has sought ,him out. H e  is initiated and given advice. H e  proceeds to 
meditate, but difficulties arise. They are solved however by Mila's songs, whereupon joy fills his 
heart, and he becomes one of the "near sons". 

Now begins the cycle concerning sGampopa, Mila's future successor as the head of the school. The 
Songs, for once, relate his story from the beginning. At the age of fifteen he becomes a mantra- 
rfiinma student, and listens to the bKalgdams-dharma. At that time Mila is asked by his pupils who 
will succeed him. H e  answers that none of those who are present will be his successor, but The Son 
Carrying The White Crystal Bumpa. T o  the right of the former picture Mila is seen singing for 
sGampopa ( 2 ) .  sGampopa arrives, and the events of his journey are depicted : the three beggars, 
the companion (3, 4, 5).  H e  experiences misery, but overcomes it. H e  meets the merchant Zlaba- 
bzanpo (6, 7) ,  who tells him that Mila now is in Chubar (6 ,7 ) .  H e  meets a country woman weaving 
at  her loom (10) ; the inscription is obliterated but according to the Songs she gives him tea and 
sugar ( I r ). Continuing on his way he finally reaches Mila's abode (12 ,  13, 14, 15, 16). The 
Reverend One asks him if he has obtained consecration before. Yes, he has, he says in the 
Songs. But Mila scoffs: "One does not get oil out of pressed sand." (This answer is also 
found in the Blue Annals.) H e  gets initiated, gets advice, and meditates (17) .  Able to produce 



"happiness-heat" he has vision-like dreams (18). H e  and the three other chief pupils tell their 
dreams to Mila (19, 20) - a procedure with \vhicli we are already acquainted from Marlla's 
home, when he is dealing with advanced pupils. \Vlien sGampopa leaves Mila, lie is given a goIrlen 
arura-fruit and a fire steel, arid Mila accompanies him part of  the way (21,  22, 23). On leaving 
him Mila enjoins upon sGa~npopa to return to tliat place in the "year of the hare, tlie niontli of  the 
horse, the fourteenth day". (This is tlie day of Mila's death.) H e  also enjoins upon him to remember 
his old (spiritual) father. When the last counsels have been given, no niandala is any longer neces- 
sary. The body has become tlie mandala (24, 25, 26). 

The next happening is related to an incident told earlier in scroll X I V  (that which concerns the 
mchanfiid-schuol). The learned Loston, colleagueof Mila's fierce antagonist Darblo, now comes for 
instruction. H e  is initiated, and goes into retreat (27, 28, 29). 

The Songs tell that Mila was dwelling on the top of the lied Rock in Brin, when the teacher 
'Dreston sought him out (30). The  new pupil is startled by the bare cave - no books, no images, 
none of tlie things usually associated with a monk. But he understands when he conteniplates death. 
H e  is accepted ( 3  I ,  32) ,  and goes to meditate (33).  Joy and deep understanding grew, say the 
Songs, so he too became one of the "near sons". 

Much more dramatic than the circumstances of 'Dreston's conversion are those connected with 
his fellow-pupil Linskorphyagruba, whom the Songs call Liskorphyaruba. Mila is beaten by 
monks, bound with a rope, pulled and pushed and insulted. Yet nobody can move him. His body is 
just as "imn~ovable" as his mind (34, 35, 36, 37).  The monks grow tired and frightened, and they 
become polite. The "noble ones" among them acknowledge that Mila is an accomplished yogi. H e  
sings about how to escape transmigration, comparing himself with a fixed star full of light. H e  also 
sings to them about the three different manners of behaviour. When they show him reverence, he 
tells them that rather than honouring him they should make themselves ~vortliy of being honoured. 
One of these monks is Linskorphyagruba, who obtains initiation (38, 39) and advice. As lie medi- 
tates in a hermitage "he attains wonderful perfection", and he becomes one of tlie "near sons". 

The pictures immediately following illustrate the chapter concerning "disciples' questions, and 
answers to them", chapter 45 in the Songs. Mila is dwelling in the Castle Of The Solitary Cuckoo, 
when Rasthun asks him for a verse about the three doors (40).  In tlie Castle Of The Rock-foot's 
Sole he explains how a yogi's powers should be hidden (41),  in answer to a question of  Rasthun 
who had wondered if they should be made known or  not. A yogi, says Mila, should hide them 
carefully, just as the lion hides upon the glacier, the tiger in the wood, and tlie fish in the water. 

One inscription is partly obliterated (42),  another wholly so except the letter "n" (43).  The first 
certainly refers to tlie anecdote telling of how Mila calms the mind of some Brin-householders con- 
cerning rain. What  the second refers to cannot be ascertained. 

Mila when on a begging tour arrives at  Yagaza in Upper Brin (44).  There lie is told about a 
pleasant cave, Laze, haunted, however, by inimical demons. The peasants hope tliat he will convert 
them and make them friendly. H e  goes there. The central picture at the top (45) shows Mila being 
attacked by the demons. T o  his left appears the chief demon-lady in the shape of a woman. She 
comes by night asking him what he is doing in her house. But the denions cannot hurt the saint who 
dwells in deep meditation, and his compassion and his songs conquer them. The dharma of  the fruit 
of works is preached, and the demons are "bound by an oath" by Mila. Returning he brings the 
happy tidings to the people (46).  Asked if the demon ('dre) is conquered lie answers: the devil 
(bdud) is conquered. (This according to the Songs.) 



Again on a begging tour Mila comes to a large village (yul sde then po) and finds men playing 
(dice, "Icing and minister", and arrowshooting, say the Songs) and women at work - one woman is 
seen spinning (47).  Questioned by a woman he sings about his (spiritual) relatives. The audience is 
converted; the woman especially asks for instruction (48),  and, as the Songs put it, "when in the 
mouth of death took a certain road". Further happenings told in the same chapter of the Songs as 
this incident are depicted in the next scroll. 

I .  Su /glan/ sgom ras pa dan mjal ha'i skor the meeting with gLansgomraspa 
2. bu then gyi nan nas sgam po la luh bstan in the midst of the disciples he sang a song 

pa'i mgur gsuns pa of  instruction for sGampo/pa/ 
3. sprul pa'i rnal 'byor pa gsum three phantom yogis 
4. rgam po pa rGampopa 
5. grogs dan sdoms and he confirmed the companion 
6. grogs dan bra1 ba parting with his companion 
7. chon dpon dan m jal and meeting a merchant 
8. dran med so/n ba ?/ loosing his senses 
9. dran gsos pa restored to his senses 
10. s/. . ./ brjod pa speaking. . . 
I I. cha ba i u  ba asking for food 
12. i a g  par biugs pa he sat a day 
13. 'jal sna byas (= mjal) before the meeting 
I 4. su sgam po pa'i thog mar m jal bskor meeting sGampopa for the first time 

1 5 .  sna len gyi mgur gsun ba singing a song about sheltering 
I 6. nan mthod gnan ba Nanmthodl is bestowed 

1 7. bsgom la iugs pa dwelling in meditation 
I 8. rgam po pa'i rnal lam (= mnal lam) rGampopa's dream 

19. iiams myon phul ba he related the experience 
20. bu then gsum gyi so sor rmi lam phul ba the separate dreams of the three pupils 

were related 
2 I .  dban gnan ba bestowing the initiation 
22. giegs skyems su a ru ra gnan ba when departing, in case of thirst, a myro- 

balane was bestowed 

23. skyel thun mjad parting-escort 
24- phyag 'chal ba saluting 
25. . . . khyad khya . . . 
26. phyi phyag cal ba saluting the posterior 
27. hu lo s t o n . .  . . . . Loston 
28. rjes su bzun ba he was accepted 

29. bsgoni la iugs pa he entered into ineditation 
30. u 'dre ston gyi skor 'Dreston's circunianibulation 

3 1 .  mjal ba meeting 

32. rjes su bzun ba he was accepted 
, - 

1 a mixed potion of  "impure" ingredients transformed into' nectar (Sarat Chandra Das). 



33. 
34. ke 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39- 
40. khe 

sgom pa 
lin skor phyag ru ba'i bskor las 
phyi ru/rdun ba ?/ 
sku mi gyo ba 
nan du bsdams pa 
rjes su bzun ba 
'jal sna byas pa 
khu byug dben pa rjon gi skor 

/rcig pa rkan/ mthil rjon gi bskor 

/. . ./yul mi /. . ./ thar  pha / 
/. . .In/. . ./ 
/ya ga  za'i/ yul ldum bu la phebs pa 
la ze'i dgon par 'dre mos 
cho phrul bstan pa 
bkra Sis lha mo phug 
'dre thul nas yon bdag gi sar phebs pa 

yul sde then po i i g  tu rced mo'i rce sar 
phebs te 'dri ba'i skor 

rjes su bzun ba 

meditation 
Linskorphyagruba's meeting 
getting beaten 
the immovable body 
inside firmness 
he was accepted 
before the meeting 
meeting in the Castle Of The Solitary 
Cuckoo 
meeting in the Castle Of The Rock-foot's 
Sole 
. . . peasants. .  . r a i n . .  . 

he came for alms to Yagaza 
in the Laze-cave the she-demon 
worked miracles 
the bKraSislhamo-cave 
when the demon was subdued he came to 
the householder's place 
a meeting of questions, when he arrived 
at  a place in a large village, where games 
were going on 
she was accepted 



T H A N K A  XVI 

old signum : 
gyon bdun 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress: white with gold trimming, lined with green 
Meditation band : dark red 
Sitting on an  antelope-skin(?) spread over a dark red cushion with 
gold trimming 
Legs locked, soles turned upwards 
Right hand lifted before breast, palm to front, fingers bent, thumb almost 
touching third finger 
Le f t  hand lying on right heel, palm upwards, thumb slightly lifted 

Aksobhya to the left 
Body: dark blue 
Dress : dark red with gold trimming, lined with mauve 
Nimbus : green 
Gloria : orange, with golden rays 
Sitting on a lotus throne, legs locked, soles turned upwards 
Hands in the dharmacakramudri 

The Five Fairies around Aksobhya 
Bodies: white, dark red, dark blue, green and yellow respectively 
(in the scene to the right they are all white) 

The deity in the thanka in the consecration-scene: Vajrayogini 
Body: dark purple, with golden ornaments 
She carries a staff with three heads in her left hand 
The mandala beneath is in greens, purples and yellows 

Two deities in the clouds : 
Body: white 

The demons are painted in various shapes and colours 

STORY 

(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

The thanka continues with the illustration of chapter 46 of the Songs. Mila comes to a place where 
housebuilding is going on, and preaches the Law at an inn there ( I ,  2 ,3 ,4 ,  5 ) .  At first he is laughed at 
by professionally religious men, then respected and revered. The next incidents take place on the 
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~ o n ~ o - m o u n t a i n .  Mila and seven pupils walk up to the summit (6,  7). Overwhelmed by the beauty 
o f  " ~ h e r i r i m a ~ s  snow", Mila in a song addresses the "Five Sisters", the five-fold protectress of 
Brin (8, 9, lo). O n  the same occasion he declares that man when properly developed is more than 

the gods. 
After this we find Mila in the Stomach-cave in gma'nam. First rDorjernallbyorma, Vajrayogini, 

reveals herself in person. Then Itasfhuri and the teacher Nanrjoh together with a few others receive 
an initiation ( I I ) .  On this occasion, Mila, feeling old and tired, addresses the "humpa" telling it 
to perfornl the initiation-ceremony by itself. T o  the accompaniment of diverse musical sounds, and 
while marvellous perfumes scent the air and flowers rain down, the vessel soars up into the sky, and 
performs the ritual. The pupils' faculties are greatly enhanced according to the Songs. 

Another ceremony is enacted in the same surroundings. Kasfhun has erected a picture of rDorje- 
rnal'byorma, and this picture is now consecrated. 

According to the Songs two housewives are the next human beings favoured with Milaraspa's 
presence. Their names are gsenrdormo and Legsse('bum). When Milaraspa arrives in Carma, 
gsenrdormo complains to him : she is old, and much afraid of death ( 12, 13). Mila sings to her 
explaining the miseries of  life, old age, and sickness, and death. She enters "the door of dharma", 
is instructed, and meditates. When "in the mouth of death", she takes a "certain road". The other 
housewife, Legsse'bum, goes to find Milaraspa in gma'nam, where he is present at a cha cha-casting. 
Tile routine o f  a womans life is described - to tend the field, the sheep, the young - and the 
Reverend One is moved by it. The woman offers a turquoise, and asks for instruction. Having 
received instruction she offers herself wholly, and understanding growing more and more she 
becomes a yogini ( 14, I 5, 16, 17, 18, 19). 

Still in gma'nam, in the Stomach-cave, Mila decides to cure his disciple Rasfhui~ of compla- 
cency and of the appreciation of the "Eight dharmas". A market is held, and they both visit 
it. They come upon a slaughtering scene: a wall of meat, a heap of heads, hides scattered, a tremb- 
ling ho\vling black sheep seeking protection. Mila, weeping, helps the sheep, establishing its "soul" 
on the good way (20).  Mila sings about readiness to die, and the terrified Rasfhun weeps and 
declares his wish to become a hermit (21) .  They go to Laphyi ( 2 2 ) .  According to the Songs many 
foreigners who were present became faithful at this occasion. 

Next we find Milaraspa residing in the Cave Of Demonsf Defeat. H e  is attacked by the Mimayin. 
Swords fall from the air, he hears voices crying "your flesh and blood we shall carry away". Yet 
nothing can disturb the holy man who has composed his mind for complete meditation. Demons in 
many shapes appear, among them a woman crying "where is lie?". Milaraspa has turned his body 
into water. When the demons find Mila stronger even in magic than themselves, they ask his pardon, 
are instructed, and go away. Mila now goes to find Rasfhuri. When he had turned his body into 
water a pebble had struck it and now in his own shape he feels in his body a discomfort analogical 
to the disturbance of a pool by a pebble. H e  changes once more into water, and Rasthun picks out 
the pebble, and Mila is restored to health (23). 

The same chapter of the Songs records a pleasure-trip. Mila is tempted to ascend a mountain, 
but old and frail as he is he addresses the mountain: 

"To all Lamas salutation! 
--- 
You in the rainbow-light, come down!" 

And, as is clearly to be seen in the picture, the mountain "bows down" SO that Mila is able to put his 



feet on the top, and then it rises again (24, 25). Af ter  a while Mila flies down to meet his conlpa- 
nions (26).  A "drinking song" about the "yoga ale" succeeds in increasing the pupils' wistloin (27). 

After that we are taken to Ramsdiilphug (called Kamsdiilsgnamphug in the Songs) where 
Rasthun and 'Brisgom are disputing over the Niro-Maitri-doctrine "ll'asgon~las'phros". Mila's song 
puts an end to this disputation (28, 29, 30, 31). I n  the same chapter o f  the Songs mJesse and 
Khubyug come to see the Reverend One, and find him sitting stark naked. mJesse offers him a 
garment (32, 33, 34, 35).  When he is asked about his peculiar atlitude he gives his reasons in a 
song, and the listeners are moved to reverence, and go away. Meanwhile Kasthun who has been with 
a lay-follower comes back finding Mila "inside heaven's gate". H e  is admitted, instructed, and 
improves greatly (36, 37).  Quite appropriately the thailka now proceeds to depict the experiences 
of Rasthun that moved him to ask Mila to tell the story of  his life, and these are told in the in- 
troduction to the Life. In  Mibskyodpa's (Aksobhyars) region Rasthun is introduced to the buddha 
Mibskyodpa by a former accluaintance, and it is here that he gets the inlpulse to ask Mila to tell his 
life-story (38, 39, 40).  The Songs in the corresponding chapter merely tell that the Lama, the Yidam, 
and the Sky-walkers told Rasthun to make this request of Milaraspa. 

Now Rasthun wants to go to dbUs, but Mila delays his going as much as possible. Yet Rasthun 
gets his way, and prepares to depart. While on his way he is tempted by Mila, in the shape of seven 
raspas singing a song, but still he continues (41, 42, 43,44,  45, 46, 47.48, 49, 50, 51, 52). 

5. 
6. iie 

10. 
I I .  the 

dgons pa la iugs pa 
las bcol ba 
'khar las kyi bskor las 
th i  ba'i sar snu bu la phebs pa 

thos gsuns pa 
dbyans 'khor ba rgya mcho ma'i bskor las 
than sar phebs pa 
lug r j  i i u s  pa 
gans ri 'dri ba 
bon po ri'i bskor las ri mthon thin ma 
gnan ba 
che rin ma'i gans 
dban bskur rab gnas kyi bskor 
Sen dor mo dan legs se 'bum gyi bskor las 
'jal ba 
rjes su bzun ba 
rgyan phul ba 
nu rji i u s  pa 
thos gsuns te dri Ian phul ba 

nus pa 
thos rgyad i i  byed gyi rngur gsun pa 
(rgyad = rgyud) 

meditating 
action is procured 
housebuilding work 
he reached the place of lamentation and 
death 
he preached the Law 
he arrived at  the inn, there being a sea of  
voices 
the shepherd asked ( for  instruction) 
asking about the glacier 
at  the meeting on the bonpo-mountain 
deep meditation is granted 
Cherinma's snow 
the initiation-and-consecration meeting 
meeting Sendormo and Legsse'bum 
the meeting 
she was accepted 
she offered the ornament 
the lamentation 
after the preaching of the Law questions 
and answers are put forward 
weeping 
singing a peace-giving song: the creed 



28. phe 

29. 
30. 
3 7 .  

32. 

giia' nan chon dus su dmar khe'i sar 
phebs pa 
'Chi brod thig chags ma'i bskor las 

la phyir 'byon pa 
la phyi gnas su cho 'phrul byun che tliu'i 
tin 'jin la biugs Sin ras byun has 'od gsal 
gyi nan nas gzigs pa 
ri cer labs biag la 
ri cer phebs pa 
ri ce nas pliur te phebs pa 
skyo sans la byon pa than glu'i bskor las 

ram sdin gnam phug pa'i dkor 
lta sgom gyi sgros brens 
ras Chun 
'bri sgom 
'jes se dan khu byug rje bcun mjal du 
'gro ba 
tha  lugs lhug par biugs pa 
'jes se sku la ras i u  ba 
fha  lugs ston pa 
yon bdag gi sa nas phebs pa 
gnam sgo nan du biugs 
mi bskyod pa'i i i n  khams 
rnam thar i u  bar (bskul ma'i) mchan las 

prod phug tu  rje bcun ran gi rnam thar 
gsuns 

phyi phyag 
phyi mig ma gzigs 
sprul pa'i ras pa bdun 
slar phyi phyag 
dbus la thegs pa 
skyel thun 
ras thun dbus g iun gyi (bskor) las 
drun du bsiien dkur ji t i  byun ba 
thebs gden 
(= thegs?) 
dbus thegs kyi gnan ba i u  ba 
brag phug 'ur sdin 
dbus g iun gyi mgur gsutis pa 

they arrived at  a market place in gRa'nan, 
where a market was held 
the meeting of the song about readiness 
to die 
they went to the Laphyi 
in deep meditation he saw in a vision the 
magic on the Laphyi 

he put his feet on the mountain-top 
he arrived at the mountain-top 
flying from the mountain-top he arrived 
the meeting of the drinking song, when 
he had gone to "Without Trouble" 
meeting in the Kanisdin-cave 
following the method of meditation 
KasChun 
'Brisgom 
'Jesse and Khubyug go to meet the 
Iteverend One 
lie sat without clothes ( ?) 
'Jesse offering a cloth for the body 
showing the dress 
he came from the householder's place 
he dwelled inside heaven's gate 
Aksob1.1ya's region 
he was urged by a sign to ask for the 
life-story 
in the Stomach-cave the Reverend One 
told his life-story 
saluting 
he did not look back 
seven phantom-raspas 
again saluting 
he went to dbUs 
parting-escort 
(meeting) Rasthun in dbUs 
coming near reverence is shown 
assurance of the parting(?) 

asking perinission to go to dbUs 
cave-noise 
he sang a song about going to dbUs 









THANKA XVII 

old signum : 
gyon brgyad 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body : white 
Dress : white, with gold trimming, lining greenish-yellow 
Meditation band : dark red 
Sitting on a rock 
Legs unlocked, right leg lying, sole upwards, left knee lifted, sole down 
Listening attitude, left hand behind left ear, right hand not seen 

The deity at  the bottom left hand corner: Sedgegdon, Simhavaktrii 
Body : dark blue 
Ornaments : gold 
Band : red 

The deity at  the bottom right hand corner: Sengegdon, Simhavaktr5 
Body: dark blue, with white lion-head, and raised golden hair 

The four demons at the bottom, in the centre 
Body: white, mauve, blue and red, all with raised golden hair 
Note the mandala at the bottom, to the left, with two drums. 
In  the centre of the mandala the un-orthodox svastika 

STORY 

(beginning at the bottom, left-hand corner) 

Once at day-break a sky-walker appeared to Mila urging him to go to mThonla in order to meet 
Dampa ( I ) .  The Songs give Dampa's name as Dampasansrgyas, and tell us he is an Indian. The 
sky-walker in the Songs is called Lion-face (Simhavaktrs), and she appears also to the Indian in 
question, urging him to go and meet Mila (2).  A contest of miracles follows: a body is changed 
into a flower, and again into seven bodies (3, 4). Dampa seeing Mila sitting naked as was his wont, 
reproves him for behaviour that seemed close to madness. So Mila sings a song about his "mad 
method": if he is mad, then Marpa, and all his spiritual predecessors up to the great Vajradhara 
are mad too. The song convinces the Indian. They prepare a ritual offering ( s ) ,  and part company, 
each going to his own place. 

Next we are taken to a big bonpo-community called Laiin, at the time when Mila dwelt in 
gRa'nam (6). A rich man believes in Mila, and makes a will in favour of him. H e  dies and Mila is 
called in at the death ceremony. After his pupil Ziba'od has refused his help (7, 8), Mila endeavours 



to show the deceased "the right way". According to former life's karma he thereupon was reborn 
as a worm beneath a dung-heap. Mila menages to cleanse the "so11l" from impurities, to the gl.eat 
edification of the relatives of the deceased (9, 10, I I ,  12, 13, 14) .  The remainrler of this chapter of 
the Songs concerns Mila's sister Peta. Af ter  a song sung by Mila knowledge arises in her heart, and 
meditation leads her to perfection ( I S ) .  This time the bonpos attain whole-hearted belief. When 
Mila decides to leave the cave where he has dwelt the people try to prevent him. H e  succeetls, 
however, in escaping, leaving a foot-print on a large boulder in the lower part of the cave (16) .  

O n  liis way Mila meets five robbers ( 1 7 )  Asked to preach he explains the doctrine of cause-and- 
effect. The fruit sown in this life, he sings, is ripe in the hereafter, he who beats now will be beaten 
in the hereafter. The robbers promise not to rob and kill any more. 

The scene to the right lacking an  inscription seems to refer to chapter s o  of the Songs, which 
tells of Mila's meeting with Lliarjegyan in Thonla. Lliarjegyan is a householder, who when dying 
- suitably prepared by songs of the saint - takes the "upper way". Mila and liis pupils proceed to 
Chubar. 

Above this we find a snlall group of scenes all referring to Rasthuii, and explained by the 57th 
chapter of the Songs. Rasthun comes from dbUs (18), he offers his gift to Mila ( rg ) ,  an initiation- 
ceremony takes place. The mandala with the turquoise included in the gift on top is set up (20). Ras- 
tliuil returns to dbUs (21, 22). Immediately before this Mila and Rasi.huri exchange songs. Rasthuii 
recapitulates his labours in seeking to reach the heaven of dhanna,  to meet cloudless perfection. 
India and Nepal he has searched, now he will leave his teacher and go to dbUs. In  a short farewell- 
song Mila hails him as a true contemplative who in accordance with his vow will shun all action 
and bring to an end the sequence of cause and effect. And, as he did with sGampopa, Mila enjoins 
upon Rasthun to return to him on the day of his death. This is recorded in a partly obliterated in- 
scription (23).  The Songs give the wording: yati bu khyod kyi Sin mo yos kyi lo rta'i zla ba'i ches 
bTu bii chun la 'dir sleb pa gyis t ig  dgos pa ;hen po yod do gsun. What happens to Rasthun in dbUs 
is not recorded in the thanka. 

Following the order of the Songs the next two scenes represent what happened in Brin-Lhabron 
(in the inscription "Drin-Lhado") Mila is seen singing to the lay-donor bKraBisrcegs (in the in- 
scription "bKraBisrjasW), who has asked him to preach the Law (24, almost obliterated). Above 
Mila once more is shown singing and imparting knowledge (25).  T o  the right of this scene, a little 
higher up, is shown one of the small meditation-huts frequently occurring in the picture-series, with 
a bearded hermit inside. This seems to point to the end of the 58th chapter, where the good results 
of Mila's preaching are told. In all probability the bearded man is bKraSisrcegs. 

Finally we are taken to Bragmkhar of Brin (called brag dkar in the inscription). Among the lay- 
followers are the women mJesse and Khubyug. mJesse asks Mila to preach dharma, and Khubyug 
asks about a hermit's life. Mila in a song enumerates the twenty-one friends of the lonely hermit. 
All become contented, and some are initiated. The  inscription commemorates the final acception of  
the two women (26).  

I .  mkha' 'gros dam pa 'jal bar biugs pa the sky-walker directs (Mila) to meet 
Dainpa 

2.  mkha' 'gros mi la dan 'jal bar biugs pa and the sky-walker directs (Dampa) to 
meet Mila 

3. sprul pa'i me tog la iabs rdo the magic flower is kicked 



rje bcun sku bdun du sprul pa 

sgo ma bii 
gfia' gnam mthon la'i bskor 
bon po'i S-hems 
dkyil 'khor mtha'i gSin po 
rnkhyer 'dre 
spyan khu 
Iti ba 
a 
srin nlo 
rje bcun gyis giin po rjes 'jin 
gSin po yar 'dren gyi skor las 
brod phug nas ma chor bar byon rten iabs 
rjes biag 
mthon las jag pa lna dan 'jal 
ras thun dbus nas phebs pa 
phyag rten du rdor phul ba 
dban gnan ba'i dus gyu mandala gyu sten 
du biag pa 

ras Ehun dhus biud kyi bskor las 
dbus la thegs pa 
yos bu lo Sog gsun phyi phyag 'chal ba 

bkra Sis . . . 
drin lha dor yon bdag bkra 'sis rjas kyi 
bskor 
brag dkar du 'jes se dan khu byug rjes su 
bzun ba 

the Reverend One appeared in seven 
bodies 
the four "door-keepers" 
the meeting in ml'honla (in) gRa'gnam 
the bonpo's will 
the funeral-of fering 
the demon 
the wolf 
dung 
a 
the sister 
the Reverend One accepts the deceased 
the deceased one is "taken up to heaven" 
coming from the Stomach-cave he left 
a foot-print 
meeting five robbers in mThonla 
Rasthun came from dbUs 
he gave a vajra as a present 
when the initiation took place the tur- 
quoise-mandala, surmounted by a 
turquoise, was set up 
R a J h u n  travelled to dbUs 
lle went to dbUs 
"come the year of the hare" was said 
when parting 
bKraSis/rjas/ . . . 
meeting the householder bKraiisrjas in 
Drinlhado 
on the Bragdkar 'Jesse and Khubyug 
were accepted 









T H A N K A  XVI l l  

old signum: 
gyas dgu 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress : white, with gold trimming 
Meditation band : dark red 
Sitting on a dark mauve skin 
Legs unlocked, right leg loosely bent, sole upwards, foot behind left foot, 
left knee lifted, sole on ground 
Right hand behind body, left fore-arm resting on left knee, hand hanging, 
thumb almost joining index finger 

At each side, on a smaller scale : two Frantic Ones 
(protectors for dbUs and gCan) 
Legs loosely bent 
Sitting on tiger skins, white-bodied and skull-crowned, with magic wand 
(khafvanga) the tantric staff, Padmasambhava's usual attribute, and a 
skull cup, and dark red meditation band 

'Khorlosdompa beneath in the centre (Cakrasamvara) 
H e  has one face and two arms, 
Yab-yum, the yab dark blue, the yum dark red, both with skull-crowns, his 
right hand holds the rdorje, his left hand the bell, the yum has a knife 
in her right hand 
Nimbus : green 
Gloria : red with a contour of flames and golden rays 

The central figure at  the bottom seems to be the Chosrgyalnansgrub, shown in 
Pander's edition as number 239 (no inscription) 
Body : dark blue 
One head and two arms, a knife in his right hand, and a skull cup in his 
left, the raised hair golden 
Nimbus : green 

At  the bottom right corner: the White T i r P  (no inscription) 
Body: white, with seven eyes 
Nimbus : lilac 
Inner gloria : dark blue 
Outer gloria : reddish yellow 
Sitting with locked legs, soles upwards 
The  right hand hangs in the varada-mudri 



The left hand holds a lotus flower 
Sitting on a lotus-throne 

At the bottom left corner: a holy lama on a throne making all offering ( n o  

inscription), attended by two lamas 
Nimbus : green 

S T O K Y  

The inscriptions of this scroll can be divided into three groups. 
The first group, barely names, consists of three inscriptions for pictures of C'akrasa~!ivara and t w o  

other seemingly local deities ( 1 ,  2, 3).  
The second group refers to happenings told in the latter chapters o f  the Songs. The 60th chapter 

records a meeting with people from Brin-Raluri who ask advice (4) .  Then explanations are given of 
feats that the pupils are curio~is about, e. g. how the body can fall down into a ravine, and be 
fastened to a tree without being seriously hurt ( 5 6 ,  7). In  the same chapter we find the conquering 
of the four devils (8), and Mila's flying down from the mountain ( 9 )  Next a magician from 
dbUs presents himself (10). Convinced by Mila's songs he gets whole-hearted belief, is suitably 
advised, and after due meditation becomes a man rich in knowledge. T w o  pupils are shown 
attending this meeting. One of them is Sebanraspa, who according to the Songs takes a part in the 
conversation with the magician. 

After that we are taken to Chubar and to the last chapter of the Songs. The pupil Tiba'od sees 
Mila, sitting in meditation, sniiling and weeping alternately, and he asks what that means. Mila says 
that the weeping and smiling are caused by the misery and joy he has seen recently, when preaching 
to the six classes of beings. The scene referring to this answer shows Mila singing to six beings in 
human shape ( I I ), each representing one of the six classes : gods and non-gods, men and animals, 
and two sorts of being damned to the hells. In  the Songs this is not described as a single meeting, 
but Mila himself goes to the abodes of each class of being and preaches to them. In  answer to the 
pupils' questions he sings a song about the joy o r  misery of every class of being (12). 

Naturally the teacher's unusual powers greatly impress the disciples. Sebanraspa tries to fly too. 
H e  can lift his feet above the ground ( 1 3 )  but he cannot accomplish genuine flight. The difference 
is clearly shown when one looks at the flying Mila (without inscription) painted immediately above 
the struggling Sebanraspa. I n  the Songs Mila's explanation is: such feats are only the fruit of  per- 
fect virtue. Where this cause is lacking the fruit cannot be gathered. 

Another time spectacular phenomena are seen in the saint's sleeping-place: now light, now a 
flame, a rainbow, water, gold, and other things ( 14, 15). The inscription shows Sebanraspa as the 
pupil who beholds this, but in the Songs it is Tiba'od who asks the meaning of these sights. "Listen, 
Son" Mila begins his answering song "when I change into earth, earth is like myself, when I change 
into water, water is like myself. . .", and so on (16).  The scene picturing Mila singing this explana- 
tion to his pupils is the last referring to the Songs. The few scenes remaining in the scroll return 
again to the Life. The third group of inscriptions of this scroll belongs to these scenes. 

\Ye now have to deal with the last tragic phase of Mila's Life, and with the villain of the drama. 
This is the learned lama Caphugpa. H e  is envious of Mila's fame, and sceptical of his qualities. H e  



feigns reverence ( 17), but secretly promises his concubine a fine turquoise, should she succeed in 
poisoning Mila (18) .  The woman, unwillingly, (19 )  tries twice. Mila sees through the plot, and 
knows what she is doing (20). The second time, however, he accepts the poisoned food (zI), and 
bestows consolation on the woman, now heart-broken and repentant (22). Only five scenes and six 
inscriptions deal with this part o f  the story, which is told in detail in the Life. (Inscription 21 

probably belongs to scene 22 and inscription 22 to scene 21.) 

'khor lo sdom pa 
gcan smyon 
dbus sniyon 
brin ra lun du iia ma rnanls 
la ial  g d a ~ n  gyi bskor 
sku la rkyen par mgur g s u i ~  ba 

iiri khar zug pa ltar mjad 
gyan la lhun ba ltar mjad 
bdud bii las rgyal ba'i bskor las 

ri nas zags te biad pa ltar mjad 
snags pa'i i a  Ian gyi bskor 

(= ius)  
rigs drug la thos gsuns pa 

rigs drug h o s  gsuns pa'i dri Ian 

se ban ras pa 
se ban gyi thon snan 
slcu'i snan chul bstan pa 
bu slob la bkod pa sku'i r ju 'phrul bstan 
pa'i dri Ian 
ca phug pa rje bcun la phyag phul ba 

bsam sbyor nan pas gyu byin pa 

bud med kyis 'dir ma biugs ius  
ri fiil ba la sdigs 'jub (= mjub) mjad 
pas mthoti 
zas nan bies pa 
gsos nan i u  ba 

'Khorlosdompa (Cakrasamvara) 
the Frantic One in gCai1 
the 1:rantic One in dbUs 
the riieeting, where advice is iir~parted to 
lay-follower5 froni Brin-Ralun 
a song concertling how to cause a body is 
sung 
acting like being fastened to a tree 
acting like falling into an abyss 
meeting of the victory over the four 
devils 
like a swan he came from the mountain 
meeting where the magician's petition is 
answered 
he preached the Law for the six classes of 
being 
questions and answers on the peaching of 
the Law to the six classes of being 
Sehanraspa 
Seban's vision 
he demonstrated body-miracles 
questions and answers to the ~ u p i l s  on the 
demonstration of body-miracles 
Caphugpa bowed down to the Reverend 
One 
on account of a wicked plan a turquoise is 
given 
the woman asks not to have to go there 
seeing pointing at mountain and valley 

he accepted the pernicious food 
bestowing consolation 





'I- 





T H A N K A  XIX 

old signum : 
gyon do1 

DESCRIPTION 

Milaraspa in the centre 
Body: white 
Dress : white 
Meditation band : dark red 
Sitting on a mat, spread on a rock, looking westwards, on right leg, 
part of the sole seen, left knee raised, left foot resting on mat 
Right arm straight, hand resting on mat and rock 
Lef t  hand lying on left knee, index finger and little finger outstretched, 
other fingers bent, thumb not seen 

Milaraspa in the preaching-scene 
Gloria : orange with golden rays 

All persons, included the deities 
Body: white 

STORY 

(beginning at the bottom left-hand corner) 

Milaraspa endowed with gloria and meditation band preaches the Law to gods and men ( I ) .  A 
last offering is made. Mila is ill. H e  creates an emanation, a double of himself, leaving it in one 
place \vhile he himself goes to another, that is to Chubar (2, 3, 4).  Here he dies or, as we read in 
the inscription "shows the way to go beyond sorrow" (5) .  An armed dispute arises over his body, 
hut according to the Life it is settled (7, 8) by the intervention of a deity. 

The Life now tells of  various phenomena in various places. Naturally not all of them are repro- 
dt~ced in painting. Our  thanka depicts one cremation, accompanied by rainbows and other pheno- 
mena, gods in the sky, and the forenlost disciples in attendance. 

In  the Life the pyre cannot be made to burn on account of the absence of the pupil Kasthun. H e  
is called by visions and guided to Chubar. When he approaches the neighbourhood Mila appears to 
him, and he places Milars feet upon his head (9). RasEhun arrives believing Mila to be still alive. 
H e  is deeply moved by his master's death. He  wishes to see the body. Sorne new pupils o f  Mila not 
recugnising Kastl~un will not let him approach. Rast l~un sings a song expressing his grief, and now 
he will not approach even when invited by Seban and iiba'od ( I 1, 11,  13). For  Rasthunrssake Mila 
revives his body, reproaches the young disciples, and tells RasEhun to approach. Rasthun swoons 
with joy. 



During the cre~iiation Mila is seen sitting up surrounded by flames, singing his last testanlent. 
Above and around the pyre some of the phenomena and deities told o f  in the Life are shown, 
aniong these the royal insignia. 

In  the morning after the cremation the pupils look for  relics in the cremation-house, but find 
nothing. In a dream Rasthun had seen sky-walkers removing the relics. The pupils now implore 
the sky-walkers to return some of the relics. Two of  them are painted carrying a caitya with Mila 
inside in the "listening position" (14).  According to the Life  he is now singing a hymn in response 
to Ziba'od's request that the caitya might stay with the pupils. A luminous relic is seen coming do\vn 
( I S ) .  When they all claim it, says the Life, it is talcen up again. Once more we see the cortGge 
speeding eastwards, the caitya now in a casket carried by sky-walkers, deities following, and one of 
the later riding on a white lion (16).  

Henceforth Mila is an object of worship. 

"Men bring the first offering, 
Gods and men sing songs of praise" ( I 7) .  

The gods appear in the sky ( 18). Relics are distributed according to the terms of Mila's will ( 19). 
The knife, the brown sugar, and the cotton cloth mentioned in the Life are faithfully reproduced. 

ro. htim 

Iha mi rnams la thos kyi ' jug ston pa 

ni jug gi chogs 'khor 
'gyed pa skyes pa 
drin du sku siiun chul bstan pa 
(= Brin) 
Chu bar du thegs pa 
thu  bar du mya nan las 'das chul bstan pa 

phur gdan 'dren gyi dmag 
dmag gi 'dums byas pa 
/sprul . . . rje/ bcun gyis ras thun pa 
bsun byed pa 
i u n  'bul dus ras thun pa phebs pa 

ras thun pa gdun dbyai~s 
se ban 
i i  ba 'od 
nikha' 'gro'i phyag gi mthod rten 
rin bsrel 
lons spyod rjogs /sku/ 
mi rnams kyis phud n ~ t h o d  'bul i i n  
Iha ini rnanis kyi bka' bgro ba 
n~kha '  spyod du gdan 'dren pa 
i a l  choms ltar byin rlabs rten 'gyed pas 
(chorns = thems) 

teaching gods and men to enter the 
doctrine 
the last offering 
he created an emanation 
in Drin he showed they way to be ill 

lie set out for Chubar 
in Chubar lie showed the way to go 
beyond sorrow 
the arranged fight 
peace is established 
the Reverend One's emanation made 
1iasi;hun understand 
when the melting (of the body) was 
reported Iiasthun came 
Kasthun singing a song of longing 
Seban 
Ti ba'od 
the reliquary in the hands of sky-walkers 
relics 
the body of enjoyment (sambhogakiya) 
Men bring the first offering 
Gods and nlen sing songs of praise 
invited to heaven 
the relics are distributed according to the 
will 



I N D E X  
including personal names ( p a . )  and place names (p1.n.) occurring in the inscriptions, and a few 
"nanles" as "the shepherd", when the personal name is not tnentioned. Koman ciphers refer to the 
scroll, Arabian ciphers to the inscription 

ku than 
(iian cha) - dkar rgyan 

kyan pan 
rkan 'jugs kyi phug 
bkra Sis rjas 
bkra Sis Iha mo phug 
skya na ca 
skyen phug 
skyo sans 
khu sgom 

khu byug 

khu byug dben pa rjon 

khu lun pa 

khyi r a  pa 

'khar thu ras pa 

'khar las 

'khor lo sdom pa 

ga skya rdo rje rjoil 
gun than 
grag dmar 
grub rgyal ma 
gro than 

p1.n. 
p.n. 
(White Garland Of The Ran) 
Milaraspa's mother 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
(= ICho khom) 
near Khatmandu in Nepal 
p.n. 
("cuckoo") 
a female disciple of Milaraspa 
p1.n. 
("Castle of the Solitary Cuckoo") 
p.n. 
one of Milaraspa's earlier teachers 
"the man from Khulun (p1.n.)" 
p.n. 
("hunter") 
a male disciple of Milaraspa 
P.". 
a male disciple of Milaraspa 
(in the Songs : nikhar fhun ras pa) 
p1.n. 
(in the Songs : mkhar las) 
p.n. 
(Cakrasaryvara) 
see: brag skya rdo rje rjon 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 

X : 4 3 ,  X I :  1 

11: g 

X :  41 
VI I I  : 25 
XVII :  24, 25 
xv : 45 
I X :  15 
I x :  27 
X V I :  27 
X I I I :  5 

X V I I I :  I 

X I :  3 
X : 10, see : brag dmar 
X I V :  18 
X :  41 



grad phug, brod phug, 
prod phug 
grol yul 
dges rdor 

rgya gar, rgya sgar 

rgyal gyi Bri 
sgam po pa 

nan chon ston pa 

nanchonphugpo 

mog, rnog pa 

ti phug ras 

ltim lud 
g E an 
thu bar 
Ehu mig dnul 'bum 
Ehu bzan 
thos la khan 

iian cha dkar rgyan 

giia' gnam, gna' nan 
siia ian, siie ian 
ti phu pa 
ti se 

rta so 
thil 

p1.n. 
("stomach-rave") 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(Hevajra) 
p1.n. 
(India) 
p.n. 
(= Dampa rgyags phu pa) 
("good garland") 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(Milaraspa's pupil, and successor) 
p.n. 
a pupil of Milaraspa 
p.n. 
a pupil of Milaraspa 
p.n. 
pupil of Marpa, co-disciple of 
Milaraspa 

p.n. 
(= rca phu ras pa, a pupil of 
Milaraspa) 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
(i-110s la sgan) 
p.n. 
(see : dkar rgyan) 
p.n. 
(= ti phu pa) 
(= te phu pa) 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
see : iii pu pa 
p1.n. 
(Kailrisa) 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 

XI : 16, XIV : 7, XVI : 40 

x :  23 
V I :  9 

VII  : 26, 29, X I  : 7, XIV : I 5 

X I I :  3 

X I :  21 

X V :  2, 14, 18 

X I :  26 

V I :  9, 10, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 
26, 28, 29, 30, V I I  : 3, 41 5 ,  6, 
I I ,  VI I I  : 16 
X I :  1 0  

X I :  25 
V I I I :  13 
XIX: 5 
X I  : 22 

X :  16, 18, 19, 21, 23 
I V :  14 

X I V :  17 

XVI  : 20, XVII  : 6 
X I I I :  3 , 4 , 6  

X I I :  10, 13, 16, 18, 21, 23, 24, 
26 
I X :  1g 
X :  21 



thos pa dga' 

mthon la 
dam pa 

dar nla mdo 

dar ma dban phyug 
dar blo 
drin (= brin) 
drin lha do 
dha rma bho dhi 

du blo mcho 
bdag med ma 

bde mthog 

'dri sgom ras pa 
'dre ston 
rdo rje dban phyug 
na ma 

na ro bon thun, bon thun 

pu rati 
dpal dar 'bum 

bod 

bon thun 
bon po ri 
brag dkar 

brag khur du lin ba 
brag skya 

brag skya rdo rje rjon, ga skya 
rdo rje rjon 

p.n. 
(Mila's name at name-giving) 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(= dam pa sans rgyas) 
p.n. 
( Marpa's son) 
11.". 
p.n. 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(Dharmabodhi, an Indian 
siddha) 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(wife of Marpa) 
p.n. 
(Samvara) 
see : 'bri sgom ras pa 
p.n. 
p.n. 
p1.n. 
(Manasarovara) 
p.n. 
(Marpa's guru) 
p.n. 

p.n. 
(introduces Rasthun to 
Mibskyodpa) 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(female disciple of Milaraspa) 
pl. n. 
(Tibet) 
see : na ro bon thun 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
("white rock") 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 
("grey rock") 
p1.n. 

111: 26, 33, VI: I I ,  23, 
VII: 9, 14, 16, 17, 19 
XVII: 6, 17 
XVII: 1 

VII : 30 

XI1 : 7 , 9  
XIV: 3 ,4 ,8  
XIX : 4 
XVII: 25 
XI11 : 23, 25 

XII: 4 
VII: 7, 14 

XV : 30 
XIII: 21 
111 : 24 

XII: 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 
22, 25 

XIV: 16 

XII: 7 
XI: 17 

IV: 19 

XVI : 9 
IX : 9, 10, I I ,  23, 26, XVII : 26 

XI: I, XII: 30 



brag dmar 
brin ra lun 
brod phug, see : grod phug 
dbus 

dbus smyon 
'bri sgom, 'dri sgom ras pa 

ma pham 

mar pa 

see : grag dmar 
p1.n. 

p1.n. 
(the province of dbUs) 
p.n. (of a deity) 
p.n. 
( a  pupil of Milaraspa) 
p1.n. 
(lake) 
p.n. 
(Milaraspa's guru) 

mi bskyod pa 

nlu r j  in (= rmu) 
mes ston 

mes sgom, mes bsgom 

smin 'khyug 

ca phug pa 
rca phu ras pa 
gcan smyon 
rcig pa rkan mtliil rjon 
chur ston 

che mtha ma 
che rin ma 

mcho sna 
mjes se, mjes ze, 'je se, 'jes se 

ii ba 'od 

za 'og 
ya ga za 
yo1 mo gans ra 

p.n. 
( Aksobhya) 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(pupil of Marpa, co-disciple of 
Milaraspa) 
p.n. 
(pupil of Milaraspa) 
p1.n. 
(smin kliyud grib ma)  
p.n. 
see : t i  phug ras pa 
p.n. of a deity 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(pupil of Marpa, co-pupil of 
Milaraspa) 
p.n. 
p.n. 
(the Five-fold Fairy) 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(Milaraspa's betrothed) 
p.n. 
(pupil of Milaraspa) 
see : sa 'og 
p1.n. 
p1.n. 

XVIII : 4 

I1 : 2 I ,  XVI : 4547 ,  50, 52, 

XVII : 18,21,22 

XVIII : 3 
X I :  21, XVI: 31 

I v  : 13, 15 ,  16, 22, 23, v : 24, 
VI :4 ,  5, 16, 17, 19, VII:2,  3, 
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67% ste 
gyas ru byan 
gyu ston, gyun ston, gyon ston 

ra lun 
rag ma, rag mo 
ran thun, ran byun ral pa 

ram sdin phug 
ras thun 

ras fhun ma 

ru mo 
ron ston 

ron gyi 'od gsal phug 
la phyi 
la phyi'i gans 
la ze'i dgon pa 
lin ba'i brag 
lin skor phyag ru ba 
lug rji 

legs se 'bum, legs se 

glan sgom ras pa 

6a kya mgu, Sa kya mgu na 

Se sgom ras pa 

Sen dor mo, Sen rdo 

sa 'og 
sans rgyas skabs 

se ban ras pa, se ban 

1)l.n. 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(one of Mila's earlier teachers) 
see : brin ra lun 
p1.n. 
p.n. 
(= ron fhun ras pa) 

(Mila's pupil and biographer) 
p.n. 
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Mila's earlier teachers) 
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p1.n. 
p1.n. 
pan. 
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(shepherd) 
p.n. 
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p.n. 
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p.n. 
(pupil of Mila) 
p.n. 
(pupil of Mila) 
p.n. 
(pupil of Mila) 
p.n. 
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p.n. 
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gsan 'dus 

srin mo 

gsal le 'od 

lha bar 

Iho brag 

p.n. (of a deity) 
(Gu.hyasamij a )  
p.n. 
(= Milaraspa's sister) 
p.n. 
(female pupil of Milaraspa) 
11.". 
(pupil of Milaraspa) 
p1.n. 
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T H E  C H A P T E R S  O F  T H E  H U N D R E D  
T H O U S A N D  S O N G S  

scroll 10 The wood-gatherer Milaraspa. Text and translation (German) edited 
by B. LAUFER in ARCHIV F. RELIGIONSWISSENSCHAFT IV. 1901, 3 etc. 
Milaraspa collects fuel and .has a vision. A french translation has 
been published by H. MEYER, Mila, le Ramasseur de bois. Pokme 
tibktain traduit et annotC p a r .  . . LA TABLE RONDE, S. d., p. 165-433. 
Cf BIBLIOTH~QUE BOUDDHIQZJE 1949. N. 187. - This publication 
has not been accessible to me. 

scroll l o  The jounley to Laphyi, or the clrupter of Chubzali. Edited, with Ger- 
man ,translation by B. LAUFER, 1. C. - Contains amongst other things 
Bharo and the bharima-ornaments. 

scroll 10 The Winter  on Laphyi. Thc song about the srlozu-~trot~~~taiw. Edited 
with German translation by LAUFER in DENKSCHRIFTEN DER K. 
AKADEMIE DEH WISSENSCHAITEN. Wien 1902, 7 ff .  Contains the 
stories about gma'nam, jomo 'Urmo, the leopard and the tiger. A 
translation of this chapter also published by H. HOFFMANN, MI-LA- 
RAS-PA. 1950. 

scroll 10 The rock-de~troness of L i iba .  Edited with German translation by 
LAUFER, 1. C. Treats of the conversion of the denioness. 

scroll 10 The first chapter about Rugnta. Edited with German translation by 
LAUFER, 1. C. Translation also published by HOPFMANN, 1. C. Treats 
of Lhabar's visit. 

scroll 10 Milarmpa on the rK~~aiphannamklza'rjoli. Edited with German trans- 
lation by LAUFER, 1. C. Contains the incident of the Monkey-Ruler of  
Grothan. A french translation of this incident has been published by 
H .  MEYER, Chant sixicme des loo ooo chants de MilarCpa, POBSIE 43. 
NumPro XVI, 42-48. 

scroll 10 Milarmpa on the Yobzogarisra. By liis songs Mila convinces pupils, 
until ICnowledge arises. The Yidanl prompts him to go to Tibet. 
Not edited. 

scroll 10 The chapter of Phugronlka'i bujno and dlirrzayi~t on Bragskyardo- 
rjernon. v .  s. - This chapter is translated (no text edition) by H .  
HOPFMANN, 1. c. I t  contains the incident of Milaraspa's singing to 
the doves who turn out to be daughters o f  gods. 



scroll 10 Tlze first ejlcountcrs ill Bragskyardorjerjoli. NO edition. Contains the 
encounter with the sorcerer from Kuthari, and the people from Rama, 
The rDorjernal'byorn~a prophesies about the pupils: one of them she 
compares with the sun, another with the moon, etc. Milaraspa pro- 
ceeds to Gurithan. 

scroll I I The i~leetitrg with RasEhuli in the Silk-cazv, i l l  Guntlrail. No edition 
or  translation. Mila has gone to the Silk-cave. Here he meets liasEhun, 
a handsome and gif,ted youth. Affected by leprosy he goes to India 
and is cured by "Valacantra". After this RasEhun returns and finds 
Milaraspa. 

scroll I I Milaraspa ~rrcefs rCaplzttraspa in the Cave of Clear Light. No edition 
or translation. - Some youths seek out Mila. One of them is won by 
his songs and accepted as a pupil. Initiated he obtains liberation and 
becomes one of the "near sons", called the rcaphuraspa. 

scroll I I Milaraspa 111eets the raspa Sansrgyasskabs in Rag~rzn. No edition or 
translation. - O n  a begging-bur Mila is asked by a couple to help 
them to get children. Instead of that he shows them the "right way 
to happiness". Afterwards, in Ragma, he gets a new pupil, who in 
due time becomes one of the "sons of the heart". His name is 
Sarisrgyasskabs. 

scroll I I Sdkyagztmz is colrverted in  the Stotnach-cave. No edition or trans- 
lation. - Mila goes to gfla'nam. In  the Stomach-cave he is visited by 
Sikyaguna and some gRa'nam-people. H e  solves their difficulties. 
Siikyaguna is accepted and becomes one of the "near sons". 

scroll I I Milaraspa nzeets the yoz~rrg lady dPaldarJbztvn in  gCurigigadpaslegsu~n. 
Milaraspa converts both the young lady and her suspicious mother. 
Partly translated by G. SANDBERG, Tibet and the Tibetans. 1906. 

scroll I I Milaraspa ~rzeets Sebatr at njr i ~ r n  in gYasrzl. - O n  his way from 
Byanrtasgo Mila arrives at an inn. There he meets merchants and 
grvapas. One of the merchants is taught by Mila and becomes a yogi. 
One of the grvapas is accepted as a pupil and developes into a "son 
of  the heart". His name is Seban. No edition or  translation. 

scroll I I Milaraspa meets 'Brisgomraspa on the rGyalgyiSri. Milaraspa en- 
counters a band of bandits. Their chief 'Brisgom is converted and 
received, and in time becomes one of the foremost pupils or  "sons of 
the heart". No edition or  translation. 

scroll I I il4ilaraspa lneets Ziba'odraspa in  Chuntigdnul'bunz. Contains an 
appearance of a sky-walker, and a contest in walking on the water. 
Partly translated into English by G. SANDBERG, Tibet and the Tibetans 
1906. (The pupil's name is not mentioned.) 



18, f . 8 7 r - g ~ ~  scroll I I Milarmpa prcackcs a scrrrlon aOotct tlrc Banrbu-staff and trtects 
Natrrjoirstorrpa. No edition or translation. - Mila and Seban beg 
alms in ICimluri. They are directed to the householder Nanrjonphugpo. 
Mila sings the "song of the cane" and the householder gains belief. 
In a village a discussion with the tantrateacher Nanrjonstonpa leads 
to the conversion of this man. H e  becomes a "son of the heart". 

19. f.92v-g3v scroll 12 Milaraspa ntccts Danlparg~~agsphupa. On his way to the Tise-mountain 
Milaraspa is sped by a sky-walker. Afterwards lie is approached by 
Dampargyagsphupa, wlion~ he converts, and who becomes one of the 
"near sons". No edition or  translation. 

20. f.93~-5v scroll 12 Milaraspa ~rrccts rrrKlrarZlruirraspa. Still on his wav to Tise Milaraspa 
meets followers, and sings to them. H e  accepts mKharthunraspa. No 
edition or translation. 

2 I. f.gsv+gr scroll 12 Milaraspa ittccts Darr~radbariplzjrrrg in  Pl~raris. Proceeding to the 
Puraris-hills Milaraspa encounters Darmadbanphyug and a woman 
and accepts both. Neither text nor translation published. 

22. f.ggr-105r scroll 12 The victory ovcr NaroOonZhun on the Tise-rnour~tain. Milaraspa 
meets the bonpo-priest N. and his sister. Several contests ensue. In 
every one Mila shows himself to be superior and wins the mountain, 
though he does not banish Naro altogether. 
JASCHKE and SARAT CHANDRA DAS had already translated this dra- 
matic tale, and later G. SANDBERG, 1. C. The last translation, into Ger- 
man, was published by H .  HOFFMANN, 1. C. The Tibetan original 
seems not to have been edited in the West. 

23. f. 105r-I I ~r scroll 12 Milaraspa mcets Rorithunraspa. Back in Bragskyardorjerjon Mila 
encounters some followers, inquiring after his health. H e  sings to 
them. Later on, through the inteivention of a sky-walker a pupil is 
accepted. Neither text nor translation published. 

24. f.1 IIT-I 19v scroll 13 Milarmpa nzects Setzsgonzraspa and rJiboraspa. A new prophecy by a 
sky-walker leads to the meeting with the shepherd (rjibo) who is 
accepted. Next Mila comes to a rich bonpo-homestead, where he cures 
and converts the sick householder, and accepts one of his sons as a 
pupil. A German translation of a large part of this chapter has been 
published by H.  HOFFMANN, 1. C. 

25. f.1 IgV-127f scroll 13 Milarmpa meets Rastlzun~ita. Continuing towards the sNa-lake Mila 
encounters women-followers, and among these RasEhunma who be- 
comes one of his foremost "daughters". Neither text nor translation 
published. 



scroll 13 n4ilaraspa 9ttcets tllc "hu~iter-ravpa" (k l~~~i rurnspa)  ~ ~ ~ C o r ~ p o r d o r j ~ .  
A deer and a bitch, and later the hunter himself, come to Mila's cave. 
Ry singing to them lie calms the fear of the deer and t l ~ e  anger 
the bitch, and converts the hunter. A myslery play treating this in- 
cident is related amongst others by FILCHNER, K~~rnburn Dschamba 
Ling, after VLADIMIRCOV. The chapter has been translated into Ger- 
man by H .  HOFFMANN, 1. C. 

scroll 13 The kijlg's gifts. The king of Yeran and Khokhom prompted by T i r j  
sends Renares-cloth and a golden myrobalane-fruit to Mila. Rasthui~ 
and Sensgom invite hini to Tibet. Cherinnia tests hini. The incident 
of [he kinks tliessenger is translated inlo l<nglisli by (;. S ~ ~ o ~ i e n c ; ,  
1. c . ,  the whole chapter into (;crlilan by H. HOLTI'MANN, I. c. Tibetan 
text not edited. 

scroll 13 Tlic chaptcr called String Of Pcarls. The great Cotton-Lord Mila, 
residing in the hermitage in Chubar, and meditating upon the Yoga 
Of The Current Flow, is attacked by 18 great demons and hosts of 
gods and gnomes, and by 5 unpleasant looking female flesh eaters, 
who are sky-walkers. Their weapons cannot harm him, not even an 
earthquake. They exchange songs. All the enemies are conquered by 
Mila's words. Not edited. 

scroll 13  The chapter called String of Ncctar-light. Five lllaidens appear. When 
asked they give their names, the chief lady being bKraSis Cherinlna. 
Given teaching and having sung a long song of praise they are initiated 
by Mila and get Kurukulle as a yidam. Not edited. 

scroll 13 The chapter called "Stri~zg of Rizler-Gold". Mila is asked to help, 
when a epidemic breaks out, and men and cattle die. His advice is 
follouved and the sickness ceases. The five-fold Cherin~na gets final 
instruction and initiation. Songs are exchanged. Not edited. 

scroll 13 A final interview with the Five Sisters. bKraiischerinma and her 
companions again "melt into one neck". After a last song she retires 
for good to the wilderness of Laphyigans and other places. Not edited. 

scroll 13 In  Brin a young man is seized by a violent longing for liberation. In 
time he becomes one of the "near sons", called the raspa rDorje- 
dbahphyug. Not edited. 

scroll 13 Milaraspa meets and converses with the Indian siddha Dharmabodhi 
who bows down to him. Text and German translation published by 
B. LAUFER, in DENKSCHRIFTEN etc. 1. c. 

scroll 14 Milaraspa has enemies in the teachers of the mChanFiid-school, 
especially in one of them: Darblo. Another, Loston, is converted and 
becomes one of the "heart's sons". In  disputation and by miracles Mila 
shows himself superior to the assailants. Not edited. 



35. f.lg6r-rggr scroll 14 The cl~apter about Rarc'lrtrn ajtd Tiplrupa. Uneasy in his mind a b o u ~  
the disputation and the miracles Rasfhun wishes to go to India. Mila 
lets him go and gives him the gold "necessary to go to India". In 
Nepal Rasfhun meets Bharima, and asks for a passport. In India he 
meets Tiphupa, who sends an akaru-staff to Mila, and rCrubpali- 
rgyalma. His return is seen in a vision by Mila who goes to meet him. 
Not edited. 

36. f.199~-2011- scroll 14 The clzapter about Messgornraspa. In the Stomach-cave in gRalnam 
a merchant comes to see Mila. H e  believes in him, "enters the door 
o f  religion", is instructed, is able to see the essence of things, medi- 
tates, and in time I)eco~~lrs a hell) lor many. Not edited. 

37. f . 201~-208~  scroll 14 Tlzc chupter of gSa1le1od, who becomes one of Mila's four great 
women pupils, and a wholly liberated yogini, dwelling in a hermitage. 
In  prophetic light Mila sees his spiritual son Rasi-huri in danger and 
flies to investigate. Not edited. 

38. f.208~-21gr scroll 14 The chapter of the gYag-horrr 
part I :  f . 2 0 8 ~ - ~ I Z V  a )  The chapter of the meeting: Mila and Rasfhun meet, and Rasthun 

offers a book and the akaru-staff, but pride arises in his heart. They 
join company. 

part 11: f . 2 1 2 ~ - 2 1 6 ~  b) The chapter of the gYag-horn. Out of pride Kasthun does not 
take up a gYag-horn lying on the road, when told to do so. Mila does 
and it proves useful, miraculously, in a hailstorm, when it houses 
Mila and keeps him dry. The corpse of an old woman gives occasion 
to demonstrate the fate of all beings. Mila proceeds to the Castle Of 
Savoury Cabbages. 

part 111: f.216~-21gv C) The last part of the gYag-horn-chapter. Rasthun still has false 
opinions regarding his own development. Songs are exchanged, Mila 
explaining the "8 Necessities". Mila takes his pupil to the top of the 
Red Rock. Not edited. 

39. f.21gr-228r scr01I 14 TAc chapter of the Song about thc Wild  Horses. When Rasthun is 
sent to fetch water and is delayed by a spectacle of wild horses 
(rkyan) playing, Mila burns his precious book. No  explanation, no 
teaching, no miracles - Mila going through rocks, deities, and sun 
and moon and the letters of the alphabet appearing on his body and 
around him, etc. - can take Rasthun's thoughts from the book. 
Finally Mila rends his dress and flies away. Realising his loss Rasthun 
repents. H e  succeeds in finding his teacher and a reconciliation and 
feast take place. A french translation of this chapter has been 
published by H. MEYER, Des cent mikle chants de MilarCpa. Le chant 
des HCmiones. MESURES IV. 1938 15/10 (She gives nr. 37.) 



40. f.228r-231~ scroll 15  Tlie cl~npter nbozdt yLansgontra.spa. .A man \vho lias heard other 
masters before seeks out hlila. H e  is instructed and having o\.ercome 
a difficult time becomes one of the "near" sons. Nut edited. 

41. f.232r-255r scroll 15 Tlze chapter about sCanipopa. His  life is told from the beginning. At 
the age of 15 he became a mantra rfiinma-student. H e  listened to the 
bKalgdams dharma. H e  is moved to see Milaraspa. At that time the 
pupils ask Mila who \\rill s~icceed him now he has grown old. He 
answers: none of those present, but the Son Carrying The White 
C'r!,stal Runlp;~. sGan~popa arrives at Mila's abode. H e  develops 
quickly. H e  becun~es able to produce internal heat. When duly initiated 
Mila sends h i n ~  away Lo meditate. H e  accon~panies him cere~noniall~,  
and, when parting, gives him the last instructions and initiations. He 
tells him to come back to this place "the year of the hare, the month 
of the horse, the 14th day". This is the date of Mila's death. They 
part. No  edition or  translation. 

42. f .255~-259~ scroll 15 Tlte chapter about Loston. - The learned Loston, associate of Darblo 
(see chapter 34),  comes seeking instruction, and uses RasChun and 
Sebanraspa as go-betweens. H e  is instructed, and soon Mila initiates 
him, afterwards giving the counsels. When meditating he gains firm- 
ness of mind (sfiin rus). Loston becomes one of the "near sons". 
No edition or  translation. 

43. f.25gv-262r scroll 15 The chapter about 'Drestow. A teacher in Brin comes to see Mila 
the first time. H e  is startled on seeing him in a cave without books, 
images, and all the things monks usually have. But thinking of death 
he understands. Having received initiation and counsel he proceeds 
to meditate. Profound insight arises. In time he becomes one of the 
"near sons". Neither text nor translation published. 

44. f.262~-265v scroll 15 The chapter about Liskorpharuba. Monks insult Mila and try to move 
him against his will. They cannot do so, even with ropes. Exasperated 
they ask him to go away. The nobleminded anlong then] confess their 
sin. H e  is acknowledged as a siddha, and sings ,to them about the three 
ways of behaviour. One of them, Liskorpharuba, is initiated by Mila, 
and having been given counsel goes to meditate. H e  advances in per- 
fection, and becomes one of the "near sons". Neither text nor trans- 
lation published. 

45. f.265~-274v scroll I 5 The chapter of ansnuers to questions put by disciples and lajrfollowers. 
This is a collection of anecdotes and small stories including short 
songs, some of the songs consisting of but a few lines. Various topics 
are treated. When Rasthun asks if a yogi's powers are to be made 
known Mila recommends as examples the lion, the tiger and the fish 
- all experts at  hiding. Appealed to by the people in Brin he makes 



the haunted Laze-hermitage habitable, converting the chief demoness 
who considers the grotto as "her house". Neither text nor translation 
published. 

46. f.274~-278v scroll 16 The cltapter about tlle songs of the Bonpo-mountain. After a fall of  
snow Mila and some pupils go up to the summit of the matchless 
Bonpo-mountain. Seeing the overwhelming spectacle of Cheriiuna's 
snow he hails her in a song as the protectress of Nepal and Tibet, 
especially of  Chubar. H e  also declares that man when strengthend 
by teaching and meditation becomes lord of the gods. T o  sGanipopa 
and Rasthui~ and some others he gives a n~emorial I-erse. Neither 
text nor translati011 published. 

47. i . ~ 7 8 v - ~ 7 9 v  scroll 16 The chapter abuut the iilifiatiorl arid consecratior~. This short chapter 
first relates an appearance of Vajrayogini. After this Rasfhun and 
Nanrjon and some others receive an initiation, during which by Mila's 
command the bumpa soars up into the air "initiating by itself". Sounds 
of  music are heard, perfumes are wafted about, a rain of flo\vers 
appears. Then a picture of Vajrayogini, erected by Rasfhun, is con- 
secrated; this act is also accompanied by miraculous phenomena. 
Not published. 

48. f.279~-284v scroll 16 The chapter about gSenrdor~rto and Leysse'buni. These are two 
married wolnell. gsenrdor~no is old and afraid of death. Rlila sings 
to her about the various niiseries of life. She enters "the door of 
dharma", is instructed, meditates, and when dying takes a certain 
road. Legsse'hum seeks out Mila in gRa'nan~, at  a cha-cha-casting. 
Woman's life is discussed. By Mila's songs happy understanding 
grows in her, and, all hindrances removed, she becomes a yogini. 
Neither text nor translation published. 

49. f.284v-288r scroll 16 Ilz this chaptcr Mila teaches Iiis disciple Rosthun a lesson about how 
futile are written principles. They come to a market where animals 
are slaughtered. The misery of living beings makes Rasfhun give up 
the "8 world-principles". After a song sung by Rlila they both go 
away to meditate on Laphyigans. Mila sings about rcadir~ess to dic. 
Not published. 

50. f.288r-rglr scroll 16 The first part of this chapter treats of happenings in the Cazfe of 
Den~orls' Defeat. Here Mila is attacked by the Mimayin with swords 
and other instrunietits, and they threaten to carry away his flesh 
and blood. Mila however frightens the Mimayin by magic of his own, 
and converts them by explaining the law of karma. In the course of 
events he had changed his body to water, and been hurt by a pebble. 
H e  now seeks out Kasthun, changes himself again into water and lets 
Rasfhun remove the pebble, thus regaining health. The second part 
of this chapter tells about a pleasure-trip to a mountain top. Mila gives 
instruction in a song imitating a drinking-song. Not published. 



51. f.291r-295r scroll 16 The  chapter of Rai~lsdil isyna~~iphuy.  This chapter begins with a 
dispute between KasEhun and 'Br i spm over the "Inspiration By The 
Shining Ray" of N i r o  and Maitri. Later mJesse and KIiubyug, two 
woman-followers come to see Mila. They are startled to find l ~ i ~ l l  

stark naked. Mila in a song explains his reasons. After that Rasthuil 
whn had been called away, returns. Not published. 

52. 295r-307r scr011 16 TIIC cllaptcr of RasEhuiz's dcpnrtijzg to dbUs. In a dream Rasthun is 
told by the Lama, the Yidam, and the Sky-walkers to ask Mila to tell 
his life-story. Rasthun asks permission to go to dbUs. Mila hesitates, 
yet in the end gives permission. The pupil puts on a cotton dress, takes 
a book, and goes "according to the good ~nethocl uf going". Mila 
bestows the last blessing. \Vheri KasEhun is on liis way Mila tests him 
in the shape of seven raspas who sing "melting into one neck". When 
he returns to Mila, the latter tells his life-story. Not published. 

53. 307v-312r scr011 17 Thc  chapter of Thonla. In  Mila's cave in gRa'nam the sky-walker 
Lionface (Simhavaktrii) appears, telling Mila to go to Thonla in 
order to meet the Indian Dampasansrgyas. The same sky-walker urges 
Dampa who is sleeping in a guesthouse to come and meet Mila. A 
contest follows, the rivals disputing in song, and matching each other 
in magic appearances and transformations. Mila successfully defends 
his way of life, and they part. Not published. 

54. 312r-316~ scroll 17 7'hc chapter of tlzc iroul-hook-of-coir~pa.rsiou~ for the dcccasctl, a t~d  of 
ltoza I'cta zelas dircctcd to bodhi. A rich member of a bonpo-community 
has belief in Mila, and in his will leaves his property to him and liis 
servant. Mila is called in at  the death-ceremony, and sends for Ziba'ud, 
who will have nothing to do with the bonpos. Mila shows "the right 
way" to the dead one who (according to former karma) now has put 
on the body of a worm. The latter half of the chapter tells how Mila 
by his exhortation and song manages to cleanse his sister Peta's mind, 
and to direct her towards bodhi. The bonpos get wholehearted belief. 
Not published. 

55. 316~-31gv scroll 17 7'hc chapter of thc last adz~ices to the follozuers it1 yfiu'tza~ri. At the 
beginnig of this chapter Mila restores peace to quarrelling house- 
holders. After this, and in answer to a question put by a housewife, 
he sings a song about how to accomplish the welfare of living beings. 
Finally he gives the last instructions to his gRalnam-followers who 
wish him to stay with them. H e  leaves a footprint on a boulder. Not 
published. 

56. f.319~-322v scroll 17 The  chapter of Lharjegyail. In  Thonla Mila meets five bandits who 
ask him to preach the Law to them. Very simply he explains the law 
of cause and effect, whereupon they promise not to rob and kill any 
more. Mila proceeds to Ditiri, where he converts the rich householder 



Lharjegyan, who, when dying, "takes the upper road". hlila goes to 
C'hubar. Not published. 

57. f . 3 ~ z v - 3 ~ y r  scroll 17 Tlze chapter of the later departure to dbUs. Rasfhun and solne other 
pupils are initiated by Mila, Rasfhun having repented and confessed: 
When told to bring appropriate gifts before initiation, he had withheld 
a turquoise which a princess in dbUs had given to him. After the initia- 
tion 12asthun has prophetic dreams. Mila explains their meaning. In the 
last Rasthun is sitting on a lotus-throne, a jewel on his head, holding 
a vajra in his right hand and a skull-cup in his left, enveloped in light, 
the sun and moon rising in his heart. Every detail is explained - the 
fire is the "niystic heat" - and after the explanation Mila sends away 
his pupil. In a fare\vell-song he tells how he has searched tbvo kitigdoms 
for  the highest perfection, and now is ready to proceed to dbUs. 
Settled in a forest hermitage in dbUs he succeeds in converting the 
princess mentioned above, who becomes a yogini. Not published. 

58. f.329r-33rr scroll 17 Tlzc cltapter of bKraEisrccgs. In Brin-Lhabron the lay-donor bKra- 
Sisrcegs renders Mila services, and many householders ask him to 
preach the Law. By his songs understanding arises in their mind, 
blessings are bestowed, and dharma explained. Not published. 

59. f.331r-333v scroll 17 The chapter of ~rdesse a~rd Khubyug arld the Brin-follou~ers. mJesse 
and Khubyug, and other followers assemble, and Mila answers their 
questions in songs. Khubyug is troubled about tlie loneliness of a 
mountain-solitude. Mila enumerates the rl  friends of a hermit. They 
all become contented and diligent and sollie of the younger ones ask 
for initiation and advice. Not published. 

60, f.333v-336r scroll 18 The chapter or1 the :victory ozler the 4 d a d s ,  and on the sorcerefs 
question atad the answers. Some followers from Brin-Ralun ask Mila 
for advice. Mila enumerates the violations of the Law. After this he 
answers questions put by his pupils, among these one concerning the 
conquering of tlie 4 devils. Then a sorcerer from the dbUs-province 
seeks him out. Conver t4  by Mila he is initiated, and obtains advice, 
and by meditation becomes a man rich in knowledge. 

61, f.336r-342v scroll 18 Tlzc chapter or% the nvorkii~g of body-wiracles. The pupil Ziba'od sees 
Mila alternately lveeping and smiling, and asks what does this mean. 
Mila tells him to offer a mandala, and then explains : lie had preached 
dharma to The Six Sorts Of Beings. Their respective happiness and 
misery had caused his smiles and tears. In  songs he describes the state 
of every class of being. - The pupil Sebanraspa tried to  fly like Mila, 
without altogether succeeding. Mila explains: he who has not the 
cause, the right virtue, cannot have the fruit, the joy (of flying etc.). 
- In Mila's sleeping-place are seen alternating phenomena: a light, a 
flame, a rainbow, etc. Ziba'od asks the meaning of this. Again Mila 
explains in a song. Not published. 
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